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Reaching the peak

We continuously improve our technology to meet the highest expectations. 
The new REC Peak Energy Series has an even more efficient cell and glass 
design. This allows us to achieve an increase on average of 9 watts per panel.

Learn how the new REC Peak 
Energy Series provides more power 
per square meter at recgroup.com

Distributed by:

www.recgroup.com


Buy from the Best
When you buy from AEE Solar, you can 
be confi dent you are getting the best 
products the industry has to off er.  With 
30 years of solar experience, we know 
which products deliver the best  value
for your money.

And when you add in the broadest 
product selection in the business, 
unsurpassed dealer training  and tech 
support, and our renowned Renewable 
Energy Design Guide & Catalog – available 
only to AEE Solar dealers – you can see 
why AEE Solar is the only wholesale 
distributor you’ll  ever need. 

Become an authorized dealer and get 
all AEE Solar has to off er.

800-777-6609

T H E  O N L Y  W H O L E S A L E  D I S T R I B U T O R  Y O U ’ L L  E V E R  N E E D

www.aeesolar.com
sales@aeesolar.com

Buy from the Best
When you buy from AEE Solar, you can 
be confi dent you are getting the best 
products the industry has to off er.  With 
30 years of solar experience, we know 
which products deliver the best  value
for your money.

And when you add in the broadest 
product selection in the business, 
unsurpassed dealer training  and tech 
support, and our renowned 
Energy Design Guide & Catalog 
only 
why AEE Solar is the only wholesale 
distributor you’ll  ever need. 

Become an authorized dealer and get 
all AEE Solar has to off er.

PEAK ENERGY MODULE  

ROBUST AND
DURABLE DESIGN

MORE POWER PER 
SQUARE FOOT

US-PRODUCED
SILICON

ENERGY PAYBACK 
TIME OF ONE YEAR

Get REC’s New High-Effi ciency 
Peak Energy Module from 
AEE Solar!

www.aeesolar.com


Protect your installations and your reputation

PHOTO COURTESY OF ABUNDANT SOLARPHOTO COURTESY OF ABUNDANT SOLAR

But you donít  need to take that risk, thanks to Quick Mount PV’s 
industry-leading fl ashing and mounts that ensure 100% code-compliant,
waterproof roof penetrations. 

Designed by installers for installers, Quick Mount PV installs faster than
any other fl ashed solar mounting, saving you time and money on the job.

■ Models for composition,   
 wood shake, and tile roofs
■ No roof cutting required
■ Works with all standard racking

Safeguard your customer’s home and your good reputation with Quick Mount PV,  
the industry standard for high-quality, watertight solar installations.

925-687-6686
www.quickmountpv.com
moreinfo@quickmountpv.com

AVAILABLE THROUGH ALL MAJOR SOLAR DISTRIBUTORS

 COMPOSITION                             SHAKE                             CURVED TILE                     FLAT TILE                      CONDUIT

■ All aluminum fl ashing; 50-year life
■ Stainless steel hardware included
■ Live tech support
■ Year round product trainings

Superior Waterproofi ng Technology
Our patented mounting technology 
seals out rain and installs with a 
single bolt.

o matter how well a system is installed, inadequate 
fl ashing can fail and ruin a solar installation.

MADE IN USA

www.quickmountpv.com


Shine baby shine!

“I’m glad I went solar, 
the better alternative. ”
 - Larry Hagman

Give your customers the best possible financial and 
environmental returns with Sunkits® from SolarWorld, 
America’s largest solar panel manufacturer. With 
system design as well as sales and marketing support 
included, Sunkits® can help streamline your business 
too. Call SolarWorld at 1-866-226-5958 or visit our 
website today to learn more.

www.solarworld-usa.com
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Distinguish Yourself

Find out how you can become a NABCEP certified installer and go to:   
www.nabcep.org

Jessica Baldwin, Certified NABCEP ST Installer, NYC

“The extreme value of the NABCEP certification is that it sets you apart from others in 
the field. From a business perspective I am more likely to get the job over someone without 
the NABCEP certification. More job requests now call for NABCEP certification up front.”

  

    Attain the Highest Level of

    Solar Certification  
         

www.nabcep.org


What is the Fronius Difference?
What have you come to expect from your solar inverter company? At Fronius, we think you should expect a lot and strive 
to deliver that with innovative products and world-class customer service. We call this the Fronius Difference.

 World-class customer service – 
Responsive and proactive.

 Knowledgeable tech support – 
Top-tier support in the fi rst call.

 Timely responses to calls and emails.

 Extensive warranty coverage – 
10-year standard, upgradeable to 15 years

 Innovative products – When quality is a must, 
Fronius PV inverters are the obvious choice. Our 
innovative products include the IG Plus PV inverter line, 
which offers lightweight, smart, and effi cient inverters. Models from  3 to 12 kW available in a single inverter.

You don’t have to just take our word for it. Visit www.fronius-usa.com to view results of a recent customer survey 
showing an overall 97% approval rating, or call 810-220-4414 with questions.

Discover 
the Fronius 
Difference

http://www.fronius-usa.com
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34  Thin-Film PV: 
 A System Designer’s Guide  

With thin film poised to deliver on its much-heralded 
promise, system designers and integrators need to 
know more about the technology, its properties and 
characteristics, inverter compatibility considerations 
and BOS requirements.
By Rick Holz, PE 

48  2011 Thin-Film PV Module 
 Specifications 

This SolarPro table offers comprehensive product 
specifications for CEC-eligible thin-film modules  
available in the North American marketplace. Data  
for more than 50 products from 15 manufacturers  
are included.

62  Tile Roofing Systems 
When installing racking systems, you must penetrate 
and flash tile roofs according to local and interna-
tional codes. As the industry grows, new products 
and installation methods are becoming available 
that allow installers to more quickly and easily apply 
appropriate, long-term solutions on the roof.
By JoHan alfsEn 

70  Growing Beyond the 
 Start-Up Stage 

An experienced operations manager presents the 
logistics for growing your company beyond one 
crew. You can add the second crew and truck, 
expand operations, add a second location and face 
management challenges with less stress and greater 
success by following these guidelines.
By DaRlEnE MccalMont 
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Your single source renewable energy distributor.
800-967-6917  www.dcpower-systems.com   sales@dcpower-systems.com

Let DC Power Simplify It.

The Largest Single Source Solar 
Energy Distrubutor in the Americas.

• Everything Under One Roof
• Easy On-Line Ordering
• Knowledgable Sales People
• System Design Services
• Installer Training

Whether you’re new to the solar industry, or 
you’re just seeking a new distributor, see why 
DC Power Systems is the first choice for solar 
dealers/installers nationwide.

Choosing solar components make you dizzy?

HP/SP.indd   8 10/13/10   3:09 PM

http://www.dcpower-systems.com
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integrated
Balance of System Solutions that 
reduce your total installed costs.

proven
Trusted on over 150 MW of projects at more  
than 700 sites across North America.

contact us
Contact us today at sales@sunlink.com
to request a FREE project layout and quote.

www.sunlink.com

Prepanelized Roof and Ground Mounts Simplified Wire ManagementDisconnecting Combiner Boxes

Engineered to Make Solar Simple.

is now SunLink!

www.sunlink.com


Contributors

Dirk Jordan has been working at the National Renewable 

Energy Laboratory since 2009 and specializes in the analysis 

of module performance data. Previously, he worked at 

Motorola on technologies such as thin-film coatings and flat-

panel displays. He was responsible for statistical analysis at 

Motorola Labs. He earned a BS in physics from the University 

of Heidelberg in Germany and a PhD in physics from Arizona 

State University. Dirk is a Six Sigma Black Belt.

Rick Holz is director of design and engineering in North 

America for SunEdison. He was previously director of project 

engineering for Conergy and chief engineer for Alpha Energy. 

After completing MS degrees at Arizona State University 

and the University of Colorado, Rick launched his career 

in renewable energy at the National Renewable Energy 

Laboratory by developing wind and solar projects in South 

America and the Caribbean. He is a licensed professional 

engineer in several states.

Dan Fink is the owner of Buckville Energy Consulting, which 

specializes in remote, off-grid systems. He has served with 

the Rist Canyon Volunteer Fire Department since 1998, 

and he teaches PV safety seminars for firefighters and 

PV installers across the US. Dan is also co-author of the 

book Homebrew Wind Power and is a regular contributor 

to several publications, including Home Power magazine, 

BackHome magazine, the Journal of Green Building, and 

Sunpluggers.com.

Experience + Expertise 

Tom McCalmont is CEO and co-founder of McCalmont Engi-

neering, a firm specializing in large-scale PV design. Previously, 

he was the CEO and co-founder of REgrid Power, which grew 

to be one of California’s largest PV integrators prior to its sale 

in 2008. Tom is also the co-founder and chair of SolarTech.  

He holds a BS in physics from Muskingum University and an 

MS in electrical engineering from Stanford University. Tom is  

a charter NABCEP Certified Solar PV Installer and is both a 

California B (general) and C-46 (solar) licensed contractor.

Johan Alfsen started as an installer in the San Francisco Bay 

Area in 2004 and has been in the solar industry ever since. In 

2006, he joined Quick Mount PV, a California manufacturer 

specializing in Code-compliant mounting and flashing solutions. 

Currently the training manager at Quick Mount PV, Johan has 

become well known in the industry for his passion for training 

and educating solar professionals on roofing best practices.  

He holds a degree in environmental sustainability and social 

justice from San Francisco State University.

Corporate O�ce 360.435.6030   
Technical Support 360.618.4363

www.outbackpower.com


Installers asked for a simpli�ed battery back-up system that was easy to order and install. We answered with the 
FLEXpower line of fully pre-wired and factory tested inverter solutions, designed to save both time and money.  The 
FLEXpower ONE incorporates a single Inverter/Charger for up to 3.6 kW of power, an 80 amp Charge Controller, a 
Battery Monitor and communication devices, while the FLEXpower TWO incorporates two Inverter/Chargers for up to 
7.2 kW of power and additional options for both Charge Controllers and a FLEXnet DC monitoring device. Available in 
grid-tie and o�-grid con�gurations, with both sealed and vented inverter models, the FLEXpower line is ideal for 
applications such as cabins, chalets, homes, remote communications sites and back-up power systems.

www.outbackpower.com

For available models and specs visit www.outbackpower.com/	expower 

Simpli�ed 
Ordering. Installation. Battery Back-up.

Corporate O�ce 360.435.6030      Technical Support 360.618.4363

www.outbackpower.com
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The inverter is the heart
of every solar power system.

www.SMA-America.com

The Future of Solar Technology
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SMA’s innovation has set the standard in solar technology for more than 25 years. The Sunny Boy 
inverter is a prime example of this success and is ideally suited for residential and commercial 
applications. When investing in an inverter, reliability and performance are paramount. 
World-class German engineering and manufacturing standards assure long term, trouble-free 
performance; and with a peak effi ciency of over 97%, energy harvest is unmatched. 

SMA Inverters: Ask for them by name.

SB7000USS-AUS102114.indd   1 5/27/10   4:17 PM

http://www.sma-america.com
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F irefighters have a dangerous job. 
Running into a burning build-
ing instead of out of it might 

seem to be the height of risky behavior. 
In reality, though, what appears from 
the street to be a heroic and reckless 
assault on the flames is really an  
intricately orchestrated exercise in  
risk management.

Risk management includes pre-
planning, training in both the class-
room and in the field and the complex 
coordination of trained personnel at 
an incident. The most common cause 
of firefighter injuries and deaths is 
simply the unknown. For example, 
what is inside those metal drums in the 
burning garage? Is it flammable, toxic 
or explosive? If the answer is “We don’t 
know,” fire commanders give orders 
to fight the fire from a safe distance or 
even to let it burn.

Unfortunately, PV systems fall into 
that unknown category for fire depart-
ments that are encountering them for 
the first time. With the rapid growth of 
utility-interactive PV systems in urban 
and suburban settings, such encounters 
are becoming more and more common.

As the local PV installer, you can 
significantly improve the safety of 
firefighters in your district (and maybe 
even the attitude of your local govern-
ment toward PV) by educating your 
local fire department. Do not wait until 
after a fire in a PV-equipped structure 
to get the word out. Instead, be proac-
tive and educate your local firefight-
ers and their commanders to take PV 
systems from unknown to “Okay, we 
understand this.”

At the Scene 
If you understand what firefighters 
do at an incident besides spray water, 
you will be better prepared to answer 

their questions during your outreach 
sessions. En route to the incident, 
firefighters consult “run books,” either 
on paper or on a laptop, that con-
tain details about the destination. 
Information about elderly or infirm 
residents with special medical needs, 
the nearest hydrants or other water 
sources, turnarounds for fire appara-
tus, structural details, roof type and 
even mean dogs might be on file. Upon 
arrival, firefighters perform a 360° 
walk-around of the structure to iden-
tify other possible hazards not listed in 
the run book, and team assignments 
are made. One team may be in charge 
of the water supply, one might prepare 
to access the roof, one may enter the 
structure with a rapid intervention 
team standing by in case the interior 
attack team gets into trouble.

As teams prepare for their tasks, 
the local utility is usually called to 
disconnect electric service at the pole, 
as overhead power lines and aluminum 

fire ladders do not mix. If utility line 
workers are slow to arrive, firefighters 
may pull the meter outside the struc-
ture to disconnect it from the grid.

Firefighters frequently need roof 
access during an incident. Chimney 
fires are common, and embers from 
anything burning in the neighbor-
hood—even a next-door BBQ—can 
easily lodge on a roof. During a serious 
structure fire, firefighters may need to 
cut holes in the roof over the fire for 
vertical ventilation—a carefully timed 
procedure in which firefighters inside 
chase superheated gases out of a room 
with a water fog just as holes open up 
from above, cut by firefighters on the 
roof wielding demolition tools and 
chain saws.

After the fire is out, the mop-up 
phase begins. Every nook and cranny 
is checked for heat by hand or with a 
thermal imaging camera and opened 
up for more water if needed. Drywall 
and paneling are  c o n t i n u e d  o n  pa g e  1 6 

QA Quality assurance

PV Systems and Firefighter Safety:  
A Proactive Approach

Be proactive  Fire department officials are typically eager to learn about the func-
tion of photovoltaic systems. Proactive outreach and training programs help local 
firefighters better understand potential safety issues that are unique to PV systems.
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Since 1920, Carling Technologies has been recognized as a world leader in 
the custom manufacture of circuit breakers, electrical switches and assemblies, 
power distribution centers, digital switching systems, and electronic controls. www.carlingtech.com/E-series

As solar power systems become increasingly popular, so does the need 
for high amperage circuit protection. But how do you harness all of that 
precious power while ensuring the safety of your family, friends, co-workers 
and property? With E-Series circuit breakers by Carling Technologies. 
Our circuit breakers utilize the hydraulic/magnetic principle, providing 
key advantages over fuses and thermal breakers. The E-series offers 
superior handling of up to 125A per pole, and is rated to 600V AC or 
DC through its compact and innovative design – providing high endurance, 
resistance to extreme temperatures and advanced protection for equipment 
and wires. So, ask for Carling circuit breakers, and keep your PV system 
safe and productive while capturing that pure power!

MAXIMIZE SOLAR POWER WITH MAXIMUM 
PROTECTION FOR YOUR PV SYSTEM

HARNESS
THE
POWER.

www.carlingtech.com/e-series
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pulled down to check for hidden fire, 
and all the ashes and debris are stirred 
and watered to eliminate hot spots.

How PV Systems Can Surprise 
Firefighters 
Consider the myriad hazards that  
firefighters face in a PV-equipped 
building if they do not understand  
the technology.

If their run book does not contain 
information about the PV system, 
firefighters waste valuable time trying 
to identify those “funny things on the 
roof ” and the hazards they might pose. 
Do they produce electricity, hot air or 
hot water? If hot water, what is the heat 
exchange medium? If electricity, are 
there rooftop disconnects, and where 
are they located?

Firefighters unfamiliar with grid-
tied systems with battery backup might 
assume that all interior mains circuits 
are dead after the meter is pulled, 
while in fact they might still be live and 
powered from an inverter and battery 
bank. This is not much different from 
an auto-start backup generator with 
an automatic transfer switch, which 
firefighters are already familiar with. 
However, usually they can hear the 
backup generator and realize that it 
needs to be shut down.

The team tasked for roof access and 
vertical ventilation might not know 
that the PV module strings on the roof 
are very fragile and can be energized up 
to 600 Vdc anytime the sun is shining. 
Accidentally breaching any module 
with an aluminum roof ladder or while 
cutting into the modules with a demoli-
tion saw can expose a firefighter to the 
full voltage potential of the entire series 
module string.

Firefighters tend to rely on “hot 
stick” voltage-detector wands to reveal 
dangerous voltage potential, but they 
may not know that hot sticks do not 
pick up dc voltages.

Teams may not be aware that PV 
source circuits can have multiple dis-
connects in different locations—some 

might be outdoors, others indoors. 
If there is no system map available, 
nobody knows what circuits are live or 
dead at any given time.

Mop-up after a fire is very dangerous, 
and PV systems can add complications. 
Consider a midnight attic fire, under-
neath a PV array. Was the insulation on 
PV source wires compromised inside the 
metal conduit in the attic? If so, when 
the sun comes up, PV source circuits 
(and even the conduit itself, if shorted to 
a hot wire) can become live and shock 
firefighters who are trying to mop up.

Make All Your Systems  
Firefighter-Friendly 
You can greatly increase the odds of 
a swift, safe and effective firefighter 
response by taking a few simple steps 
for each system that you install.

After your installations are com-
missioned, and with your customers’ 
permission, offer detailed system 

information to the local fire depart-
ments for their run books. This could 
help save your customers’ structures 
and protect firefighter lives. The infor-
mation for each installation should 
include a system diagram showing the 
location and purpose of all discon-
nects and equipment.

Engraved, UV-resistant plastic 
signs are very inexpensive and can 
be designed and ordered over the 
Internet. Consider posting custom 
signs on all your systems, in addition 
to the signage that the NEC requires. 

If the system 
includes batter-
ies, “Main DC 
Disconnect—
open breaker to 
disable bat-
tery backup” 
and “Danger: 
Battery Enclo-
sure—contains 

corrosive liquids, hydrogen gas and 
energized electrical circuits” are good 
warnings to post at the control center. 
It would also be very useful to display 
a placard that says something like 
“Solar Electric and Battery Backup 
System Installed—control panel and 
main disconnects in cellar” outdoors, 
next to the utility  c o n t i n u e d  o n  pa g e  1 8 

QA

Installation details  While 
photovoltaic systems are 
rarely the source of build-
ing fires, installation errors 
can lead to the destruction 
of system components and 
property. Here, improperly 
installed conduit expan-
sion fittings resulted in a 
direct short that caused 
significant damage to the 
array and the building’s 
roof system.
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You can greatly increase the odds of a swift,  
safe and effective firefighter response by taking a 
few simple steps for each system you install.



Do More Installing, Less Competing!

making renewable do-able™ 

for over 10 years!

® Simply put, we don’t do installations, period*. That’s your business, not ours. 
Our business is to be your best solar distributor and focus on assisting you to be successful 
as an installer. So, whether your install jobs are small or large, you won’t have to worry about 
some install division of altE potentially competing against you today or tomorrow. We know our 
business and it’s helping you!

altE Direct Offers You: 
Strong inventory at competitive prices•	
Accredited IREC PV training through our altE U•	
Friendly service from folks passionate about renewable energy•	
Some of the best trained technical wholesale representatives in PV distribution•	

*Fine Print: Ok, so we’ve installed on our own homes and helped some friends over the years.

Installers! Call us today at 888.218.1023 or visit us online at www.altEDirect.com
Some of the brands we proudly represent:

altE Direct customers Clay and Mike of Revolution 
Energy, stand in the midst of their installation at  
Exeter High School in New Hampshire. When  
complete, this photovoltaic system will be the largest 
in the state measuring in at 100 kilowatts.

Revolution Energy is 
making it do-able, are you?

Evergreen 
Solar Modules

Solectria Grid-tie 
Inverters

Xantrex XW 
Grid-tie Inverters

Unirac Mounting 
Structures

Kyocera 
Solar Modules

DPW Mounting 
Structures

www.altedirect.com
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disconnect and meter. For all PV  
systems, consider posting a sign that 
shows the entire system diagram, too.

Even if the local authorities do not 
require pathways around a rooftop 
PV array, you should provide access 
regardless (see Diagram 1). Roof 
edges, peaks and valleys are the most 
important areas for access. True, you 
might not be able to fit as many PV 
modules on the roof, but firefighter 
access is more important. Vertical 
ventilation is by far the most common 
and most effective way to fight interior 
structure fires. Your local fire depart-
ment may not be equipped to employ 
alternatives such as positive-pressure 
lateral ventilation systems or portable 
compressed air foam modules.

Microinverters and per-module dc 
optimizers are very firefighter-friendly, 
because cutting into an individual 
module operating at less than 50 Voc 
in full sun with a demolition saw to 
ventilate a structure is not particularly 
dangerous. Cutting into a 600 V string 
could be lethal, however.

Develop an Outreach Program 
Most fire departments are already 
quite familiar with automatic backup 
generator systems, common in hospi-
tals, medical offices and homes that 
are outfitted for long blackouts. This 
makes a good starting point for you to 
explain that PV systems are not more 
dangerous than traditional grid power, 
but are simply different. Here are some 
suggestions for building an effective 
firefighter education program.

Start with a curriculum. The Fire 
Marshall’s Office of the California 
Department of Forestry and Fire Pro-
tection, along with the Solar Energy 
Industries Association, the Interstate 
Renewable Energy Council and the 
Solar America Board for Codes and 
Standards, developed a curriculum in 
2008. It is available for free at osfm.fire.
ca.gov/training/photovoltaics.php.

The curriculum is divided into six 
modules and requires nearly a full day 

to teach. It covers PV systems, both 
grid-direct and with battery backup. 
However, most likely you will have no 
more than two hours to give a pre-
sentation to your local department, 
and your installations may include 
domestic water heating panels, wind 
turbines and so on. You may want to 
develop your own condensed training 
program or purchase one that better 
suits your installations.

Personalize the program. Whatever 
curriculum you use, it will likely be 
presented in a Microsoft PowerPoint 
slide show. Add detailed photos of 
installations that you have done 
locally. Bring props, which can include 
samples of the wire type and conduit 
you commonly use (solar hot water 
pipe vs. electrical conduit, for exam-
ple), sample system diagrams showing 
disconnect locations and even your 
pair of holey battery maintenance 
coveralls. Your first-hand knowledge 
from the trenches is extremely valu-
able to your local firefighters.

Site tours. With your customers’ 
permission, offer site visits to a couple 
of your PV installations for key fire 
department officers. Be sure to make  

it clear to your customers that these 
are training seminars, not official 
safety inspections.

Provide a 24/7 emergency hot line. 
Fire department commanders expect 
a prompt response from utility line 
workers when they need to disconnect 
all power from a burning structure. 
Such a response from your company 
would be greatly appreciated. Even if 
the PV system involved is hours away 
and you cannot send somebody to the 
scene in time, it can be very valuable 
to explain in detail how the system 
works over the phone.

Be Proactive 
We all want to avoid newspaper head-
lines like “Firefighter Hospitalized after 
Solar Panel Shock” or “Solar Panels 
Made House Fire Too Dangerous to 
Attack, Fire Chief Says.” Do not wait 
for a fire. Start calling local fire depart-
ments to offer training as soon as your 
outreach program is ready. You will 
find fire department officials ready and 
eager to learn, and your company will 
get positive publicity. 

—Dan Fink / Buckville Energy Consulting /  
Masonville, CO / buckville.com

Diagram 1 Many local fire codes require unobstructed access around roof-mounted 
PV arrays to facilitate vertical ventilation in the event of a building fire. Even if local 
codes do not require these pathways, including them in array design is important for 
firefighter access and should be a standard design requirement.
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I became a solar professional after a 
successful career in the computer 

industry in Silicon Valley. As a freshly 
minted young software engineer, I soon 
realized that the Sili-
con Valley culture was 
all about the possible. 
We were used to over-
coming obstacles and 
expected few depen-
dencies. The mindset 
was, “Build it and they will come!” We 
believed we could change the world, 
and our only limit is the ever-advancing 
technology frontier.

I was in for a shock when I 
cofounded a solar installation company, 
REgrid Power, in 2002. It quickly became 
apparent that in the world of solar con-
tracting, there are many obstacles and 
numerous dependencies. My partner 
and I learned we must become masters 
of bureaucracy: arm wrestling with 
building officials, filling out reams of 
rebate paperwork and negotiating with 
utilities to connect to their power grids. 
There were as many touch points with 
people and industries outside of solar 
as there were in our own industry. The 
pace of change in those long-established 
industries was slow.

Apple, Hewlett-Packard and Intel 
never faced these problems. They could 
create and innovate largely free of 
constraints and with few dependencies 
on other industries. As a result, they did 
change the world.

Our solar company began to grow, 
and we got better at negotiating the 
ever-present minefield of bureaucratic 
challenges. However, I could not stop 
thinking that there had to be a better 
way. Our dependence on utilities, build-
ing departments and government agen-
cies—and their reluctant adjustment 
to our new industry—was limiting our 
growth. My solar contracting friends 
universally voiced similar complaints. 

But the cautious approach common 
within these parallel industries exists 
for a reason. Building departments per-
form the important service of assuring 

public safety. Rebate 
authorities administer 
the dispersal of public 
funds in a way that 
prevents fraud and 
abuse. Utilities own 
their private power 

networks and need to ensure that third-
party systems delivering power into 
them are safe and reliable. On one level, 
these traditional industries are just 
doing their jobs.

These industries are also unaccus-
tomed to the pace of change accepted 
as a given in Silicon Valley. If those of 
us who work in the solar industry are 

ever to ensure the rapid and widespread 
adoption of solar power, we need to 
find a way to work with the traditional 
industries we encounter and help them 
streamline and scale their processes, to 
work both better and faster. 

Founding SolarTech 
These conversations gradually became 
the impetus for founding SolarTech in 
2006. A few of us sat around a confer-
ence table talking about the immense 
challenges to rapid growth our indus-
try faced if we did not find a way to 
bring codependent industries along 
with us. In that discussion, we made 
two key observations.

First, no solar organization was  
dedicated to addressing the multi-
industry issues that  c o n t i n u e d  o n  pa g e  2 2 
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The Need for Speed: Accelerating Solar Growth 
Through Consensus

SolarTech’s goal is to provide the PV industry with a path 
to move from the existing policy-driven market to a self-

sustaining market. 
For example, according to the most recent California Solar 

Initiative data, the average time from rebate reservation date 
to approval of the incentive claim dwarfs the actual project 
construction time. For a residential project, it can take as long 
as 97 days to process an incentive claim, while the actual PV 
system installation takes 3–5 days. Incentive claims for non-
residential projects are even more delayed, with an average of 
216 days. Removing these delays with market-based solutions 
is the focus of SolarTech’s work. 

As part of this work, we are addressing common financial 
problems, such as the lack of standardization and transpar-
ency in financial and contractual terms that lead to wasted 
time negotiating all language as opposed to focusing on the 
approximate 20% variation in wording from deal to deal. We 
have or are in the process of developing a standard power 
purchase agreement (PPA) commercial project contract, a PPA 
site license agreement, a standard due diligence checklist and 
a consumer guide for financing. 

 —Doug PAyne, Co-FounDeR AnD exeCuTIVe DIReCToR, SolARTeCh
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we saw as limitations to the rapid 
growth of our industry. While there are 
many solar advocacy organizations, 
most of their efforts are focused on 
policy decisions—creating a clear run-
way for solar adoption through favorable 
incentives and legislation.

Second, there were few forums for 
collaboration among the many indus-
tries affected by the rapid deployment 
of solar power. Existing solar organi-
zations were largely silos—singularly 
devoted to installers, manufacturers or 
utilities. None had a sufficiently mixed 
demographic profile to focus on tack-
ling complex inter-industry problems.

Key Areas of Focus 
These observations became the two 
founding principles behind SolarTech, 
a solar organization focused on tack-
ling the issues that are impediments 
to the rapid growth of the industry 

and on creating a forum for doing 
so through collaboration. Our initial 
charter focused on six key areas that 
are ripe for improvement.

Permitting. As any solar installer 
will tell you, obtaining a building per-
mit for a solar installation is anything 
but straightforward and has grown 
increasingly complex over the past 
few years. Few application standards 
exist, and a patchwork of conflicting 
requirements among jurisdictions cre-
ates confusion.

 Interconnections and incentives. 
There is no universal requirement for 
solar interconnection, and each utility 
largely develops its own rules. Hence, 
some utilities require disconnects 
for residential systems, and some do 
not. Standards for backfed current 
vary widely, and more pages of paper-
work are required each year. Mean-
while, Germany has streamlined its 

interconnection application to a single 
page, demonstrating the possible.

 Installation standards. Closely 
related to the varying requirements 
for building permits is the lack of 
uniformity of accepted best practices 
in our industry. Standards for ground-
ing, roof penetrations, disconnecting 
means and over-current protection 
vary widely across the country and 
from installer to installer.

Performance standards. Similarly, we 
struggle as an industry with a suitable 
standard for the energy output of a sys-
tem. We speak of price per watt, kilowatt 
hour per kilowatt-peak, levelized cost of 
energy and direct normal irradiance. Col-
lectively, these still do not give a depend-
able measure of one system’s expected 
performance versus another’s.

Financing. We sell systems that are 
initially more expensive than traditional 
power plants, but they are inexpensive 
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to operate over time. Much like other 
high capital cost industries (cars, trucks, 
houses), the solar industry will not reach 
massive numbers of consumers until 
financing mechanisms are standardized 
and simplified. Although the availability 
of solar financing has improved tremen-
dously over the past 3 years, it still does 
not approach the simplicity and avail-
ability of new car financing.

 Training. Finally, we need a huge 
number of newly trained workers for 
our industry to continue to grow rapidly. 
Almost every new hire in solar is inex-
perienced. Every successful installer or 
solar manufacturer has to devote a large 
effort to training these new workers, and 
few standards yet exist for either the 
training or the instructors.

SolarTech Track Record 
Since its inception, SolarTech has 
begun to make a difference in these six 

core areas by developing standards, 
reaching consensus among partners 
and convening forums to work through 
issues with building officials, utilities 
and the solar industry that accelerate 
the pace of change. 

The solar industry has the same 
potential for viral adoption as the 
computer and software industries 
had before it. Solar is an organic and 
democratic industry in exactly the 
same way as those earlier industries. 
Decisions to purchase systems are 
largely made by individuals eager to 
own their own energy source. 

Your focus is no doubt on the 
day-to-day challenges of running your 
business, building systems and satisfy-
ing customers. As an industry, solar 
still represents less than 1% of total 
energy consumption in the US. To 
change the world, we need to move like 
the computer, software and cell phone 

industries did before us: from annually 
building hundreds of systems to build-
ing millions. We cannot do that with 
the processes in place today. We must 
find the collective will to streamline our 
processes and simplify our touch points 
with parallel industries.

We need your help. The collabora-
tion SolarTech makes possible provides 
a basis for consensus on solutions.  
The standards SolarTech develops gain 
their strength through widespread 
adoption and use. The agreements 
we make with utilities and building 
departments to streamline processes 
are better if they are formed from our 
collective experiences. Becoming a 
member is simple and comes with big 
benefits. I hope you will join us.

—Tom McCalmont / McCalmont  
 Engineering / Campbell, CA /  
 mccalmont.net
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The ability to accurately predict 
power delivery over the course 

of time is of vital importance to the 
growth of the PV industry. Two key cost 
drivers are the efficiency with which 
sunlight is converted into power and 
how this relationship changes over 
time. An accurate quantification of 
power decline over time, also known as 
the degradation rate, is essential to all 
stakeholders—utility companies, inte-
grators, investors and researchers alike. 

Outdoor field testing has played 
a vital role in determining PV field 
performance and lifetime for at least 
two reasons: It is the typical operating 
environment for PV modules; and it is 
difficult to correlate indoor accelerated 
testing to outdoor results to forecast 
field performance. In this article, we 
present degradation rates for more 
than 40 modules tested under the same 
environmental conditions at National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 
and compare them with results from 
other publicly available sources, such as 
research institutions, testing laborato-
ries and professional organizations.

Literature 
Figure 1 shows a compilation of degra-
dation rates reported in the extensive 
literature regarding outdoor field testing 
of PV modules. While this histogram 
needs to be constantly updated as new 
information becomes available, some 
general insights can be drawn from it. 

First, the distribution is highly 
skewed, with the most frequently occur-
ring degradation rates below 1% per 
year. One possible reason is that mod-
ules with a large power loss are often 
considered to have failed and therefore 
are not included in calculations of 
degradation rates. Second, Figure 1 also 
shows a few occurrences of “negative 
degradation rate” points—modules that 
appear to exhibit improvement. Short 
field exposure in combination with sea-
sonal performance variation can result 

in this observation (see the description 
of thin-film performance transients on 
p. 40). The third, and most important, 
fact shown by Figure 1 is that the most 
frequently reported degradation rate is 
about 0.5% per year.

Field Testing at NREL 
It is difficult to extract details from 
the module field test literature due to 
the wide variety of testing conditions, 
module types, manufacturers, dates 
of installation, length of monitoring 
times and geographical locations. 
The Performance and Energy Rating 
Testbed (PERT) at NREL is ideally suited 
for detailed field testing because it can 
accommodate a large variety of mod-
ules in a limited footprint. More than 
40 modules from more than 10 differ-
ent manufacturers were compared side 
by side, under the same atmospheric 
conditions, for their long-term outdoor 
stability on the PERT system. Module 
installations varied greatly, with the 
earliest installations occurring in 1993. 
There was an equally large variation 
in the monitoring times, from merely 
a few months to more than 16 years 
of continuous data. Due to increased 
uncertainty, no degradation rates were 

calculated for monitoring times below 
two years. Module technologies tested 
include amorphous silicon (a-Si), mono-
crystalline silicon (mc-Si), polycrystal-
line silicon (pc-Si), cadmium telluride 
(CdTe) and copper indium gallium 
selenide (CIGS).

The modules, mounted at a latitude 
tilt of 40° facing south, are held at maxi-
mum power with IV curves taken every 
15 minutes. The PVUSA method was 
used to translate the measured power to 
the PTC reference state. The PVUSA test 
conditions are: irradiance = 1,000 watts 
per square meter; ambient temperature 
= 20°C; wind speed = 1 meter per second. 
Subsequently, the monthly normalized 
data are graphed as a time series, and 
the degradation rates are determined 
from a linear least-squares fit, as shown 
by the example in Figure 2 (p. 26).

Figure 3 (p. 26) shows the results 
for the modules installed on the PERT 
system partitioned according to tech-
nology and date of installation. Mod-
ules were divided by installation date 
as pre-2000 and post-2000. The choice 
of the year 2000 is somewhat arbitrary 
and was driven by the decision to have 
a roughly equal number of modules for 
each category. The  c o n t i n u e d  o n  pa g e  2 6 
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Figure 1  This histogram summarizes 
publicly available degradation rates 
for 780 field-tested PV modules. The 
median reported degradation rate is 
0.5%/year; the average reported rate 
is 0.7%/year.
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top and the bottom of the boxplots 
shown in Figure 3 represent the inter-
quartile range, the range from 25% to 
75% of the data. The line in the center 
is the median or the middle point of 
the data. The median is shown rather 
than the average because it is less sen-
sitive to outliers, making the analysis 
more robust.

It appears that the long-term 
degradation rates of the CdTe, CIGS 
and pc-Si technologies were reduced in 
the post-2000 category, while the a-Si 
category shows roughly the same dis-
tribution. Unfortunately, no new mc-Si 
modules were installed after 2000, 
making a direct comparison impos-
sible. Furthermore, three categories 
contained only one data point, making 
the analysis less convincing.

Figure 4 (p. 28) shows a similar anal-
ysis of the reported degradation rates 
summarized in Figure 1. No statistically 
significant difference between pre- and 
post-2000 modules could be detected for 
a-Si, mc-Si, and pc-Si modules. However, 
a significant reduction was found for 
CdTe and CIGS modules, paralleling the 
findings from the NREL system. When 

all the rates in the pre-2000 category 
across all the technologies were statisti-
cally analyzed by an analysis of vari-
ance, the thin-film technologies—a-Si, 

CdTe and CIGS—showed significantly 
higher degradation rates compared to 
their crystalline silicon counterparts. 
This observation has historically been 
associated with thin-film products. 
A similar analysis for all degradation 
rates in the post-2000 category, how-
ever, revealed that there is no longer 
a significant difference between the 
thin-film and crystalline silicon tech-
nologies. This suggests that thin-film 
technologies have caught up to crystal-
line technologies in terms of reliability. 
In addition, the median degradation rate 
for monocrystalline and polycrystalline 
silicon nudged up slightly in the post-
2000 category, although the difference is 
not statistically significant. This could be 
due to the influence of new products in 
the marketplace. 

In conclusion, the combined find-
ings—based on observation of more 
than 40 modules located at NREL and 
reported literature results—increase the 
confidence that long-term stability has 
improved in the past decade, particu-
larly for thin-film  c o n t i n u e d  o n  pa g e  2 8 
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modules. As data is collected from 
more systems and the field exposure of 
existing systems increases, leading to 
smaller uncertainties in degradation 
rates, confidence in the analysis will 
continue to improve.

We would like to thank R.M. Smith, C.R. 
Osterwald, E. Gelak, Bill Marion, Joe Del 
Cueto and David Trudell for their contribu-
tion to the operation of the PERT system and 
John Wolgemuth and Peter Hacke for review-
ing this article. This work was supported 
by the U.S. Department of Energy under 
Contract No. DE-AC36-08-GO28308 with the 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory. 

—Dirk Jordan and Sarah Kurtz /  
National Renewable Energy Laboratory / 
Golden, CO / nrel.gov 
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the Wire Industry Currents

Penta nut MiniMizes 
theft Risk 
[Gilbert, AZ]   Bryce Fastener, a manufacturer of 
tamperproof hardware, has released the Penta Nut 
fastener for PV installations. The patented design 
repels other commonly available security bit tips 
and locking pliers. The 316 stainless steel nuts are 
available from 6/32˝ up to 7/8˝ and metric sizes from 
M4 through M20. 
Bryce Fastener 
controls the sales 
of the keyed bits, 
reducing the pos-
sibility of obtain-
ing duplicate keys 
for the nuts. In 
typical top-down 
mounting applica-
tions, the Penta 
Nut can replace 
the standard hex nut used on the clamps. Penta-
Plus or Key-Rex fasteners can be used for top-down 
mounts with captive nuts in the rail. On ground  
and pole mounts, the Penta Nut can be used in con-
junction with the Penta-Plus line for greater levels  
of security.

Bryce Fastener / 800.558.1082 / brycefastener.com

[Rocklin, CA]   Three new transformerless inverters from 
SMA America have received UL listing for use in North Amer-
ica. This marks the first time that Underwriters Laboratories 
tested this topology since UL 1741 was revised to include 
specific transformerless inverter requirements. The line 
includes the SB8000TL-US, SB9000TL-US and SB10000TL-US, 
                 with rated outputs of 8, 9 and 10 kW  
   respectively. The 8 and 9 kW invert- 
     ers each have a CEC-weighted  
       efficiency of 98%. The 10 kW unit  
          is rated at 97.5%. Weighing in  
            at just 88 pounds, each of  
              the TL-US inverters has an  
                MPPT voltage range of  
                  300–480 Vdc and a maxi- 
    mum input voltage of  
                 600 Vdc. An integrated  
            dc disconnect combines up  
         to six PV source circuits. The  
         products’ single-phase 208 Vac  
        output is well-suited for light  
   commercial applications. Like 
previous SMA products, the TL-US inverters offer reverse 
polarity protection and other safeguards. Product release is 
scheduled for Q4 2010. 

SMA America / 916.625.0870 / sma-america.com

SMA Transformerless 
Inverters Now  
UL-Listed

[St. Paul, MN]   Ergodyne has released a line of cold-weather gloves 
designed specifically for use on construction sites. You can wear  
the convertible glove as mittens or flip the top to expose a  
half-finger glove. The top is secured in place with a hook and  
loop, keeping your fingers free and clear. The gloves are a  
polyester knit and include a windproof and water- 
repellent fleece liner. The palm features a double  
layer of synthetic suede for added protection and  
gripping. Ergodyne offers many products for jobsite  
workers, including kneepads, footwear and high- 
visibility apparel. 

Ergodyne / 800.225.8238 / ergodyne.com

Ergodyne Now Carries  
Cold-Weather Gloves
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the Wire

uL univeRsity 
announces Pv  
instaLLeR  
ceRtification 
foR eLectRicians

[Northbrook, IL]   Underwriters Labora-
tories (UL) has begun its training courses 
and certification test for qualified solar 
professionals. The training courses are 
five-day classes that focus specifically on 
installing PV systems. Licensed electri-
cians who have completed an OSHA 
30-hour training are eligible to sit for the 
PV System Installation Certification exam 
that is offered at the end of each training 
session. The exam is designed to evaluate 
the necessary competencies for electrical 
professionals engaged in PV installations. 
UL worked with a group of subject-
matter experts to develop the examination 
objectives and establish proper category 
weighting. Examination objectives that 
outline the different subjects covered 
are published in a document available to 
prospective students on the UL University 
website. Courses and exams are offered at 
the UL University location in Triangle Park, 
North Carolina.

UL University / 888.503.5536 / uluniversity.us

HellermannTyton Offers  
Edge Clips and Labels

Caleffi Introduces 
BX Solar Thermal 
Controller 
[Milwaukee, WI]   The new iSolar BX differential 
controller from Caleffi can be used in a variety of 
solar thermal applications. The controller utilizes 26 
preconfigured control settings for use with common 
solar water heating applications. A programmable 
feature set allows you to customize a system. The 
controller comes standard with four relay outputs 
and two pulse-width modulated outputs for high-

efficiency EMC heat 
pumps. The control-
ler also includes 
Grundfos flow-
sensor inputs and 
a flow-meter input 
for Btu metering. An 
integrated Secure 
Digital memory card 
slot allows for data 
logging storage and 
data transfer. 

Caleffi / 414.238.2360 / 

caleffi.us

[Milwaukee, WI]   Specifically designed for the PV industry, the new 
line of HellermannTyton’s Solar E-Clips offer new wire management  
options for integrators. The edge clips are suitable for module frames  
with thicknesses ranging from 1–6 mm. Two styles of edge clips are available:  
one incorporates a UV-stabilized cable tie to secure the conductors; the other 
supports bundles through the use of a recloseable locking feature. The cable ties  
are made of UV-stabilized material for long-term outdoor use. Labeling solutions include foam nameplate labels that conform 
to textured surfaces but provide a flat printing surface. Continuous vinyl rolls are also available for equipment labeling. All 
labeling solutions are designed to work in conjunction with HellermannTyton’s labeling software and transfer printers.

HellermannTyton / 800.537.1512 / hellermann.tyton.com
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T
he thin-film PV indus-
try has seen extraordi-
nary growth in the past 8 
years. According to GTM 
Research, about 17 MW 
of thin-film modules were 
produced globally in 2002, 
accounting for a 3% mar-
ket share. Thanks in large 

part to the global polysilicon shortage of the mid-
2000s, not to mention the $4-per-watt crystalline 
silicon (c-Si) PV module prices that followed, thin-
film commercialization activities increased. “The 
search for alternative technologies led to a tidal wave 
of investment and entrepreneurial activity in thin 
film,” writes Shyam Mehta, senior analyst at Green-
tech Media, “with 46 companies entering the market 
between 2004 and 2008, as well as $1.8 billion in ven-
ture capital investment in the space.” Displaybank, a 
market research and consulting authority, reported 
that thin-film cell production reached 1.9 GW in 2009, 
for a 19.8% market share, and the company forecasts 
2.8 GW of thin-film cell production for 2010. 

Notably, 2002 was the year that First Solar 
launched production of its commercial cadmium 
telluride (CdTe) products. Fast-forward to today 
and the company expects to achieve a produc-
tion capacity of 1.4 GW in 2010. While production 
capacity and module production are not the same, 
First Solar reportedly produced 1.1 GW of mod-
ules in 2009 out of a total production capacity of 
1.2 GW, proving that demand for its CdTe products 
was strong. Mark Osborne, the senior news editor 
at PV-tech.org, notes that the company’s 2009 pro-
duction is “a record for the industry.” This is not only 
a record for the thin-film market, but also a record 
for the PV industry as a whole.

The largest 
supplier of  

PV modules  
in 2009 was a  

US-based thin-film 
manufacturer.  
With thin film 

poised to deliver 
on its much-

heralded promise, 
what do system 

designers and 
integrators  

need to know? C
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Despite these very encouraging signs for the thin-film 
industry, competition with traditional c-Si PV manufacturers 
has never been fiercer. As the polysilicon shortage passed, the 
global economy faltered. This led to a material and product 
oversupply situation, one characterized by downward price 
pressures. Crystalline silicon module prices have more than 
halved since 2007. Hennig Wicht, PhD, senior director and 
principal PV analyst for iSupply, expects to see an average 
sales price of $2 per watt for c-Si PV modules in 2010, versus 
an average sales price of $1.40 for thin-film PV. In some cases, 
c-Si PV modules (especially Asian multicrystalline products) 
destined for large projects are reportedly selling at prices 
approaching those for thin-film modules. 

As a result of this narrowing price gap and the difficult 
credit market, many analysts believe that the thin-film indus-
try is facing significant consolidation. Signs of this are evident 
in recent headlines, such as Applied Material’s exit from the 
thin-film market. Price pressures have translated into greater 
demands on the performance and durability of thin-film 
products. Tight credit markets have created an emphasis on 
the bankability of thin-film PV products and manufacturers. 

Some thin-film sectors, particularly amorphous sili-
con, face increasing skepticism from investors and integra-
tors. This skepticism involves manufacturer credentials, as 
well as product performance and durability. In this article, I 
address the latter concerns, especially in terms of thin-film 
module deployment. I seek to answer the all-important ques-
tion: What can you as system designers do to improve the 
performance and durability of systems that use thin-film PV 

modules? One valuable tool for designers in this regard is 
the comprehensive thin-film product specifications table on 
pages 48–49. Granted, thin-film technologies are quite differ-
ent from the c-Si PV products that you are more familiar with. 
But as long as you are armed with meaningful and complete 
data about these modules, then you can deploy systems that 
meet or exceed performance expectations.

What is thin-film PV? 
In contrast to industry-standard monocrystalline or multi-
crystalline silicon cells, which are currently produced com-
mercially with a thickness of 150 to 200 microns or more, 
thin-film PV technology deals with very thin layers of semi-
conducting materials on the order of only 2 microns thick. 
The semiconducting materials used in thin-film PV cells 
range from the ubiquitous, like silicon, to the exotic, such as 
tellurium or gallium. These thin material layers are typically 
deposited, often in multiple layers, on rigid or flexible sub-
strates made of metal, glass or polymers. 

The promise of thin films, which are sometime referred 
to as second-generation solar cells, is their potential for cost 
savings. Significant raw material reductions, coupled with the 
use of manufacturing processes well suited to mass produc-
tion, should translate into material supply, energy use and 
environmental benefits, and ultimately lower prices. The lat-
ter is illustrated by First Solar’s average cost of $0.76 per watt 
in Q2 2010 for modules having an average efficiency of 11.2%. 
In addition, improved energy payback times for thin films are 
well documented.

Four thin-film technologies have reached the point of 
commercialization on a large scale: amorphous silicon 
(a-Si); micromorphous silicon (a-Si/µc-Si); cadmium tellu-
ride (CdTe); and copper indium (di)selenide (CIS) or copper 
indium gallium (di)selenide (CIGS). Modules from these four 
general technology groups are included in the companion 
product specifications table. 

Amorphous silicon. The first a-Si cell was developed at RCA 
Laboratories by David Carlson and Christopher Wronski in 
the mid-1970s. The term amorphous refers to the random, 
noncrystalline structure of the atoms making up these mate-
rials. Compared to other thin-film technologies, a-Si is rela-
tively easy and low-cost to manufacture, but it is also the least 
efficient of the commercialized thin films. Module efficiencies 
typically range between 5% and 7%. 

Of the many a-Si PV module manufacturers worldwide, 
United Solar, a subsidiary of Energy Conversion Devices, 
stands out for two main reasons. First, the company’s roll-to-
roll manufacturing process is unique. Three a-Si cell layers, 
each with a complementary spectral response, are deposited 
on a flexible stainless steel substrate and encapsulated within 
a rugged polymer. These triple-junction a-Si rolls are then cut 
up for use in framed UNI-SOLAR modules,  C o n t i n u e d  o n  pa g e  3 8 

Back contact

Top glass

Encapsulation

Top cell (a-Si:H)

Bottom cell (µc-Si:H)

Transparent conductive 
oxide (TCO) front contact

Bottom glass

Micromorphous silicon  A typical tandem-junction a-Si/µc-Si 
thin-film cell is shown here in cross section.
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as well as for a variety of building-integrated and electronics-
integrated PV products. Second, as Greentech Media’s Mehta 
points out in his article “The Future of Thin Film: Beyond the 
Hype,” going into 2010, United Solar was one of only two thin-
film manufacturers to produce in excess of 100 MW annually. 
The other was market leader First Solar.

Micromorphous silicon. An increasingly common way for 
manufacturers to improve on a-Si efficiencies is to deposit 
an additional microcrystalline silicon (µc-Si) absorber layer, 
resulting in a tandem-junction micromorphous a-Si/µc-Si cell. 
This is still considered thin film because once both layers are 
deposited, the tandem-junction cell is still on the order of 2 
microns thick. The a-Si/µc-Si cell is more efficient than an 
a-Si cell, owing to the complementary spectral response of the 
microcystalline layer. Micromorphous PV products listed in the 
companion table are generally between 8% and 9% efficient. 

Most industry analysts group amorphous and micromor-
phous silicon module manufacturers together, and many 
companies in this field produce both types of modules. Repre-
sentative manufacturers include Kaneka, Oerlikon and Sharp. 
Oerlikon offers complete production lines that the company 
claims will be capable of producing modules at a cost of $0.70 
per watt or less by year end.

Cadmium telluride. It was a CdTe cell, produced by 
researchers at the University of South Florida, that in 1992 
first broke the 15% efficiency barrier for thin-film PV. Com-
mercial efficiencies are currently in the 9% to 11% range for 
these glass-on-glass modules. Only two CdTe manufacturers 
currently offer UL- and CEC-listed products: First Solar and 
Abound Solar. 

In spite of its large market share at present, 
the rise of CdTe in the thin-film ranks has not 
been without challenges. Early testing of CdTe 
cells at the National Renewable Energy Labo-
ratory (NREL) indicated lower than advertised 
power output, high degradation rates and vul-
nerability to moisture. Furthermore, cadmium 
is a heavy metal waste product from zinc 
and copper mining that is known to be toxic, 
resulting in justifiable concerns about harm to 
the environment and to human health. First 
Solar has proactively addressed all of these 
issues and created a worldwide recycling pro-
gram for its modules.

Copper indium (di)selenide and copper indium 
gallium (di)selenide. CIS cells include thin lay-
ers of copper, indium and selenium; CIGS cells 
add gallium to that mix. In the laboratory, 
CIGS cells produced by NREL have broken the 
20% efficiency barrier. Commercial CIS/CIGS 
products generally have module efficiencies in 
the 9% to 11% range. Glass substrates are most 

common; however, flexible substrates are also being used for 
building-integrated PV (BIPV) products. 

Though ARCO Solar fielded the first CIS modules in the 
mid-1980s, many researchers and analysts consider this tech-
nology to be still in its infancy. Early CIS/CIGS cells tested by 
NREL experienced higher degradation rates than other thin 
films. (See Dirk Jordan and Sarah Kuntz’s article on pages 
24–28.) This may explain in part why the commercialization 
of CIS/CIGS has generally lagged behind that of other thin-
film technologies. This situation is rapidly changing, however, 
as a great deal of CIS/CIGS manufacturing capacity is now 
being brought online. Notable manufacturers include Dow 
Solar, Miasolé, Nanosolar, Solar Frontier and Solyndra.

thin-film ProPerties and CharaCteristiCs 
The accompanying specifications table lists the properties 
and characteristics of thin-film modules that are most rel-
evant for system designers and integrators. When working 
with these data, however, it is important to recognize and 
account for the ways that specific thin films differ in their 
behavior from traditional c-Si PV modules. While in some 
cases these differences cut across cell types, in others they 
are unique to a technology or product. 

Voltage characteristics. One of the first things a designer 
may notice when working with thin-film modules is that 
they may have fundamentally different voltage character-
istics than the designer is used to seeing in c-Si modules. 
Relatively speaking, low voltage and high current are char-
acteristic of c-Si PV modules, whereas many thin-film mod-
ules are just the opposite, exhibiting high voltage and low 

Cadmium telluride  The layers that make up a CdTe thin-film cell from Abound 
Solar are shown here. Front and back glass is typical. 
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current. This difference is significant when considering elec-
trical string configurations. 

While c-Si PV source circuits operating at less than 600 
Vdc commonly consist of eight to 16 modules in series, source 
circuits designed using representative thin-film modules 
typically have two to five modules in series. In most cases, 
thin-film modules also have relatively lower power ratings, 
which results in a proportional increase in the number of 
modules. The balance of the dc electrical equipment needs 
to support configurations with shorter and more numerous 
strings, as I discuss in more detail in the “Balance of System 
Requirements” section (pages 50–54).  

Of particular interest to designers is the fact that the ratio 
between Vmp and Voc for thin-film modules is less than that 
for c-Si PV modules. This is illustrated in Figure 1. For the thin-
film PV modules in the companion table, Vmp as a percentage 
of Voc generally ranges around 75%, whereas in the c-Si PV 
specifications table that SolarPro published in August/Sep-
tember 2010, the average ratio is closer to 80%. This ratio is 
significant because as it decreases the voltage spread between 
Vmp and Voc increases, suggesting that array-to-inverter 
matching becomes more difficult. Other factors, of course, 
are at work—lower-voltage modules inherently provide more 
design flexibility than higher-voltage modules, for example—

so string-sizing options for thin-film arrays 
are generally more limited than for c-Si PV.

Temperature coefficients. System design-
ers are well aware of the inverse relation-
ship between temperature and voltage as 
it relates to the performance of PV materi-
als. Lower voltages also produce less power. 
These effects are quantified using tempera-
ture coefficients, which are essentially mea-
sures of the voltage drop in a diode as its 
temperature increases. As a rule, tempera-
ture coefficients of voltage and power for 
thin films are quite a bit less than those for 
conventional c-Si PV modules. Representa-
tive temperature coefficients by cell type are 
illustrated in Figure 2. The lowest thin-film 
temperature coefficients are seen in a-Si 
modules, whereas CIS/CIGS products have 
the highest. The good news is that lower 
temperature coefficients generally benefit 
the designer and may improve system per-
formance as well. 

According to Charly Bray, vice presi-
dent of project engineering and operations 
at Sky Solar Group: “Lower temperature 
coefficients of voltage generally work to 
the benefit of the designer because this 
limits the operating voltage range of the 
system.” While the spread between Vmp 
and Voc is larger for thin films at STC, the 
lower temperature coefficients of voltage 
tend to moderate the spread between the 
maximum system voltage and the mini-
mum operating voltage in the field. While 
temperature coefficients are assumed to 
be constants, some manufacturers have 
demonstrated that their products exhibit 
a nonlinear dependence on tempera-
ture. This may have the effect of lowering 
the maximum system voltage from that 
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Figure 1  This graph shows Vmp as a percentage of Voc averaged by cell tech-
nology. Comparative data for polycrystalline silicon (pc-Si) and monocrystalline 
silicon (mc-Si) is included.

Figure 2  The average temperature coefficient of maximum power (Pmp) is 
shown here according to cell technology. Lower values are beneficial when cell 
temperatures are greater than 25°C.
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calculated using the published coefficients. This emphasizes 
the importance of working closely with product applications 
engineers, especially when working with a product for the 
first time.

In terms of system performance, lower temperature coef-
ficients suggest that thin-film products tend to outperform 
c-Si modules at higher temperatures. Ratios of PTC to STC, 
for example, are higher for thin films (93%–94%) than for 
c-Si (87%–90%). This is important because PV modules do 
not spend very much time at a single set of operating con-
ditions, especially not at STC. In general, more energy is 
harvested from a PV system when cell temperatures exceed 
25°C. This is one of the reasons that the annual energy yield 
per rated watt (kWh/kWp) for a thin-film array may exceed 
that for a c-Si array. 

Performance transients. “All PV technologies have some elec-
tronic hysteresis,” writes Ken Zweibel in a 1999 conference 
paper for the Electrochemical Society. The former program 
leader for NREL’s Thin-Film PV Partnership goes on to explain: 
“This means that their sunlight exposure and electronic his-
tory influence performance.” As an example, c-Si PV modules 
undergo an initial light-induced degradation (LID) in the first 
few hours of outdoor exposure. Because this LID is rapid and 
specifically affects short-circuit current, system designers need 

not pay it any mind. The same cannot be said for thin-film per-
formance transients.

A small amount of hydrogen, for example, is incorporated 
into the a-Si cell structure. The hydrogen atoms enhance the 

electrical properties of the a-Si. But when 
these hydrogen atoms are pushed away from 
the silicon, a process energized by the pres-
ence of photons, defects occur in the atomic 
structure and the performance of the a-Si 
cell is gradually reduced. This is referred to 
as the Staebler-Wronski effect, after the RCA 
Laboratories researchers who discovered it. 
How this is expressed in the field is impor-
tant for system designers and integrators to 
understand, as it may impact inverter selec-
tion and source-circuit design.

Out of the box, amorphous and micro-
morphous PV modules effectively exceed 
their nameplate power ratings. Upon expo-
sure to light, their effective power gradu-
ally decreases until it settles out within the 
power tolerance of the STC rating. This pro-
cess is referred to as light soaking. The num-
ber of junctions generally determines the 
level of decay due to light-soaking effects. 
Single-junction a-Si products, for example, 
can experience up to 30% decay; tandem-
junction products, including a-Si/µc-Si 
cells, might experience as much as 20% 
decay; and decay for triple-junction prod-
ucts is usually around 10%. Typical stabili-
zation times for the Staebler-Wronski effect 

are 6 to 16 weeks. This is a fully reversible effect. If you cover 
the a-Si module for a period of time and then uncover it, you 
will see the same gradual degradation all over again. 

Subsequent long-term degradation in a-Si is not lin-
ear, due to the seasonal annealing effect. At cooler times of 
the year, the Staebler-Wronski effect is relatively stronger 
and module efficiency is relatively lower as a result; warmer 
weather results in relatively improved efficiencies. (This rela-
tionship to temperature is counterintuitive since it is opposite 
of the diode power-temperature relationship.) See Figure 3 for 
an idealized a-Si power degradation curve. 

Dark soak is a performance transient that affects CdTe, 
and CIS/CIGS thin-film modules in particular. After mod-
ules are removed from their boxes and exposed to sunlight, 
their output has been observed to increase by as much as 6%. 
Stabilization can take up to a few weeks on large systems. 
According to Rommel Noufi, PhD, principal scientist and 
thin-film group lead at NREL: “This phenomenon is not well 
understood. It is due either to junctions being in a nonequi-
librium state when the cells are made and   C o n t i n u e d  o n  pa g e  4 2 
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Figure 3  Long-term degradation from nameplate-rated power, represented 
here by the dashed red line, underlies two a-Si performance transients: an initial 
power degradation due to the Staebler-Wronski effect and seasonal variation due 
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packaged, or to differing electrical biases in darkness versus 
the presence of light.” Whatever the cause, dark soak should 
not complicate system design or operation. 

Fill factor. In Jim Dunlop’s textbook for the National Joint 
Apprenticeship and Training Committee, Photovoltaic Sys-
tems, the term fill factor (FF) is defined as “the ratio of maxi-
mum power to the product of the open-circuit voltage and the 
short-circuit current.” 

 FF = pmp / (Voc x isc)

Fill factor not only describes a cell’s I-V 
curve but also its quality compared to 
an idealized cell. 

System designers are familiar with 
the classic shape of the I-V curve for 
a c-Si PV module. While I-V curves 
for thin-film modules are similar, they 
have noticeably more rounded cor-
ners, meaning the maximum power is 
less pronounced. Figure 4 shows the 
published I-V curve for a UNI-SOLAR 
triple-junction a-Si module. The round-
ing of the I-V curve is more pronounced 
in a-Si than in CIS/CIGS or CdTe, but 
it is nevertheless present for all thin- 
film technologies. 

The maximum power for an ideal-
ized PV cell is equal to the product of 
its Isc and Voc, resulting in a rectan-
gular I-V characteristic and a fill factor 
of unity (FF = 1.0). According to Roger 

Messenger and Jerry Ventre, authors of Photovoltaic Sys-
tems Engineering: “The secret to maximizing the fill factor is 
to maximize the ratio of photo-current to reverse current 
while minimizing series resistance and maximizing shunt 
resistance within the cell.” Series resistance, which manu-
facturers seek to minimize, describes the cell’s internal 
resistance to current, resulting from the semiconductor 
material itself as well as from metallic contacts and inter-
connections. Shunt or parallel resistance, which manufac-
turers seek to maximize, describes the device’s resistance to 
leakage current.

In general, thin-film modules have higher series resistance 
than c-Si cells do, resulting in lower fill factors and efficiencies. 
Shunt resistance can be affected more by module construc-
tion than PV technology. These resistances have improved 
(increased) in thin-film modules as module construction has 
improved over the years. Representative fill factors by tech-
nology are shown in Figure 5.

While it is not uncommon for inverter manufacturers to 
tout their product’s exceptional ability to find the MPP for 
a thin-film array, there is no evidence that system designers 
need to make special accommodations for lower fill factors. 
The MPPT algorithms in modern inverters are both fast and 
highly accurate. In terms of system performance, low fill fac-
tor may actually be advantageous because it translates into 
lower mismatch losses.

Most designers and project developers accept that c-Si 
modules of differing power ratings should not share the 
same inverter. The situation with thin-film modules is more 
ambiguous, however. Lower fill factors and rounded I-V 
curves mean that thin-film modules are relatively insensitive 
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Figure 4  This representative a-Si thin-film I-V curve is 
based on published data for UNI-SOLAR PV laminates.  
One potential benefit of a rounded I-V curve is increased 
tolerance to mismatch.

Figure 5  The average I-V curve fill factor for different PV cell technologies is 
shown here.
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to nonoptimal currents and voltages. Some thin-film man-
ufacturers seek to use this thin-film characteristic to their 
advantage. For example, a Solyndra manual states, “Panels 
of different power ratings do very well when wired in series 
and also do well when wired in parallel, but slightly less well.” 
This undoubtedly makes some integrators and procurement 
managers very happy.   

Shade tolerance. Thin-film cells are usually very long and 
narrow. While shading is always a problem for PV modules, 
it becomes especially problematic when one or more cells 
are completely shaded and unable to deliver any current at 
all. With long, narrow thin-film cells, the likelihood of total 

cell shading is diminished, provided that the designer has cor-
rectly oriented the module. The rule of thumb is to keep the 
long dimension of the cells perpendicular to the ground. In 
this manner, narrow interrow shade bands that occur early 
or late in the day do not shade full cells and thereby disable 
portions of the array. Similarly, if the module is framed, this 
orientation better resists the deleterious effects of dirt build-
up at the frame. If present, bypass diodes help mitigate shad-
ing effects, but the best strategy is to avoid shading altogether. 

Module construction. Thin-film cells are much more likely to 
be sandwiched between two sheets of glass than are c-Si PV 
cells. In the case of Solyndra products, the CIGS cells are sand-

wiched between two glass cylinders. Typ-
ically, these glass-on-glass modules do 
not have a metal frame. Eliminating the 
frame, usually made of anodized alumi-
num, not only reduces cost and embed-
ded energy, but it also helps with the 
electrical isolation of the module. Having 
metal in contact with glass can provide 
an unwanted conduction path for leak-
age currents. Frameless modules, also 
called laminates, do lack the structural 
edge support and edge impact protec-
tion that frames provide. For design pur-
poses, this may have consequences for 
the type of racking required. It definitely 
has implications regarding the module 
handling and installation techniques 
that are employed.

Module efficiency. Currently, c-Si 
module efficiencies run between 13% 
and 19% and will likely edge up 2% to 

Recommended

Shade

Module orientation  Consult 
the manufacturer’s design 
and installation manual for 
recommended module orien-
tation. According to Sharp’s 
thin-film PV system design 
book, for example, permanent 
damage to the product can 
result when cells are oriented 
horizontally and shaded by 
dust, dirt or snow.

Figure 6  Average module efficiency for UL- and CEC-listed thin-film products are 
shown here, based on data from SolarPro product specification tables, grouped 
according to cell type.
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3% over the next 5 to 10 years. Thin-film PV module efficien-
cies are currently running between 6% and 12%, as shown in 
Figure 6 (p. 43) and and could close the efficiency gap with 
polycrystalline silicon over the next several years. Accord-
ing to NREL’s Noufi: “CIGS has a technology path to achieve 
comparable efficiencies to polycrystalline silicon in the next 5 
to 10 years, given the current levels of R&D funding, and per-
haps sooner if funding increases. With further R&D in CdTe 
technology, specifically relating to substrate configuration, 
CdTe efficiencies could also approach those of polycrystalline 
silicon. In fact, the theoretical efficiencies of CdTe are slightly 
higher than that for CIGS.” 

While STC efficiency is an important cell technology 
parameter—it provides a relative measure of array footprint—
it is not all-important. Efficiency at non-STC irradiances, light 
spectra, temperatures and energy yield per rated watt are also 
very important parameters to consider.

In contrast to most c-Si modules, thin-film efficiencies 
may be higher at lower irradiance levels than at the 1,000 
W/m2 standard test condition. A c-Si module with low series 
resistance does not see as much I2R loss between low and high 
output and consequently has less efficiency change. A thin-
film module with high series resistance, however, has a larger 
efficiency difference between low and high output. Because 
all modules are rated at the high-output end of the efficiency 
curve, the relative change in efficiency for a thin-film module 
is greater than for a c-Si module when moving from high to 
low output on the curve. This “bonus” yield over c-Si could be 
as high as 10% for some thin-film technologies, most nota-
bly a-Si/µc-Si and CdTe. Definitive studies demonstrating 
this phenomenon are difficult to find, however. In addition, 

because low irradiance levels often involve changes in light 
spectrum, it is difficult to separate the two.

Spectral response. All photovoltaic materials absorb and 
convert light more efficiently at some wavelengths and less 
efficiently at others. One advantage of thin-film PV materials 
is that they can be stacked so that the aggregate of these dif-
ferentially responding layers is a cell that performs well over a 
broader light spectrum. A good example of this is UNI-SOLAR’s 
triple-junction a-Si product that has three complementary 
absorber layers to capture blue, green and red portions of the 
visible light spectrum. Amorphous silicon and microcrystalline 
silicon can also be stacked. With its heterojunction with intrin-

sic thin-layer (HIT) cells, Sanyo even 
layers amorphous silicon with a mono-
crystalline silicon cell.

The spectral content of sunlight 
changes with time of day and varying 
atmospheric conditions, such as clouds 
and pollutant levels. This is why test-
ing standards use identifiers like AM 
1.5, which refers to an air mass that is 
1.5 times thicker than when the sun is 
directly overhead. Thin-film cells have 
somewhat better performance in diffuse 
light than do c-Si cells due to somewhat 
improved spectral response in the yellow 
and red wavelengths of light (600–800 
nm) in combination with improved effi-
ciency at low irradiance. When optimiz-
ing PV plant performance, the best way 
for system designers to account for this 
phenomenon, and other complex thin-
film performance variables, is through 

the use of performance modeling tools (see sidebar p. 46).

inVerter ComPatibility Considerations 
While the design process is largely the same, there are impor-
tant differences to consider when matching a thin-film array 
to an inverter: lower temperature coefficients, transient out-
put effects, differing voltage characteristics and the poten-
tial for harmful ion migration internal to the module. These 
differences impact source-circuit design, inverter sizing and 
inverter selection.

Source-circuit sizing. Voltage issues at the high (Voc) and 
low (Vmp) ends of the inverter input voltage window need to 
be looked at carefully when dealing with thin-film technolo-
gies. This process is not unique to thin films. According to 
Sky Solar Group’s Bray, a professional engineer and industry 
veteran: “It is advisable in designing any PV system, whether 
thin film or crystalline, to look at the full operating range of 
the module in terms of temperature to make sure that the sys-
tem will be staying within the maximum  C o n t i n u e d  o n  pa g e  4 6 
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Figure 7  The UNI-SOLAR triple-junction a-Si cell is an aggregate of three distinct 
absorber layers, each with a unique and complementary spectral response. 
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SED Stocks Over 5,500+ PV & Electrical parts
NABCEP & SEIA Certified Sales & Design Account Managers

All orders over $5K SHIP FREE* - Ships the Same Day Guarantee (M-F MST)
Easy ordering with a Comprehensive Workable Customer Spreadsheet
(Orders over $4K Ship Free* when using our Customer Spreadsheet)

PLUS Our Industry Dominating 100% FILL RATES

480 E. 76th Ave., Bldg. 5, Denver, CO 80229
Toll Free 866-778-0009 · 303-778-0300 · Fax 303-778-0156

It’s easier to find us now, visit us at www.SEDPV.com

Why do our customers not only return to SED
for every PV need but also recommend US to others? 

With over 800+ established Solar Installers
doing business with SED, we thought we should 

share with you the most common complaint
we hear, “They don’t have it in stock.”

*Free Shipping Offer Good in the Continental USA. Non-standards such as lift gate service and/or residential MAY receive extra shipping charges.

Introducing THE PV PACKAGE REBATE PROGRAM

Up to $200 back per KW you install

Download your own
workable spreadsheet now at

www.sedpv.com/csform

SED         vs.    COMPETITORS

2 New SED Locations Opening Soon in the S.F. Bay area & New Jersey!

1

All Orders OVER $4,000 SHIP FREE! ORDER TOTAL  $                  -

Material Description Category Unit Price Sugg.
StockLevel Order Qty Subtotal

Call our Certified Designers for Ground & Special App Projects

1
WEEB -ACC WEEB PV PANEL CLIP: HOLDS 1 #10 USE-2 CABLE or 1 PV CABLE Racking

$0.32 500 0.00

2 ACC-PV PANEL 
WIRE CLIP Acme Cable Clip-PV Holds 1 or 2 PV Cables, sized for PV cable 6.8-7.2mm Racking

$0.34 200 0.00

3
DB-5  DURA BLOK

500 Lbs support Designed for superior support of pv/ solar thermal mounting 
applications. (5" High x 6" Wide x 4.8" Long) Racking

$14.45 20 0.00

4
DB-10  DURA BLOK

1000 Lbs support  Designed for superior support of pv/solar thermal 
mounting applications. (5" High x 6" Wide x 9.6" Long) Racking

$19.79 30 0.00

5
WEEB-LUG GROUNDING LUG WITH WEEB TECHNOLOGY CLIP Racking

$3.99 50 0.00

6 WEEB-BONDING
JUMPER 6.7

WEEB-BONDING JUMPER - RAIL ELECTRICAL SPLICE BONDING 
JUMPER 6.7 Racking

$5.90 30 0.00

7
WEEB PMC PROSOLAR GROUNDING CLIP/WASHER Racking

$0.99 200 0.00

8
WEEB -UMC UNIRAC GROUNDING WASHER Racking

$0.99 200 0.00

9
WEEB DMC 

WEEB GROUNDING WASHER CLIP - WEEB DMC - DESIGNED FOR 
DP&W POWER RAIL RACKING SYSTEMS, AS WELL AS IRONRIDGE FLUSH
MOUNT. Racking

$0.99 200 0.00

10 UGC-1 UNIRAC  

Ground Clip
UNIRAC GROUNDING CLIP - UNIRAC'S OWN GROUNDING CLIP 
DESIGNED FOR UNIRAC RACKING SYSTEMS. Racking

$1.95 200 0.00

11
WEEB 9.5NL

WEEB-9.5NL POLE/GROUND MOUNT SYSTEMS INCLUDES 
UNIRAC/RAPIDRAC/WATTSUN Racking

$1.28 100 0.00

12
WEEB-WMC

WEEB-WMC Grounding Clip: For TTI mounting systems, DP&W & 
UNISTRUT Racking

$1.29 200 0.00

13 TYCO SOKLAMP 
GROUND BOLT 2058729-1

TYCO SOLKLAMP Ground Bolt: Bolts are designed for solar module grounding 
applications using solid copper uninsulated 6 to 12 AWG Racking

$4.29 50 0.00

14 TYCO SOLKLIP 
GROUNDING CLIP 

1954381-1
SOLKLIP Grounding Clip 10-12awg: 3 easy steps, No special tooling 
required. Designed for solar panel grounding Racking

$2.14 200 0.00

15 2.5" Flashing stand 

off Zilla Cylinder Style ADJUSTABLE STAND OFF 2.5" (2 pc) Racking
$9.94 50 0.00

16 HATICON
R/C RAIL 

HatiCon 8' PV Rack Rail Residential/Commercial 
Aluminum.Compatible with All Module Types - AVAILABLE IN 
8'-12'-24' LENGTHS - EXTRA SHIPPING WITH LENGTHS OVER
8' Racking

$15.94 40 0.00

17 HATICON R/C RAIL 
SPLICE 80-113-010

HatiCon Rail Splice R/C. Used to connect legenths of Rack Rail. 
Compatible with All Module Types. Racking

$3.40 12 0.00

18 HATICON "L" FOOT 20-
600-002

HatiCon "L" Foot Residential/Commercial Aluminum. Used to attach Rack 
Rail To Roof or flashing. No Hardware Inc. Racking

$1.97 250 0.00

19 HATICON MID-
CLAMP R/C

HatiCon Mid Clamp Residential/Commercial Aluminum.  Used to attach 
Framed Modules to Rack Rail. Racking

$2.35 175 0.00

20 HATICON END-CLAMP
R/C 30-400-002 HatiCon End Clamp Residential/Commercial Aluminum. Height-adjustable Racking

$2.80 150 0.00

21 HATICON R/C RAIL
SPLICE

HatiCon Telescoping Splice Residential/Commercial - telescoping 
extender. Racking

$12.85 6 0.00

22 HATICON CROSS 
ADAPTER R/C

HatiCon Cross Adapter Residential/Commercial Aluminum. Used to 
Connect Angle Mounts to Rack Rail. Racking

$1.70 12 0.00

23
HATICON TILT ANGLE 10-

15° 30-800-022

HatiCon Tilt Angle 10-15° Three configurations of pre-assembled triangles 
manually adjustable in 5° increments Residential/Commercial Used to Pitch 
Array Exposure. Racking

$25.15 15 0.00

24
HATICON TILT ANGLE 20-

30° 30-800-021

HatiCon Tilt Angle 20-30° Three configurations of pre-assembled triangles 
manually adjustable in 5° increments Residential/Commercial Aluminum. Used to Pitch 
Array Racking

$28.75 10 0.00

25
HATICON TILT ANGLE  35-

45° 30-800-020
HatiCon Tilt Angle 35-45° Three configurations of pre-assem triangles manually 
adjustable in 5° increments Residential/Commercial Aluminum. Used to Pitch Array Racking

$29.45 6 0.00

26 HATICON BLACK
R/C RAIL

HatiCon 8' BLACK PV Rack Rail Residential/Commercial 
Aluminum.Compatible with All Module Types - AVAILABLE IN 8'-12'-24' 
LENGTHS - EXTRA SHIPPING WITH LENGTHS OVER 8' Racking

$29.74 20 0.00

27
"L" FOOT BLACK

HatiCon BLACK "L" Foot Residential/Commercial Aluminum. Used 
to attach Rack Rail To Roof or flashing.  No Hardware Inc. Racking

$2.64 100 0.00

28
MID-CLAMP BLACK

HatiCon BLACK Mid Clamp Residential/Commercial Aluminum.
Used to attach Framed Modules to Rack Rail. Racking

$2.94 75 0.00

29
END-CLAMP BLACK

HatiCon BLACK End Clamp Residential/Commercial Aluminum. 
Height-adjustable Racking

$3.92 50 0.00

WELCOME SED CUSTOMERS!

BLACK ANODIZED HATICON RACKING SYSTEM

COMBINER BOXES

www.SolarElectricDistributor.com    OR    www.SEDPV .com        *       1-866-778-0009 

EMAIL ALL ORDERS TO:  Todd@SolarElectricDistributor.com

ALL ORDERS $4K+ RECEIVE FREE GROUND SHIPPING (Racking or over-sized shipments MAY receive extra shipping charges - FREE Shipping Offer Good Continental US)

Mfr. Part/Model No.

      RACKING & ACCESSORIES - Parts list for Residential/Commercial Flush & Flat roofs 
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power point tracking range of the inverter.” (See “Array Voltage 
Considerations,” October/November 2010, SolarPro magazine.) 

In part because thin films have lower temperature coef-
ficients, system designers need to be aware that the rules of 
thumb they might use to predict c-Si PV performance may 
not apply to thin-film arrays. As an example, Table 690.7 of 
the National Electrical Code applies exclusively to mono- and 

multicrystalline silicon modules. Since the NEC requires that 
designers working with thin-film modules use the published 
temperature coefficient of Voc for maximum PV system volt-
age calculations, these data are included for the thin-film 
modules in the companion table.

While the usual voltage calculations and preventative mea-
sures apply to thin-film source circuits, certain types of thin-film 

The subject of modeling PV 
system performance is dis-

cussed in detail in the SolarPro 
article “Production Modeling  
for Grid-Tied PV Systems” 
(April/May, 2010). The article by 
Tarn Yates and Bradley Hib-
berd of Borrego Solar includes 
thin-film case studies, as well 
as a table of industry standard 
software tools. Designers can 
refer to the “Technologies” col-
umn in this table to see whether 
a specific modeling program 
accommodates a specific thin-
film technology. 

If a modeling program does 
not include technology-specific 
parameters, it will not accurately 
model thin-film performance in 
the field. Both versions of the PVWatts tool, for example, use 
a constant temperature coefficient of -0.5%/°C. This single 
temperature coefficient is adequate to model the performance 
of c-Si PV, but not most thin-film technologies. The System 
Advisor Model (SAM), however, another free modeling tool from 
NREL, does accommodate a-Si, CdTe and CIS/CIGS technol-
ogies. Likewise, sophisticated production modeling tools like 
PV-DesignPro, PV*Sol and PVsyst will accommodate multiple 
thin-film technologies. The question is how well?

According to Forrest Collins, senior systems engineer at 
juwi solar: “There is a huge need in the industry for improved 
production modeling software. The single-diode performance 
model, which is typically used by PV simulation packages, 
does not fully capture the I-V curve for most PV modules and 
results in simulation errors. We would like to see the industry 
move towards a simplified version of the Sandia performance 
model.” The fact that the Sandia performance model is based 

on approximately 30 empirically 
determined coefficients—measured 
on a dual-axis tracker in Albuquer-
que, New Mexico—emphasizes the 
need for a simpler solution.

I recommend that you check 
with the module manufacturer and 
ask for an opinion about what per-
formance modeling tools and tech-
niques are best for its product. The 
manufacturer may even be able to 
provide you with parametric prod-
uct data that is adjusted, or tuned, 
based on field observation and 
measurement. One potential chal-
lenge with thin-film technologies, 
for example, is that even the best 
programs do not model seasonal 
variations in technologies with per-
formance transients like seasonal 

annealing or the Staebler-Wronski effect. To the extent that a 
thin-film product behaves in a nonlinear or nonideal fashion, the 
manufacturer may be able to help you quantify that behavior. 
Similarly, Solyndra has a modeling tool that is adjusted to 
account for reflected light off of the roof membrane. This tool 
allows designers to specify the measured roof albedo, which is 
particularly relevant for this product’s performance.

While deferring to the manufacturer for this data might 
seem like a potential conflict of interest, if you are working with 
a manufacturer that plans on being around in the long term, 
this is not the case. The availability of project financing is so 
critical to a company’s commercial success that its overrid-
ing concern should be to provide you with the most accurate 
product description for your performance model. In some 
cases, independent third-party engineering firms such as BEW 
Engineering have verified the parametric descriptions that 
manufacturers provide. {

Thin-Film Performance Modeling

System optimization  Using software tools that 
can model both inverter and module-performance–
based meteorological data for a typical year is an 
excellent way to optimize thin-film system designs.
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products introduce additional complexity. For example, just as 
effective power is initially higher for modules with a-Si absorber 
layers, open-circuit voltage can also be higher during initial illu-
mination periods. While over-powering an inverter does not 
cause immediate damage, exceeding the inverter’s maximum 
voltage rating can. 

How big a concern is this? As with all good engineering 
problems, the answer is: it depends. It depends on the cell 
technology, the time of year and the ambient conditions. Do 
your due diligence. Consult the manufacturer and its appli-
cations engineers. Double-check your numbers. If you still 
suspect that initially higher voltages may be an issue for your 
system, then it might be worth timing start-up in a warmer 
part of the year when steady-state Voc is not as elevated as 
in colder conditions. Fortunately, in most cases no additional 
accommodations are necessary. 

Bray, who has extensive experience with Sharp tandem-
junction a-Si/µc-Si modules, says: “Most of the initial degrad-
ation happens very rapidly and is experienced in the maximum 
power voltage and maximum power current. Out of the box, 
open-circuit voltage is only about 2% higher than nameplate, 
and short-circuit current is only about 4% higher.” Further,  
not all arrays are designed to push the inverter’s maximum 
voltage limit.

On the bottom end of the voltage window, low fill factor is 
potentially a problem. However, since lower fill factors and lower 
temperature coefficients for thin-film products self-compensate 
to some degree, the issue of dropping below the inverter’s MPPT 
window is usually not any more severe than with c-Si modules.  

Inverter sizing. Module technology is relevant for optimal 
array-to-inverter sizing. In a SolarPro article on this topic 
(April/May 2010), Bill Brooks, president of Brooks Engineer-
ing, notes: “Some thin films have half the temperature coef-
ficient of power as c-Si, so they often produce power closer to 
nameplate rating during hot conditions.” He comments that 
a 10% reduction in thin-film array capacity, compared to that 
for a c-Si PV array, is a reasonable design response. While this 
is not disputed, his statement following is even more relevant: 
“The final answer ultimately depends upon your location.” 
Because local weather conditions ultimately determine the 
best array-to-inverter sizing ratio, PV production modeling 
software should be one of the primary design tools used to 
determine the optimal array and inverter sizes. 

When matching a thin-film array to an inverter, additional 
consideration is required if transient effects are present, such 
as Staebler-Wronski effect-induced initial degradation and 
seasonal annealing. For example, if a single-junction a-Si PV 
array is initially commissioned in summer, it could produce 
120%–130% or more of its stabilized power rating. The most 
straightforward way for a designer to deal with this situation 
is to choose a power conditioning system that regulates its 
power output at exactly 100% of its continuous ac power rat-
ing. Not all inverters do this. Some manufacturers allow their 
inverters to be overdriven until thermal limits trigger power 
regulation. In my opinion, keeping the inverter operating well 
within its design limits is much more beneficial in the long 
term than capturing the potential excess energy in the first 
few months of operation.  C o n t i n u e d  o n  pa g e  5 0

Cylindrical thin-film array  Pacific Solar Energy chose a fleet of PV Powered 260 kW inverters, based on the product’s wide 
operating voltage range, to interconnect this 1 MW Solyndra rooftop to the utility grid at Frito-Lay’s plant in Modesto, CA.
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2011 Thin-Film Photovoltaic Module Specifications

Manufacturer Model Cell type

Rated 
power  
@ STC 

(W)

Rated 
power  
@ PTC 

(W)

Rated 
power 

tolerance 
(%)

Rated 
power 

per sq. ft.   
(W)

Module 
efficiency 

(%)

Max. 
power 
voltage 
(Vmp)

Max. 
power 
current 
(Imp)

Open-circuit 
voltage 
(Voc)

Short-circuit 
current   

(Isc)

Pmp 
temp. 

coefficient 
(%/°C)

Voc 
temp. 

coefficient 
(%/°C)

Isc
temp. 

coefficient 
(%/ºC)

Nominal 
operating 
cell temp. 

(°C)

Series 
fuse 

rating 
(A)

Connector  
Type

PV Wire 
(yes/no) Frame

Length 
(in.) 

Width 
(in.)

Depth 
(in.)

Weight 
(lbs.)

North 
American 

listing 
agency

Materials 
warranty 

(yrs.)

Power warranty 
90%/80%          

(yrs.)

Abound Solar AB1-65 CdTe 65.0 59.2 +/-5 8.4 9.0 35.6 1.83 46.2 2.23 -0.30 -0.30 0.04 55 4 MC4 yes no 47.20 23.60 0.32 26.5 UL 5 10/25

Abound Solar AB1-67 CdTe 67.5 61.5 +/-5 8.7 9.4 36.1 1.87 46.6 2.24 -0.30 -0.30 0.04 55 4 MC4 yes no 47.20 23.60 0.32 26.5 UL 5 10/25

Abound Solar AB1-70 CdTe 70.0 63.8 +/-5 9.0 9.7 36.6 1.91 46.9 2.26 -0.30 -0.30 0.04 55 4 MC4 yes no 47.20 23.60 0.32 26.5 UL 5 10/25

Auria Solar M115000 a-Si/μc-Si 115.0 107.5 +/-3 7.5 8.0 93.9 1.22 127.5 1.49 -0.25 -0.30 0.07 45 3 MC4 compatible no no 51.18 43.31 2.68 50.7 ETL 5 10/25

Auria Solar M120000 a-Si/μc-Si 120.0 112.2 +/-3 7.8 8.4 96.0 1.25 129.8 1.51 -0.25 -0.30 0.07 45 3 MC4 compatible no no 51.18 43.31 2.68 50.7 ETL 5 10/25

Auria Solar M125000 a-Si/μc-Si 125.0 116.9 +/-3 8.1 8.7 98.5 1.27 132.5 1.52 -0.25 -0.30 0.07 45 3 MC4 compatible no no 51.18 43.31 2.68 50.7 ETL 5 10/25

Avancis PowerMax 110 FB CIS 110.0 94.7 +/-5 9.4 10.1 42.3 2.61 56.6 3.11 -0.45 -0.36 0.03 48 5 MC3 yes 1 yes 62.79 26.93 1.77 44.1 UL 5 10/20

Baoding Tianwei Solarfilms TWSF-aSi-90W-1 a-Si 90.0 84.7 +3/-2 5.8 6.3 100.0 0.90 136.0 1.14 -0.21 -0.28 0.04 DNR 3 MC4 no optional 51.20 43.30 0.28 52.9 UL 5 10/25

Baoding Tianwei Solarfilms TWSF-aSi-95W-1 a-Si 95.0 89.4 +3/-2 6.2 6.6 102.0 0.93 138.0 1.17 -0.21 -0.28 0.04 DNR 3 MC4 no optional 51.20 43.30 0.28 52.9 UL 5 10/25

Bosch Solar µm-Si plus 105 a-Si/μc-Si 105.0 97.3  +5/-0 6.8 7.3 100.0 1.05 131.0 1.37 -0.25 -0.31 0.05 48 3 MC4 no no 51.18 43.31 0.28 55.1 TUV 5 12/25

Bosch Solar µm-Si plus 110 a-Si/μc-Si 110.0 102.0  +5/-0 7.1 7.7 102.0 1.08 133.0 1.40 -0.25 -0.31 0.05 48 3 MC4 no no 51.18 43.31 0.28 55.1 TUV 5 12/25

Bosch Solar µm-Si plus 115 a-Si/μc-Si 115.0 106.6  +5/-0 7.5 8.0 104.0 1.11 135.0 1.44 -0.25 -0.31 0.05 48 3 MC4 no no 51.18 43.31 0.28 55.1 TUV 5 12/25

Du Pont Apollo DA095-A2 a-Si 95.0 86.3 +/-5 5.6 6.1 73.0 1.30 100.0 1.62 -0.25 -0.30 0.09 47 3 MC4 DNR yes 55.47 43.70 1.38 44.0 ETL 2 20(80%)

Du Pont Apollo DA100-A2 a-Si 100.0 90.9 +/-5 5.9 6.4 75.0 1.34 100.0 1.66 -0.25 -0.30 0.09 47 3 MC4 DNR yes 55.47 43.70 1.38 44.0 ETL 2 20(80%)

ecoSolargy ESTF-360A a-Si 360.0 338.3 +/-5 5.9 6.3 147.6 2.44 194.0 2.91 -0.23 -0.30 0.08 43 6 MC4 compatible yes no 102.30 86.60 0.30 258.0 UL 2 10/20

ecoSolargy ESTF-340A a-Si 340.0 319.4 +/-5 5.5 5.9 144.1 2.36 191.7 2.93 -0.23 -0.30 0.08 43 6 MC4 compatible yes no 102.30 86.60 0.30 258.0 UL 2 10/20

ecoSolargy ESTF-180A a-Si 180.0 169.2 +/-5 5.9 6.3 73.8 2.44 94.3 2.91 -0.23 -0.30 0.08 43 6 MC4 compatible yes no 102.30 43.30 0.30 130.0 UL 2 10/20

ecoSolargy ESTF-170A a-Si 170.0 159.7 +/-5 5.5 5.9 72.0 2.36 93.9 2.93 -0.23 -0.30 0.08 43 6 MC4 compatible yes no 102.30 43.30 0.30 130.0 UL 2 10/20

ecoSolargy ESTF-180B a-Si 180.0 169.2 +/-5 5.9 6.3 147.6 1.22 194.0 1.50 -0.23 -0.30 0.08 43 3 MC4 compatible yes no 51.10 86.60 0.30 132.0 UL 2 10/20

ecoSolargy ESTF-170B a-Si 170.0 159.7 +/-5 5.5 5.9 144.1 1.18 191.7 1.46 -0.23 -0.30 0.08 43 3 MC4 compatible yes no 51.10 86.60 0.30 132.0 UL 2 10/20

ecoSolargy ESTF-090A a-Si 90.0 84.6 +/-5 5.9 6.3 73.8 1.22 94.3 1.50 -0.23 -0.30 0.08 43 3 MC4 compatible yes no 51.10 43.30 0.30 66.0 UL 2 10/20

ecoSolargy ESTF-085A a-Si 85.0 79.9 +/-5 5.5 6.0 72.0 1.18 93.9 1.46 -0.23 -0.30 0.08 43 3 MC4 compatible yes no 51.10 43.30 0.30 66.0 UL 2 10/20

First Solar FS-270 CdTe 70.0 67.2 +/-5 9.0 9.7 65.5 1.07 88.0 1.23 -0.25 -0.20 0.04 45 2 MC3 yes no 47.24 23.62 0.27 26.5 UL 5 10/25

First Solar FS-272 CdTe 72.5 69.6 +/-5 9.4 10.1 66.6 1.09 88.7 1.23 -0.25 -0.20 0.04 45 2 MC3 yes no 47.24 23.62 0.27 26.5 UL 5 10/25

First Solar FS-275 CdTe 75.0 72.0 +/-5 9.7 10.4 68.2 1.10 89.6 1.23 -0.25 -0.20 0.04 45 2 MC3 yes no 47.24 23.62 0.27 26.5 UL 5 10/25

First Solar FS-277 CdTe 77.5 74.5 +/-5 10.0 10.8 69.9 1.11 90.5 1.22 -0.25 -0.20 0.04 45 2 MC3 yes no 47.24 23.62 0.27 26.5 UL 5 10/25

First Solar FS-372 CdTe 72.5 68.2 +/-5 9.4 10.1 49.5 1.46 61.4 1.75 -0.25 -0.20 0.04 45 4 MC4 / Ysol yes no 47.20 23.62 0.27 26.5 UL 5 10/25

First Solar FS-375 CdTe 75.0 70.6 +/-5 9.7 10.4 49.8 1.51 61.6 1.76 -0.25 -0.20 0.04 45 4 MC4 / Ysol yes no 47.20 23.62 0.27 26.5 UL 5 10/25

First Solar FS-377 CdTe 77.5 70.8 +/-5 10.0 10.8 50.4 1.54 61.7 1.75 -0.25 -0.20 0.04 45 4 MC4 / Ysol yes no 47.20 23.62 0.27 26.5 UL 5 10/25

First Solar FS-380 CdTe 80.0 73.6 +/-5 10.3 11.1 50.7 1.58 61.7 1.76 -0.25 -0.20 0.04 45 4 MC4 / Ysol yes no 47.20 23.62 0.27 26.5 UL 5 10/25

Kaneka G-SA060 a-Si 60.0 57.0 +6/-3 5.9 6.3 67.0 0.90 91.8 1.19 -0.26 -0.31 DNR 45 7 MC DNR yes 38.98 37.80 1.57 30.2 UL 5 12/25

MiaSole MR-107 CIGS 107.0 93.5 +/-2.5 9.3 10.0 19.4 5.70 24.9 6.80 -0.45 -0.36 DNR 49 25 MC4 DNR no 63.40 26.20 1.10 39.7 UL 5 10/25

Polar Photovoltaics TFSM-T-0 a-Si 42.0 38.7 +/-2 4.8 5.2 58.0 0.72 78.0 0.92 -0.18 -0.26 0.09 41 2 MC4 compatible yes optional 49.33 25.31 1.06 30.0 UL 2 25(80%)

Polar Photovoltaics TFSM-T-1 a-Si 44.0 40.6 +/-2 5.1 5.5 60.0 0.74 79.0 0.93 -0.18 -0.26 0.09 41 2 MC4 compatible yes optional 49.33 25.31 1.06 30.0 UL 2 25(80%)

Polar Photovoltaics TFSM-T-2 a-Si 46.0 42.4 +/-2 5.3 5.7 60.0 0.77 79.0 0.97 -0.18 -0.26 0.09 41 2 MC4 compatible yes optional 49.33 25.31 1.06 30.0 UL 2 25(80%)

Polar Photovoltaics TFSM-T-3 a-Si 48.0 44.3 +/-2 5.5 6.0 61.0 0.79 79.0 0.97 -0.18 -0.26 0.09 41 2 MC4 compatible yes optional 49.33 25.31 1.06 30.0 UL 2 25(80%)

Polar Photovoltaics TFSM-T-4 a-Si 50.0 46.1 +/-2 5.8 6.2 61.0 0.82 79.0 0.97 -0.18 -0.26 0.09 41 2 MC4 compatible yes optional 49.33 25.31 1.06 30.0 UL 2 25(80%)

Polar Photovoltaics TFSM-T-5 a-Si 52.0 48.0 +/-2 6.0 6.5 61.0 0.85 79.0 0.97 -0.18 -0.26 0.09 41 2 MC4 compatible yes optional 49.33 25.31 1.06 30.0 UL 2 25(80%)

Sharp 2 NA-V115H1 a-Si/μc-Si 115.0 108.4 +10/-5 7.5 8.1 174.0 0.66 238.0 0.81 -0.24 -0.30 0.07 DNR 2 MC4 no yes 55.50 39.70 1.80 42.0 UL 5 25(80%)

Sharp 2 NA-V121H1 a-Si/μc-Si 121.0 114.1 +10/-5 7.9 8.5 180.0 0.67 238.0 0.83 -0.24 -0.30 0.07 DNR 2 MC4 no yes 55.50 39.70 1.80 42.0 UL 5 25(80%)

Sharp 2 NA-V128H1 a-Si/μc-Si 128.0 119.2 +10/-5 8.4 9.0 186.0 0.69 238.0 0.85 -0.24 -0.30 0.07 DNR 2 MC4 no yes 55.50 39.70 1.80 42.0 UL 5 25(80%)

Sharp 2 NA-V135H1 a-Si/μc-Si 135.0 125.8 +10/-5 8.8 9.5 188.0 0.72 249.0 0.87 -0.24 -0.30 0.07 DNR 2 MC4 no yes 55.50 39.70 1.80 42.0 UL 5 25(80%)

Solar Frontier SC80-US-B CIS 80.0 71.1 +7/-5 9.4 10.1 41.0 1.95 56.5 2.26 -0.35 -0.29 0.03 47 4 MC4 yes yes 48.60 25.20 1.40 27.3 UL 5 10/20

Solar Frontier SC85-US-B CIS 85.0 76.7 +7/-5 10.0 10.8 42.5 2.00 57.5 2.30 -0.35 -0.29 0.03 47 4 MC4 yes yes 48.60 25.20 1.40 27.3 UL 5 10/20

Solyndra SL-200-182 CIGS 182.0 168.0 +/-4 6.8 3 7.3 4 85.1 2.14 119.6 2.33 -0.38 -0.28 -0.02 44 24 Tyco yes yes 89.76 42.91 2.36 69.0 UL 5 25(80%)

Solyndra SL-200-191 CIGS 191.0 176.4 +/-4 7.1 3 7.7 4 88.6 2.16 122.8 2.34 -0.38 -0.28 -0.02 44 24 Tyco yes yes 89.76 42.91 2.36 69.0 UL 5 25(80%)

Solyndra SL-200-200 CIGS 200.0 184.8 +/-4 7.5 3 8.0 4 91.7 2.18 124.6 2.35 -0.38 -0.28 -0.02 44 24 Tyco yes yes 89.76 42.91 2.36 69.0 UL 5 25(80%)

Solyndra SL-200-210 CIGS 210.0 194.2 +/-4 7.9 3 8.5 4 95.1 2.21 125.3 2.36 -0.38 -0.28 -0.02 44 24 Tyco yes yes 89.76 42.91 2.36 69.0 UL 5 25(80%)

Solyndra SL-200-220 CIGS 220.0 203.5 +/-4 8.2 3 8.9 4 98.4 2.23 125.8 2.37 -0.38 -0.28 -0.02 44 24 Tyco yes yes 89.76 42.91 2.36 69.0 UL 5 25(80%)

United Solar Ovonic PVL-68 a-Si 68.0 61.4 +/-5 5.6 6.1 16.5 4.13 23.1 5.10 -0.21 -0.38 0.10 46 10 MC3 yes no 112.10 15.50 0.20 8.7 UL 5 10(92%) / 25(80%)

United Solar Ovonic PVL-136 a-Si 136.0 122.8 +/-5 5.8 6.3 33.0 4.13 46.2 5.10 -0.21 -0.38 0.10 46 10 MC3 yes no 216.00 15.50 0.20 17.0 UL 5 10(92%) / 25(80%)

United Solar Ovonic PVL-144 a-Si 144.0 130.1 +/-5 6.2 6.7 33.0 4.36 46.2 5.30 -0.21 -0.38 0.10 46 10 MC3 yes no 216.00 15.50 0.20 17.0 UL 5 10(92%) / 25(80%)

United Solar Ovonic PT-136 a-Si 136.0 122.8 +/-5 5.4 5.8 33.0 4.13 46.2 5.10 -0.21 -0.38 0.10 46 10 MC3 yes yes 218.90 16.50 5.10 60.0 ETL 5 10(92%) / 25(80%)

United Solar Ovonic PT-144 a-Si 144.0 130.1 +/-5 5.7 6.2 33.0 4.36 46.2 5.30 -0.21 -0.38 0.10 46 10 MC3 yes yes 218.90 16.50 5.10 60.0 ETL 5 10(92%) / 25(80%)

Thin-Fi lm PV
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2011 Thin-Film Photovoltaic Module Specifications

Footnote Key
1 Compatible with transformerless inverters if negative pole is grounded
2 Compatible with negatively grounded inverter only
3 Values calculated on a panel basis, which include air gaps between modules (individual tubes) that comprise an individual panel
4 Efficiency values at panel level (individual tubes are classified as modules by manufacturer) 
  NOTE: Efficiency specifications are based on area (length x width) of module or panel and its rated power at STC.

Manufacturer Model Cell type

Rated 
power  
@ STC 

(W)

Rated 
power  
@ PTC 

(W)

Rated 
power 

tolerance 
(%)

Rated 
power 

per sq. ft.   
(W)

Module 
efficiency 

(%)

Max. 
power 
voltage 
(Vmp)

Max. 
power 
current 
(Imp)

Open-circuit 
voltage 
(Voc)

Short-circuit 
current   

(Isc)

Pmp 
temp. 

coefficient 
(%/°C)

Voc 
temp. 

coefficient 
(%/°C)

Isc
temp. 

coefficient 
(%/ºC)

Nominal 
operating 
cell temp. 

(°C)

Series 
fuse 

rating 
(A)

Connector  
Type

PV Wire 
(yes/no) Frame

Length 
(in.) 

Width 
(in.)

Depth 
(in.)

Weight 
(lbs.)

North 
American 

listing 
agency

Materials 
warranty 

(yrs.)

Power warranty 
90%/80%          

(yrs.)

Abound Solar AB1-65 CdTe 65.0 59.2 +/-5 8.4 9.0 35.6 1.83 46.2 2.23 -0.30 -0.30 0.04 55 4 MC4 yes no 47.20 23.60 0.32 26.5 UL 5 10/25

Abound Solar AB1-67 CdTe 67.5 61.5 +/-5 8.7 9.4 36.1 1.87 46.6 2.24 -0.30 -0.30 0.04 55 4 MC4 yes no 47.20 23.60 0.32 26.5 UL 5 10/25

Abound Solar AB1-70 CdTe 70.0 63.8 +/-5 9.0 9.7 36.6 1.91 46.9 2.26 -0.30 -0.30 0.04 55 4 MC4 yes no 47.20 23.60 0.32 26.5 UL 5 10/25

Auria Solar M115000 a-Si/μc-Si 115.0 107.5 +/-3 7.5 8.0 93.9 1.22 127.5 1.49 -0.25 -0.30 0.07 45 3 MC4 compatible no no 51.18 43.31 2.68 50.7 ETL 5 10/25

Auria Solar M120000 a-Si/μc-Si 120.0 112.2 +/-3 7.8 8.4 96.0 1.25 129.8 1.51 -0.25 -0.30 0.07 45 3 MC4 compatible no no 51.18 43.31 2.68 50.7 ETL 5 10/25

Auria Solar M125000 a-Si/μc-Si 125.0 116.9 +/-3 8.1 8.7 98.5 1.27 132.5 1.52 -0.25 -0.30 0.07 45 3 MC4 compatible no no 51.18 43.31 2.68 50.7 ETL 5 10/25

Avancis PowerMax 110 FB CIS 110.0 94.7 +/-5 9.4 10.1 42.3 2.61 56.6 3.11 -0.45 -0.36 0.03 48 5 MC3 yes 1 yes 62.79 26.93 1.77 44.1 UL 5 10/20

Baoding Tianwei Solarfilms TWSF-aSi-90W-1 a-Si 90.0 84.7 +3/-2 5.8 6.3 100.0 0.90 136.0 1.14 -0.21 -0.28 0.04 DNR 3 MC4 no optional 51.20 43.30 0.28 52.9 UL 5 10/25

Baoding Tianwei Solarfilms TWSF-aSi-95W-1 a-Si 95.0 89.4 +3/-2 6.2 6.6 102.0 0.93 138.0 1.17 -0.21 -0.28 0.04 DNR 3 MC4 no optional 51.20 43.30 0.28 52.9 UL 5 10/25

Bosch Solar µm-Si plus 105 a-Si/μc-Si 105.0 97.3  +5/-0 6.8 7.3 100.0 1.05 131.0 1.37 -0.25 -0.31 0.05 48 3 MC4 no no 51.18 43.31 0.28 55.1 TUV 5 12/25

Bosch Solar µm-Si plus 110 a-Si/μc-Si 110.0 102.0  +5/-0 7.1 7.7 102.0 1.08 133.0 1.40 -0.25 -0.31 0.05 48 3 MC4 no no 51.18 43.31 0.28 55.1 TUV 5 12/25

Bosch Solar µm-Si plus 115 a-Si/μc-Si 115.0 106.6  +5/-0 7.5 8.0 104.0 1.11 135.0 1.44 -0.25 -0.31 0.05 48 3 MC4 no no 51.18 43.31 0.28 55.1 TUV 5 12/25

Du Pont Apollo DA095-A2 a-Si 95.0 86.3 +/-5 5.6 6.1 73.0 1.30 100.0 1.62 -0.25 -0.30 0.09 47 3 MC4 DNR yes 55.47 43.70 1.38 44.0 ETL 2 20(80%)

Du Pont Apollo DA100-A2 a-Si 100.0 90.9 +/-5 5.9 6.4 75.0 1.34 100.0 1.66 -0.25 -0.30 0.09 47 3 MC4 DNR yes 55.47 43.70 1.38 44.0 ETL 2 20(80%)

ecoSolargy ESTF-360A a-Si 360.0 338.3 +/-5 5.9 6.3 147.6 2.44 194.0 2.91 -0.23 -0.30 0.08 43 6 MC4 compatible yes no 102.30 86.60 0.30 258.0 UL 2 10/20

ecoSolargy ESTF-340A a-Si 340.0 319.4 +/-5 5.5 5.9 144.1 2.36 191.7 2.93 -0.23 -0.30 0.08 43 6 MC4 compatible yes no 102.30 86.60 0.30 258.0 UL 2 10/20

ecoSolargy ESTF-180A a-Si 180.0 169.2 +/-5 5.9 6.3 73.8 2.44 94.3 2.91 -0.23 -0.30 0.08 43 6 MC4 compatible yes no 102.30 43.30 0.30 130.0 UL 2 10/20

ecoSolargy ESTF-170A a-Si 170.0 159.7 +/-5 5.5 5.9 72.0 2.36 93.9 2.93 -0.23 -0.30 0.08 43 6 MC4 compatible yes no 102.30 43.30 0.30 130.0 UL 2 10/20

ecoSolargy ESTF-180B a-Si 180.0 169.2 +/-5 5.9 6.3 147.6 1.22 194.0 1.50 -0.23 -0.30 0.08 43 3 MC4 compatible yes no 51.10 86.60 0.30 132.0 UL 2 10/20

ecoSolargy ESTF-170B a-Si 170.0 159.7 +/-5 5.5 5.9 144.1 1.18 191.7 1.46 -0.23 -0.30 0.08 43 3 MC4 compatible yes no 51.10 86.60 0.30 132.0 UL 2 10/20

ecoSolargy ESTF-090A a-Si 90.0 84.6 +/-5 5.9 6.3 73.8 1.22 94.3 1.50 -0.23 -0.30 0.08 43 3 MC4 compatible yes no 51.10 43.30 0.30 66.0 UL 2 10/20

ecoSolargy ESTF-085A a-Si 85.0 79.9 +/-5 5.5 6.0 72.0 1.18 93.9 1.46 -0.23 -0.30 0.08 43 3 MC4 compatible yes no 51.10 43.30 0.30 66.0 UL 2 10/20

First Solar FS-270 CdTe 70.0 67.2 +/-5 9.0 9.7 65.5 1.07 88.0 1.23 -0.25 -0.20 0.04 45 2 MC3 yes no 47.24 23.62 0.27 26.5 UL 5 10/25

First Solar FS-272 CdTe 72.5 69.6 +/-5 9.4 10.1 66.6 1.09 88.7 1.23 -0.25 -0.20 0.04 45 2 MC3 yes no 47.24 23.62 0.27 26.5 UL 5 10/25

First Solar FS-275 CdTe 75.0 72.0 +/-5 9.7 10.4 68.2 1.10 89.6 1.23 -0.25 -0.20 0.04 45 2 MC3 yes no 47.24 23.62 0.27 26.5 UL 5 10/25

First Solar FS-277 CdTe 77.5 74.5 +/-5 10.0 10.8 69.9 1.11 90.5 1.22 -0.25 -0.20 0.04 45 2 MC3 yes no 47.24 23.62 0.27 26.5 UL 5 10/25

First Solar FS-372 CdTe 72.5 68.2 +/-5 9.4 10.1 49.5 1.46 61.4 1.75 -0.25 -0.20 0.04 45 4 MC4 / Ysol yes no 47.20 23.62 0.27 26.5 UL 5 10/25

First Solar FS-375 CdTe 75.0 70.6 +/-5 9.7 10.4 49.8 1.51 61.6 1.76 -0.25 -0.20 0.04 45 4 MC4 / Ysol yes no 47.20 23.62 0.27 26.5 UL 5 10/25

First Solar FS-377 CdTe 77.5 70.8 +/-5 10.0 10.8 50.4 1.54 61.7 1.75 -0.25 -0.20 0.04 45 4 MC4 / Ysol yes no 47.20 23.62 0.27 26.5 UL 5 10/25

First Solar FS-380 CdTe 80.0 73.6 +/-5 10.3 11.1 50.7 1.58 61.7 1.76 -0.25 -0.20 0.04 45 4 MC4 / Ysol yes no 47.20 23.62 0.27 26.5 UL 5 10/25

Kaneka G-SA060 a-Si 60.0 57.0 +6/-3 5.9 6.3 67.0 0.90 91.8 1.19 -0.26 -0.31 DNR 45 7 MC DNR yes 38.98 37.80 1.57 30.2 UL 5 12/25

MiaSole MR-107 CIGS 107.0 93.5 +/-2.5 9.3 10.0 19.4 5.70 24.9 6.80 -0.45 -0.36 DNR 49 25 MC4 DNR no 63.40 26.20 1.10 39.7 UL 5 10/25

Polar Photovoltaics TFSM-T-0 a-Si 42.0 38.7 +/-2 4.8 5.2 58.0 0.72 78.0 0.92 -0.18 -0.26 0.09 41 2 MC4 compatible yes optional 49.33 25.31 1.06 30.0 UL 2 25(80%)

Polar Photovoltaics TFSM-T-1 a-Si 44.0 40.6 +/-2 5.1 5.5 60.0 0.74 79.0 0.93 -0.18 -0.26 0.09 41 2 MC4 compatible yes optional 49.33 25.31 1.06 30.0 UL 2 25(80%)

Polar Photovoltaics TFSM-T-2 a-Si 46.0 42.4 +/-2 5.3 5.7 60.0 0.77 79.0 0.97 -0.18 -0.26 0.09 41 2 MC4 compatible yes optional 49.33 25.31 1.06 30.0 UL 2 25(80%)

Polar Photovoltaics TFSM-T-3 a-Si 48.0 44.3 +/-2 5.5 6.0 61.0 0.79 79.0 0.97 -0.18 -0.26 0.09 41 2 MC4 compatible yes optional 49.33 25.31 1.06 30.0 UL 2 25(80%)

Polar Photovoltaics TFSM-T-4 a-Si 50.0 46.1 +/-2 5.8 6.2 61.0 0.82 79.0 0.97 -0.18 -0.26 0.09 41 2 MC4 compatible yes optional 49.33 25.31 1.06 30.0 UL 2 25(80%)

Polar Photovoltaics TFSM-T-5 a-Si 52.0 48.0 +/-2 6.0 6.5 61.0 0.85 79.0 0.97 -0.18 -0.26 0.09 41 2 MC4 compatible yes optional 49.33 25.31 1.06 30.0 UL 2 25(80%)

Sharp 2 NA-V115H1 a-Si/μc-Si 115.0 108.4 +10/-5 7.5 8.1 174.0 0.66 238.0 0.81 -0.24 -0.30 0.07 DNR 2 MC4 no yes 55.50 39.70 1.80 42.0 UL 5 25(80%)

Sharp 2 NA-V121H1 a-Si/μc-Si 121.0 114.1 +10/-5 7.9 8.5 180.0 0.67 238.0 0.83 -0.24 -0.30 0.07 DNR 2 MC4 no yes 55.50 39.70 1.80 42.0 UL 5 25(80%)

Sharp 2 NA-V128H1 a-Si/μc-Si 128.0 119.2 +10/-5 8.4 9.0 186.0 0.69 238.0 0.85 -0.24 -0.30 0.07 DNR 2 MC4 no yes 55.50 39.70 1.80 42.0 UL 5 25(80%)

Sharp 2 NA-V135H1 a-Si/μc-Si 135.0 125.8 +10/-5 8.8 9.5 188.0 0.72 249.0 0.87 -0.24 -0.30 0.07 DNR 2 MC4 no yes 55.50 39.70 1.80 42.0 UL 5 25(80%)

Solar Frontier SC80-US-B CIS 80.0 71.1 +7/-5 9.4 10.1 41.0 1.95 56.5 2.26 -0.35 -0.29 0.03 47 4 MC4 yes yes 48.60 25.20 1.40 27.3 UL 5 10/20

Solar Frontier SC85-US-B CIS 85.0 76.7 +7/-5 10.0 10.8 42.5 2.00 57.5 2.30 -0.35 -0.29 0.03 47 4 MC4 yes yes 48.60 25.20 1.40 27.3 UL 5 10/20

Solyndra SL-200-182 CIGS 182.0 168.0 +/-4 6.8 3 7.3 4 85.1 2.14 119.6 2.33 -0.38 -0.28 -0.02 44 24 Tyco yes yes 89.76 42.91 2.36 69.0 UL 5 25(80%)

Solyndra SL-200-191 CIGS 191.0 176.4 +/-4 7.1 3 7.7 4 88.6 2.16 122.8 2.34 -0.38 -0.28 -0.02 44 24 Tyco yes yes 89.76 42.91 2.36 69.0 UL 5 25(80%)

Solyndra SL-200-200 CIGS 200.0 184.8 +/-4 7.5 3 8.0 4 91.7 2.18 124.6 2.35 -0.38 -0.28 -0.02 44 24 Tyco yes yes 89.76 42.91 2.36 69.0 UL 5 25(80%)

Solyndra SL-200-210 CIGS 210.0 194.2 +/-4 7.9 3 8.5 4 95.1 2.21 125.3 2.36 -0.38 -0.28 -0.02 44 24 Tyco yes yes 89.76 42.91 2.36 69.0 UL 5 25(80%)

Solyndra SL-200-220 CIGS 220.0 203.5 +/-4 8.2 3 8.9 4 98.4 2.23 125.8 2.37 -0.38 -0.28 -0.02 44 24 Tyco yes yes 89.76 42.91 2.36 69.0 UL 5 25(80%)

United Solar Ovonic PVL-68 a-Si 68.0 61.4 +/-5 5.6 6.1 16.5 4.13 23.1 5.10 -0.21 -0.38 0.10 46 10 MC3 yes no 112.10 15.50 0.20 8.7 UL 5 10(92%) / 25(80%)

United Solar Ovonic PVL-136 a-Si 136.0 122.8 +/-5 5.8 6.3 33.0 4.13 46.2 5.10 -0.21 -0.38 0.10 46 10 MC3 yes no 216.00 15.50 0.20 17.0 UL 5 10(92%) / 25(80%)

United Solar Ovonic PVL-144 a-Si 144.0 130.1 +/-5 6.2 6.7 33.0 4.36 46.2 5.30 -0.21 -0.38 0.10 46 10 MC3 yes no 216.00 15.50 0.20 17.0 UL 5 10(92%) / 25(80%)

United Solar Ovonic PT-136 a-Si 136.0 122.8 +/-5 5.4 5.8 33.0 4.13 46.2 5.10 -0.21 -0.38 0.10 46 10 MC3 yes yes 218.90 16.50 5.10 60.0 ETL 5 10(92%) / 25(80%)

United Solar Ovonic PT-144 a-Si 144.0 130.1 +/-5 5.7 6.2 33.0 4.36 46.2 5.30 -0.21 -0.38 0.10 46 10 MC3 yes yes 218.90 16.50 5.10 60.0 ETL 5 10(92%) / 25(80%)
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Note that performance transients 
are technology-specific. Compared 
with a-Si, for example, a CIGS array is 
relatively stable. Pacific Solar Energy, 
a PV construction and project man-
agement company, has designed and 
installed several CIGS arrays, using 
Solyndra modules, including a 1 MW 
installation for Frito-Lay’s plant in 
Modesto, California. David Pasqualy, 
the company’s president and CEO, 
says: “Because we knew we would not 
have a problem with transients, our 
big concern was finding an inverter 
with a wide input voltage range.” 

Inverter selection. While inverter MPPT range is signifi-
cant, the most important consideration for designers is 
inverter compatibility. For instance, many thin-film manufac-
turers allow only solidly grounded inverters with a negative 
ground to be connected to their modules. This excludes the 
use of transformerless, bipolar or positive-ground inverters, 
but allows for the use of the most common North American 
inverter configuration. Best practice is to check the module 
manufacturers’ published inverter compatibility list.

Manufacturers may require negative-ground inverters 
because a thin layer of transparent conducting oxide (TCO) 
is applied to the front glass of many, but not all, thin-film 
modules. Performance degrades when this layer corrodes. 

NREL has been studying TCO corrosion for almost 10 years. 
These studies have shown that the presence of a negative 
bias is one of several factors that encourage TCO corrosion. 
Other factors include heat, moisture, current leakage paths 
and a conductive surface, such as a metal frame, in contact 
with the front glass. Positive-grounded, bipolar, and floating 
or ungrounded PV arrays can impose the negative bias that 
leads to TCO corrosion.  

Transformerless inverters, which require ungrounded 
arrays, present another potential cause for concern. To ensure 
safety against ground faults, ungrounded arrays must have 
extremely high isolation resistances. High humidity and cer-
tain other operating conditions can cause the isolation resis-
tance on some thin-film arrays to dip very low, which may 
create an unsafe condition with a transformerless inverter. 
Some thin-film manufacturers do not recommend that inte-
grators use their modules with certain transformerless invert-
ers for this reason. 

balanCe of system requirements 
BOS costs for a thin-film PV system are a higher portion of the 
total system cost compared to a c-Si PV system of the same 
capacity. There are many contributing factors: the larger array 

Efficiencies of scale  
While the mounting 
system represents 
a relatively higher 
proportion of the total 
cost for a thin-film PV 
system, this presents 
an opportunity for 
leveraging materials 
and labor efficiencies 
to reduce the level-
ized cost of energy.
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S“Thin-film modules can have lower short-
circuit currents. As a result, we have worked 
with several thin-film module manufacturers 
to allow higher fuse ratings. The higher  
module fuse ratings allow multiple strings  
to be combined in the field before fusing, 
reducing dc cabling and fusing, and making 
thin-film systems more competitive.”
—Forrest Collins, senior systems engineer, juwi solar
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area requires a larger mounting system, perhaps even a larger 
land lease; having more modules requires more mounting 
hardware; and having more source circuits requires more dc 
wiring, fuses and combiner products. The total cost for a thin-
film PV array may therefore be greater than the total cost for 
a c-Si array, especially now that c-Si PV costs are approaching 
those for thin-film modules. However, proportionally higher 
BOS costs also present an opportunity. Whereas module 
costs are largely driven by market conditions and scientific 

breakthroughs, BOS costs can be reduced in some cases by 
simple innovations in racking and wiring.  

Mounting systems. Lower thin-film module efficiencies 
translate directly into higher mounting costs per watt. It sim-
ply requires proportionally more structure and more labor to 
mount more modules. The special clips and structures that 
may be required for mounting frameless glass laminates may 
introduce extra cost as well. The fact that BOS costs are pro-
portionally higher on thin-film arrays can act as a strong incen-
tive to mounting system designers, encouraging creative ways 
to streamline material and labor costs. An example of this cre-
ativity is the Solar FlexRack, which was originally developed by 
Northern States Metals for use with First Solar CdTe laminates. 
This rack is delivered preassembled, but folded. Installation is 
very quick, significantly reducing labor hours. Depending on 
labor rates, this may result in major cost reductions.

DC wiring. Because thin-film source circuits typically consist 
of two to five series-connected modules, thin-film arrays often 
have several times as many source circuits as c-Si arrays. The 
number of strings that can be wired in parallel is limited by the 
series fuse rating, which is sometimes referred to as the mod-
ule maximum reverse current or module maximum fault current. 
More often than not, each string must be fused. (For guidance 
on this subject, see “Series String OCPD Requirements for Grid-
Direct Inverter Applications,” December/January 2009, Solar-
Pro magazine.) 

Many thin-film manufacturers have worked with BOS sup-
pliers to provide low-cost BOS solutions for their products. 
Sharp Solar, for example, has worked with vendors like Shoals 
and Lumberg to provide special wiring harnesses that allow 
for an efficient combination of in-line fusing and parallel wir-
ing in the field. When strings are paralleled in the array, there 
is no need for combiner boxes that house 50 to 100 small 2 A 
fuses. Instead, combiner boxes end up being configured more 
like those on a c-Si array, with 10 to 25 larger 10–15 A fuses. 
This strategy can also lead to significant cost savings.

Another strategy for BOS cost savings is to raise the 
maximum system voltage to 1,000 Vdc. This has several 

Field wiring  
Factory-built wire 
harnesses for thin-
film PV arrays often 
employ a combina-
tion of inline fusing 
and parallel splices, 
as specified by the 
system designer, to 
help speed installa-
tion in the field.
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benefits—including fewer strings, increased inverter effi-
ciency and smaller wire sizes—all of which may improve 
thin-film system economics. In the US, this approach is 
used by utilities and, per the Fine Print Note to NEC article 
90.2(B), by entities that are “designated or recognized by 
public service/utility commissions.” 

BOS cost comparison. An analysis of competitive system 
costing can be simplified to two very important properties: 
efficiency and energy yield. While efficiency is often the pre-
dominant factor in module pricing, energy yield must be con-
sidered in order to compare total system or BOS costs.

The following is a simplified equation comparing BOS 
costs between two systems with equal installed cost per  
unit energy:

 ∆$/Wp BoS = ((Ro x $/Wp_mod1) – $/Wp_mod2) +  
   ($/Wp_bos1 x (Ro – 1))

  
where Ro is equal to the relative increase in energy yield 
per peak watt for Module 2 compared to that for Module 1  
(Ro = (kWh/kWp)_mod2 ÷ (kWh/kWp)_mod1).

Here is an example using this equation:

Module 1: Asian multicrystalline PV; $1.60/Wp; 14% effi-
ciency; BOS = $1.50/Wp

Module 2: Micromorphous silicon PV; $1.30/Wp; 8.4% 
efficiency

Relative energy yield: Assume that production modeling 
estimates for the project location—performed in SAM, PVsyst, 
PV*SOL or equivalent software—indicate that an a-Si/µc-Si 
array will produce about 5% more annual energy per peak watt 
than c-Si PV (Ro = 1.05). 

We can now solve for the maximum difference between 
the BOS cost per peak watt for the a-Si/µc-Si system if it is to 
be cost-competitive with the c-Si system:

 ∆$/Wp BoS  = ((1.05 x $1.60) - $1.30) + ($1.50 x (1.05 – 1))
   = ($1.68 - $1.30) + ($1.50 x 0.05)
   = $0.38 + $0.08
   = $0.46/Wp

It is fairly astonishing that the BOS for the a-Si/µc-Si system 
can cost as much as $0.46 per watt more than that for the c-Si 
system (up to $1.96/Wp) in order for the price per energy unit 
($/kWh) to be equal or better.  C o n t i n u e d  o n  pa g e  5 4

Building integrated  Whether deposited on glass or a flexible substrate, as shown here, thin-film technologies are ideal for 
BIPV applications.
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thin-film dePloyment and 
aPPliCations
By and large, the domain for thin-film 
modules is in utility-scale, fixed-tilt, 
ground-mounted PV power plants. 
In spite of this general trend, thin 
films are also used in commercial 
and residential rooftop applications. 
There is also at least one precedent 
in the US where a thin-film array is 
deployed on a single-axis tracker.

Utility scale. Since many thin-film 
technologies require extra BOS costs, 
it helps to have a repetitive building 
block design. This is easier to accom-
plish in utility-scale ground-mounted 
settings. Several large thin-film proj-
ects in North America are being 
developed and constructed by juwi 
solar, an engineering, procurement 
and construction contractor. Sven-
Malte Stoerring, senior engineer at 
the company, states: “Our preference 
is to use thin film for utility-scale 
projects. The average juwi solar proj-
ect size in the US is greater than 10 MW, while in Europe it 
is between 5 MW and 10 MW. We have built some plants in 
the range of 50 MW in Germany, but that is not typical due to 
space constraints.” 

This preference is borne out elsewhere in the industry. 
First Solar reported earlier this year that it has a North Ameri-
can project pipeline of 2.2 GWac, the smallest project of which 
is 5 MWac. Its customers are primarily project developers 
and utilities. Similarly, Sharp Solar’s tandem-junction amor-
phous and microcrystalline silicon modules are being sold for 
megawatt-scale projects in North America, from California to 
Ontario. The 58 MWdc Avenal zero-emission solar projects in 
Kings County, California, for example, are slated to use Sharp 
thin-film products. 

Commercial rooftop. It is a generally held belief, both in 
the industry and among industry analysts, that thin-film 
technologies cannot compete in rooftop applications due to 
their lower efficiencies. This may be an oversimplification. 
In a recent Photovoltaics World article, Paula Mints, a princi-
pal analyst for Navigant Consulting, writes: “A few years ago, 
it was assumed that thin films belonged in large fields, while 
crystalline would dominate on the rooftop. This assumption 
does a disservice to both technologies—but particularly to 
thin films, by broadcasting that they are not competitive on 
rooftops.” Mints believes that this is “categorically untrue,” 
pointing out that in the future, BIPV applications will help 
raise the thin-film market share. 

The evolution of flexible UNI-SOLAR PV laminates in roof-
top applications perhaps best illustrates the movement in this 
direction. These products can be applied directly to stand-
ing-seam metal as well as to TPO and EPDM roofing mem-
branes. Though relatively lower in efficiency, these products 
are lightweight, meaning they can be deployed where c-Si PV 
systems, whether structurally attached or ballasted, present 
roof loading issues. Further, because the laminates are flush 
with the roof, they have excellent wind-uplift ratings. There is 
an increasing trend toward integrating flexible PV materials 
directly with roofing membranes, because a true BIPV prod-
uct can leverage additional labor and material cost savings 
that an applied product cannot. The potential for these BIPV 
roofing products on large rooftops is significant. Ascent Solar 
and SoloPower are both seeking to commercialize flexible 
thin-film products using more efficient CIGS technology.

Solyndra is another CIGS manufacturer competing in 
the rooftop PV market (see the Project Profile on p. 92). The 
Solyndra product is unique in that its CIGS cells are her-
metically sealed within glass cylinders. The company refers 
to each cylinder as a module, and each Solyndra panel con-
sists of 40 of these 150-cell CIGS modules. The product has 
a compelling value proposition for rooftop applications. It 
is lightweight and rated for 130 mph winds without ballast-
ing. It requires no roof penetrations, and its low height-to-
base ratio may even obviate the need for roof attachments 
in earthquake-prone California. It stands up off the roof and 

Curb appeal  While the vast majority of First Solar CdTe modules are deployed in 
utility-scale applications, SolarCity has found that they also appeal to homeowners.
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is easy to assemble and disassemble, allowing for regular 
roof maintenance. Finally, it also shades the roof, improving 
building energy performance. 

While Solyndra panels shade rooftops, their cylindrical 
design also allows them to harvest reflected light off of the 
roof surface. In fact, the product’s STC-rated power is predi-
cated on its being installed over a white membrane with a 
high reflectivity. While some analysts have considered this 
an Achilles’ heel for the product—we all know what a white 
membrane looks like after a year or two on a roof—an IRS  
private-letter ruling may reverse this thinking. Because the 
white membrane enhances the operation of Solyndra PV sys-
tems, installation and material costs related to these so-called 
“cool roof ” systems may qualify for the 30% federal investment 
tax credit. If so, this is a potentially significant competitive 
advantage, especially on new buildings or where an existing 
roof needs to be replaced.

It is worth noting that more conventional thin-film mod-
ules are also deployed on commercial rooftops. First Solar, for 
example, installed a 2 MW PV system atop a large commercial 
facility in Fontana, California, as part of Southern California 
Edison’s 250 MW rooftop initiative. As efficiencies for thin-
film modules improve, the notion that space-constrained 

rooftops are the exclusive domain of crystalline technologies 
will undoubtedly become less prevalent. 

Residential rooftops. While residential rooftops are 
undoubtedly the least common thin-film market, there is 
nevertheless movement in that direction as well. SolarCity 
started installing First Solar laminates in residential rooftop 
applications in early 2009. An internal analysis revealed that 
many past customers could have supported a larger array and 
suggested that thin-film products could deliver a lower cost 
per kilowatt-hour. In a SolarPro article on thin-film market 
share (April/May 2009), Peter Rive, chief operating officer at 
SolarCity, observed: “As we began installing, we wondered 
if the larger systems might create an aesthetic concern, but 
the reality was quite the opposite. Many customers loved the 
sleek, black, reflective glass modules, and some specifically 
requested them.”

The fact that customers may prefer the uniform dark 
appearance of monolithic thin-film modules is revealing. It is 
also interesting that thin-film modules may have benefits for 
system designers. As an example, high-voltage modules are 
actually ideal for multisurfaced roofs—where only a few mod-
ules will fit onto each roof surface—when conventional string 
inverters are used. 
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Tracking. The vast majority of the large ground-based thin-
film systems deployed around the world use fixed-tilt mount-
ing systems. There are various reasons for this. For one, the 
use of trackers exacerbates the already high BOS cost problem 
for thin films. Crystalline silicon modules also stand to benefit 
more from tracking direct normal sunlight than do thin-film 
modules. Further, frameless glass laminates are susceptible to 
cracking and the movement of trackers introduces additional 
stresses. Taken together, thin-film array tracking is currently 
of marginal interest to developers. Stoerring at juwi solar says, 
“Tracking does not yet play a role here in terms of megawatts, 
but we are looking into it at test sites in Germany and the US.”

Conergy’s projects group, however, has installed 417 
kW of First Solar modules on single-axis trackers alongside 
a 1.2 MW c-Si array at the South San Joaquin Irrigation Dis-
trict facility in Oakdale, California (see the Project Profile in 
June/July 2009, SolarPro magazine). This was the first time 
that First Solar CdTe modules had been deployed on track-
ers. David Vincent, Conergy’s project development manager 
for the western US, reports: “Over the past fiscal year, the two 
systems have produced almost identical specific yield results, 
with the edge going to the Conergy crystalline modules by 
just over 1%. It is clear that the First Solar product, even on 
a tracker, continues to outperform the crystalline product 
in foggy or stormy months. However, the crystalline perfor-
mance races back in months when insolation is high. Given 

the cost savings at the time, the First Solar tracker is proving 
to be a great investment for the customer. However, with the 
current low cost of crystalline modules, I see no real advan-
tage to tracking thin film.” 

installation, Commissioning and o&m 
Installers, test engineers and service technicians who have 
prior experience primarily with c-Si PV projects have to 
make some mindset adjustments as they begin working on 
thin-film projects. The increased footprint of thin-film PV 
systems naturally makes installing and maintaining them 
more time-consuming and expensive. Differences in module 
construction, module warranty requirements and transient 
performance behavior create additional challenges.    

Installation. Installing 10 MW of thin-film PV is definitely 
not the same as installing 10 MW of mono- or mulitcrystal-
line silicon PV. Thin-film sites may be 50% larger than and 
have twice the number of modules as their comparably rated 
c-Si counterparts. Working on such large sites can have sig-
nificant consequences for project planners. All of those land 
and labor issues that are part of any project can be magnified 
for large thin-film sites. Zoning and land development issues 
may become more contentious. Storm water facilities may 
grow in size and complexity. Greater traffic into and out of the 
site must be handled. A larger workforce must be managed. 
Construction managers may have to use different contractors 

S“If handled properly in the field, 
breakage of glass laminates can  
be minimized. We typically see 
module breakage rates of about 
0.5% for utility-scale projects.”
—Forrest Collins, senior systems engineer, juwi solar
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than they use in smaller c-Si 
PV projects. When making the 
switch to thin-film projects, it 
is important to recognize that 
even if the installation is not 
that different from what you 
are doing on c-Si PV projects, 
the scale of the typical thin-film 
project will likely warrant extra 
consideration and require addi-
tional preparation. 

Material handling is one 
notable difference for install-
ers. Glass laminates must be 
handled with care to avoid edge 
chips. The Sacramento Munici-
pal Utility District (SMUD) 
was an early adopter of glass-
on-glass a-Si modules, having 
installed over 2 MW between 

1994 and 2002. Documenting these early experiences at 
SMUD for the American Solar Energy Society annual con-
ference in 2003, Donald Osborn, vice president of strategic 
development at Spectrum Energy, notes: “Through a mod-
est amount of training for the handlers and installers, SMUD 
was able to quickly reduce a nearly 15% module failure/rejec-
tion rate down to about 1%. This special field training, while 
simple, is an absolute must when dealing with unframed glass 
laminates.” 

There are many details to emphasize in these trainings. 
To avoid stress-related cracks, glass laminates must be care-
fully mounted in a manner that allows for thermal expansion. 
Modules clamped too tightly in cold temperatures can expand 
and crack in warmer times. Modules clamped in hot tem-
peratures may contract in cooler times and not leave enough 
clamp area on the module to properly resist wind and snow 
loading. Laminate modules must also be sufficiently insulated 
from contact with any conductive metal parts of the mount-
ing and grounding systems in order to prevent harmful leak-
age currents.  

Some thin-film modules experience accelerated deg-
radation if they are open- or short-circuited in the sun for 
long periods of time when certain temperature and irradi-
ance conditions exist. First Solar, for example, currently 
recommends that its Series 2 and Series 3 modules not be 
operated in open- or short-circuit conditions for more than 

90 days, as that may reduce energy output over the life of 
the modules. Conversely, a-Si or a-Si/µc-Si modules achieve 
stabilization through light soaking. Project managers and 
installers should consider these critical light soaking times 
when planning module installations and subsequent com-
missioning of the system.

The bottom line here is, do not let the gotchas getcha. 
Installers and construction managers cannot rely exclusively 
on their experience using crystalline products. They need to 
consult thin-film installation instructions early and thoroughly. 

Commissioning and acceptance testing. The overall approach 
to commissioning does not change very much for thin film. 
Commissioning still involves as-built verification, static safety 
checks, system start-up and establishment of the perfor-
mance baseline, also known as an acceptance test. 

The usual assumptions made when commissioning c-Si PV 
systems may not hold for thin-film projects. Craig McCann, 
director of service operations at SunEdison, cautions: “Com-
missioning a multimegawatt PV system often involves taking 
measurements in a window of time that is not always of our 
choosing. Therefore, we must be able to take short-circuit cur-
rent readings at irradiances less than 1,000 watts per square 
meter and scale the results to STC for comparison to manu-
facturers’ data. The relationship between short-circuit current 
and irradiance is linear for crystalline silicon. We must make 
certain this is still the case for thin-film or modify our test 
methodologies.”

Perhaps the stickiest issue encountered during commis-
sioning is dealing with thin-film products that require time 
to stabilize once they are exposed to light. In a-Si and a-Si/
µc-Si PV arrays, stable output may be 10% to 30% lower than 
initial test output. One of the first things the commissioning 
team needs to know is how close a particular array is to sta-
bilization. Paul Wormser, senior director of engineering and 
product development at Sharp Solar, says: “The decay behav-
ior is exponential, that is with each additional amount of 
insolation, the decay decreases until an asymptote is reached. 
In general, most of the decay for modules in large projects 
happens between the time the modules are first mounted on 
racks to the time the array is completed and the system is ini-
tialized. As such, for most projects the array is considered to 
have completed the decay prior to system commissioning.”

According to Wormser, an accumulation of 1,000 kWh of 
solar radiation per square meter is sufficient for Sharp a-Si/
µc-Si modules to reach stable conditions, assuming a con-
stant 50°C module temperature and a solar spectrum defined 
by AM 1.5. Nearly stable conditions are reached with exposure 
to 500 kWh of solar radiation per square meter. IEC 61646 
describes a protocol for assessing when stabilized conditions 
have been met. Wormser explains: “Although the protocol is 
intended for a manufacturing environment, its approach can 
be applied to systems in the field. Stable output is reached 

Handle with care  To avoid 
stress-related cracking, PV 
laminates need to be handled 
and installed with care.
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when over three successive measurements, each of at least 
48 hours in duration, the peak power measurements differ by 
no more than 2% of each other.” It may be very important for 
third-party engineers evaluating projects on behalf of finance 
entities to be able to extrapolate to an asymptotic value repre-
senting a stable output.

Operations and maintenance (O&M). There are some impor-
tant differences in operating and maintaining thin-film sys-
tems compared to c-Si PV systems. These differences should 
be clearly spelled out in the product O&M manual. Plant oper-
ators should familiarize themselves with any technology- or 
product-specific O&M requirements found in that manual. 

In terms of general thin-film plant operations, larger area 
arrays that may exhibit performance transients have some 
predictable O&M implications. It will cost more per installed 
watt to operate and maintain a larger physical plant. Deter- 
mining when to dispatch a service technician to the site 

requires more skill. Expected performance targets, usually 
generated from production modeling software, do not account 
for a-Si seasonal performance variations, for instance. It takes 
special software or a very-well–trained eye to make those 
costly dispatch determinations.

It is always important to keep PV modules clean. This is 
especially true in a thin-film array if modules are mounted 
such that long, narrow cells are oriented parallel to the 
ground. Significant power loss may occur if dirt builds up 
and shades entire cells. Further, this may also cause deleteri-
ous hot spots. Dirt buildup may also be a concern for thin-
film PV laminates mounted at a low tilt angle. Fortunately, if 
typical long, narrow thin-film cells are properly oriented—
perpendicular to the ground—they are relatively shade 
tolerant. In addition, unframed laminates generally shed 
dirt better than framed c-Si modules. Further, in dry, dusty 
areas, thin-film arrays may actually fare  C o n t i n u e d  o n  pa g e  6 0 

Test points  The increased number of source circuits and 
fuses tend to make thin-film PV systems more time consum-
ing to commission.

Project financing  Because utility-scale PV power plants 
are dependent upon financing from risk-averse institutional 
investors, thin-film technologies and companies are closely 
scrutinized to determine their bankability.
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better than crystalline arrays. According to Stoerring at juwi 
solar; “The slight, uniform dirt cover that is almost inevita-
ble, particularly in dry regions, acts as a diffuser, and thin 
film copes with diffuse light relatively well.” 

taKing it to the banK 
Sceptics are quick to point out that thin-film PV technolo-
gies have been 3 to 5 years away from dominating the market 
for about 20 years. While that may be the case, clearly 2009 
was a watershed year. First Solar’s dominant market position 
indicates that even if it takes a decade or two to become an 
overnight success in the PV industry, thin-film technologies 
can live up to their promise. The First Solar experience also 
illustrates how difficult it can be to commercialize thin-film 
technologies, even after they are proven in the laboratory or 
on a small scale, suggesting that it will not be easy for other 
thin-film companies to duplicate its success. Mints at Navi-
gant Consulting points out in her Photovoltaics World article 
that thin-film manufacturers not only have to compete with 
“inexpensive and high-quality crystalline silicon technology” 
but also with “bankability issues” that are brought about in 
part by “the failure to commercialize as rapidly as promised.” 

In this era of multimegawatt, utility-scale PV power 
plants, systems are owned and operated, for varying periods 
of time, by institutional investors. Bankability refers to how 
willing financial institutions are to include certain types of 
systems and products in their portfolios. Often this boils 
down to the perceived risk that a product, technology or 
manufacturer represents. 

Bankability depends on several factors, ranging from the 
manufacturer’s balance sheet to a product’s documented 
long-term performance record in the field. Different finan-
ciers have different criteria. Raymond Hudson, principal 
engineer at BEW Engineering, explains: “The financiers of PV 
systems are weighing technology risk against a potentially 
lower cost of energy. It is common for sophisticated financiers 
to perform or commission a review of a thin-film manufac-
turer providing modules for a project they are considering 
financing.  This review would cover the technical and com-
pany risks. It would then be incorporated into the stress tests 
the financier uses to determine whether to invest in the sys-
tem or not.” Because a company’s track record is an important 
indicator for investors, Mints cautions thin-film manufactur-
ers: “Don’t make promises you can’t keep to the people with 
the checkbooks.”

Meanwhile, in “The Prospects of Amorphous Silicon PV: 
Down, But Hardly Out, ” Mehta of Greentech Media points 
out that concerns about a thin-film company’s likelihood to 
still exist to honor its warranty can be overcome: “Regard-
ing bankability, the concern that a-Si companies may not be 
around to honor their warranties can be addressed using a 

simple solution: insurance for the warranty, provided by the 
combination of regional insurance providers and globally 
established reinsurers.”

Product bankability is among the top concerns for system 
designers and project developers. As such, it should be the 
first or second box on your module qualification list. Without 
a bankable PV module, your project is not likely to make it out 
of the gate. If a product passes this test, however, all you really 
need to design thin-film PV systems with confidence is accu-
rate and complete product performance data. Though the 
science behind thin-film PV technologies may at first seem 
daunting, designing safe and robust thin-film PV systems that 
meet performance expectations need not be.
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Tile Roofing  SySTemS
I

t has never been easy to mount PV or solar water heating 
collector-racking systems to a tile roof. Most installers 
who are not familiar with tile roofs cringe at the thought 
of the labor involved in waterproofing tile roof penetra-
tions. When tile-integrated PV systems are not an option, 

tile roofs must be penetrated and flashed according to local 
and international codes. The good news is that as the industry 
grows, new products and installation methods are becoming 

available that allow installers to more quickly and easily apply 
appropriate, long-term solutions on the roof. 

The key to being successful when working with tile roofs 
is to think and act like a roofer—to not only follow codes and 
best practices, but also know the materials. While most com-
position or asphalt shingle roofs share a similar anatomy and 
are waterproofed at the top layer, tile roofs have significant 
variation in their waterproofing systems. In North America, 
tile roofs were generally installed using the European method 
of waterproofing at the top tile level without use of an under-
layment. In 1986, as a result of chronic roof leaks due in part 
to poor flashing methods, the Uniform Building Code (UBC) 
began requiring an underlayment to be installed over the 
decking of all tile roofs (UBC Table 15-D-1 and 15-D-2). Tiles 
provide the first layer of weather protection, but the flashing 
and underlayment is the final barrier when wind-driven rain, 
water and moisture infiltrate the roof system.

It is important to understand how these waterproofing 
systems work and how to apply the appropriate mounting 
and flashing solutions to a specific tile roofing system. While 
there are many types of tile and slate roofs with different 
waterproofing systems, here I focus on the method of double- 
flashing standoffs on flat and curved tile roofs. Before install-
ing solar on any roof, it is best to review the roof manufactur-
er’s installation instructions and specifications to determine 
how to best waterproof your penetrations.

Tile Roofing Types 
There are many different types of tile roofs. Interlocking 
flat-tile and curved tile that are typically made of either 
clay or concrete are the most commonly found types in 
North America today. Concrete tiles are made from a mix-
ture of Portland cement, sand, aggregate, polymers and 
a little water. Clay tiles are often glazed and fired ceramic. 
Curved tile roofs vary in style, typically made from high- and 

low-profile interlocking channeled tile to traditional cap-
and-barrel Spanish tile. Most flat-tile roofs consist of cap-
and-pan interlocking tiles with the cap on the right and 
the pan on the left of the tile, allowing the tile courses to 
interlock. Some common flat and curved tile manufacturers 
include Eagle, Hanson, Ludowici and MonierLifetile.

In addition to standard tile roofing products, there are 
slate roofs and other products such as Cedarlite, a concrete 

tile that looks like wood shake manufactured by Monier-
Lifetile. DaVinci Roofscapes and EcoStar both manufacture 
synthetic slate and shake products that are made from recy-
cled rubber and plastics. These materials may use underlay-
ment waterproofing methods that are similar to standard tile 
roofing products, but they can be challenging to work with 
due to the manufacturer’s installation specifications.

You might encounter unusual tiles that are hard to find 
or are no longer being manufactured. In these cases, it is 
important to follow manufacturer instructions or work with 
an experienced roofer who is familiar with the material and 
associated best practices. Someone familiar with the product 
may know where replacement tiles can be found in local roof-
ing bone yards, for example.

UndeRlaymenT Types 
Underlayments are important in weatherproofing tile roofs. 
The most common underlayments consist of asphalt felt, syn-
thetic polypropylene or a modified bitumen membrane, but 
material and installation specifics can vary greatly due to 
geography and local building codes.

Most tile roofs use number 15 or number 30 felt paper as 
underlayment. In areas with high wind zones, the underlay-
ment and tiles typically need to be adhered to the roof in order 
to withstand wind speeds of up to 150 mph. In hurricane-
prone Florida, for instance, underlayments commonly consist 
of a modified bitumen product that adheres to the roof deck-
ing. Tiles may also be adhered to the roof with cement mortar 
or polyurethane foam.

In some areas of the US, ice-dam protection membranes 
and other peel-and-stick adhesives were used as underlay-
ments in the past. However, newer underlayment materials, 
such as synthetic polypropylene and single-ply modified bitu-
men products, are becoming more popular. These underlay-
ments vary in application, so you should thoroughly research 

By Johan Alfsen
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them before applying underlayment flashing for 
PV racking standoffs. It is critical to follow the 
manufacturers’ guidelines and specifications. 
Single- and double-layer felt underlayments can 
be easy to work with, but adhesive underlayments 
may require more sophisticated equipment and 
the use of torches or hot tar. For example, many 
peel-and-stick underlayments require an adhesive 
flashing to be applied with the underlayment; and 
other mop- or torch-down underlayments require 
labor-intensive roofing practices that must be 
performed by a professional roofer.

sTandaRds foR BesT pRacTices 
Rack-mounting products such as tile hooks are 
common, but ultimately, these products rely on 
sealant at the underlayment level of the tile roof. 
The National Roofing Contractors Association 
(NRCA), the Tile Roofing Institute (TRI) and the 
Western States Roofing Contractors Association 
(WSRCA) provide industry best practices for tile 
roof installations. In the past, solar mounting 
systems were considered “roof attachments.” The 
NRCA now classifies them as “roof penetrations” 
and suggests that all solar-mounting penetrations 
be flashed appropriately.

Although some building departments may not 
require double flashing, the NRCA, TRI, WSRCA, as 
well as roofers and many PV system installers see it 
as the best practice for waterproofing tile-roof pen-
etrations. The NRCA Roofing Manual: Steep-Slope 
Roof Systems–2009 includes specific directions for 
flashing methods for vent pipes on tile roofs. Standoff flash-
ing approaches should follow similar guidelines. One method 
suggests using a primary flashing underneath the tiles to be 
waterproofed in conjunction with the underlayment, as well 
as a secondary flashing at the top tile level. The Concrete 
and Clay Roof Tile Installation Manual for Moderate Climate 
Regions, written by the TRI and WSRCA, also recommends 
this method (see Figure 1).

doUBle-flashing appRoaches 
The basic concept of double-flashing penetrations on a tile 
roof is to apply a primary flashing underneath the tiles and a 
secondary flashing, typically aluminum or lead, at the top tile 
level. Here I look at two examples of the techniques.

Sungevity is a California-based integrator with a leasing 
program that allows homeowners to purchase the PV system 
output rather than the system. The system itself is owned 
and maintained by Sungevity. To ensure high quality and 
performance, and to minimize the potential liability of water 
damage, Sungevity has developed a list of approved flashing 

products for tile-roof applications that comply with its strict 
installation guidelines.

Sungevity employs tile-mount double-flashing kits from 
Quick Mount PV that are based on one of the NRCA- and 
TRI-recommended methods of double flashing. These kits 
consist of a primary peel-and-stick butyl flashing designed 
to interlay into the felt underlayment, and which is followed 
by a secondary aluminum flashing on the top tile level (see 
Figures 2a and 2b, p. 66). The primary flashing is installed 
over a layer of felt paper and overlapped by the top layer of 
felt underlayment, similar to the approach shown in Figure 
1. This provides a shingle-like lapping system that allows 
water to shed down the roof underlayment. The tile-level 
flashing provides a top layer of protection against direct ele-
ments such as rain, hail and long-term UV exposure.

Arizona-based American Solar Electric utilizes a similar 
but slightly different approach. This integrator uses galva-
nized flashing instead of peel-and-stick as the primary flash-
ing. This primary flashing is installed underneath the tiles and 
over the underlayment. The primary flashing is then sealed 
using the three-course method listed in C o N t i N u E d  o N  pa g E  6 6 

Tile Roofing Systems

Step 1: Deck flashing

Step 2: Tile flashing

Penetration
Underlayment

Preformed flashing integrated 
into underlayment, installed 
to prevent moisture from 
penetrating roof deck. 
Stripping, three-coursing with 
asphalt roof cement and 
reinforcing fabric for 
installation of deck flashing  
are optional when permitted 
by the building official.

Field tile

Storm collar or sealant on 
cone style flashing(s)

Profile tile flashing to 
maintain drainage to the top 
of the tile. (Conform sheet 
lead or other malleable metal 
flashing to profile of tile.)

Batten (where required)

Figure 1  The Concrete and Clay Roof Tile Installation Manual For 
Moderate Climate Regions includes best practices for flashing roof 
penetrations for tile-roof applications as shown in this two-step  
illustration. Note that all penetrations should be located so as not to 
impede flashings at roof transitions.
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the TRI manual (see Figure 3, p. 68). This system consists of a 
layer of approved mastic or roofing cement, a layer of mesh 
and another layer of mastic. Most building departments that 
require double flashing on tile roofs recognize this method.

ReTRofiT applicaTions 
Poorly installed tile roofs can present problems for solar 
installers who may become vulnerable to liability issues on 
the roof after their job is complete. Many mistakes can be 
made when installing a tile roof. Proper batten and under- 
layment installation is key to allow complete drainage to keep 
the subroof clear, because concrete and clay deposits col-
lect over the years underneath tiles. Many valleys and eves 

have been known to leak due  
to improper underlayment 
and batten installation—and 
damage from water intrusion 
may not become noticeable 
until it becomes severe. It is 
extremely important for solar 
installers to partner with a 
reputable roofing contractor 
who can verify the integrity 
of the existing roofing system 
prior to the solar installation.

Although the NRCA and 
TRI manuals provide quality-
assurance standards, they 
are mostly based on new 

roof applications. However, most solar installations are retro-
fit applications. Layering flashing into the underlayment on 
a new roof that is being constructed can be simple, but extra 
steps may be needed when a flashing must be retrofitted into 
existing underlayment. For example, on a retrofit application 
your standoff and primary flashing may not fall in a position 
that is close to the overlap of felt paper, making it difficult to 
achieve shingle-like layering between the primary flashing 
and underlayment. The method that is used to deal with this 
situation is called bibbing. When the overlapping drip edge 
of the felt paper ends in the tile course above the penetra-
tion, the installer can use a separate piece of felt paper to fit 
under the battens and overlapping felt,  C o N t i N u E d  o N  pa g E  6 8 

Anyone who has been in the solar industry longer than 5 
years has seen dramatic changes and improvements 

in technology and installation practices. Five years ago, few 
solar installers paid sufficient attention to roof penetrations and 
simply relied on the classic L-bracket fastened directly into the 
roof with sealant as the only weather protection. tony diaz, 
a California roofing contractor, NaBCEp Certified Solar pV 
installer and instructor for Solar Energy international and the 
tile Roofing institute, stated in an interview: “Every roofer has 
experienced the pain, misery and frustration of homeowners 
who have had roof damage from incorporating equipment from 
the solar hot water revolution in the ’70s and ’80s. that same 
damage is being repeated with pV installations. Fortunately, 
manufacturers are designing products that meet proper roofing 
codes and best practices so that history does not repeat itself.”

although manufacturers are designing new and 
improved products to meet roofing standards, many build-
ing departments do not mandate proper flashing methods 
to comply with roofing best practices. unfortunately, this 
shifts the responsibility and liability onto the solar installer. 
the solar industry has always been focused on lowering 
cost and decreasing installation time, but it is essential that 
it also focus on quality. as a new and growing industry, solar 
cannot afford to risk painting a negative image of itself with 
poor workmanship or code violations. When installing a pV 
system, roof warranties, codes, installation specifications 
and best practices must always be considered. Returning to 
repair roof leaks after a job is complete takes more time and 
money than doing it right the first time. {

The Importance of Properly  
Flashed Roof Penetrations 
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Tile Roofing Systems

Figure 2a and 2b  To meet one of the NRCA- and TRI-recommended methods of double flash-
ing, the Quick Mount PV double-flashing kit consists of a primary peel-and-stick butyl flashing  
designed to interlay into the felt underlayment. A secondary preformed aluminum Flat Tile 
Mount flashing is applied at the top tile level.
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which then extends down to bib around the penetration (see 
Figure 4). This technique allows water and moisture to drain 
down the underlayment and into the gutters.

Older traditional Spanish tiles and tiles that use mortar 
can pose significant challenges. Depending on the manufac-
turer’s instructions, mortar and tiles may be removed and 
reapplied, but this approach can result in excessive tile dam-
age because traditional Spanish or cap-and-barrel tile roofs 
tend to break easily. Most installers have found that the strip-
and-go method of removing the tiles and installing asphalt 
shingle under the array provides the best solution for the 
more fragile tile roof systems (see “Living with Tile,” Aug/Sept, 
2009, SolarPro magazine).

avoiding pasT misTakes 
In general, most tile roofs share a similar basic anatomy 
consisting of decking, underlayment, battens and tiles. It is 
essential that installers do the research to distinguish which 
mounting and flashing system works best on a given proj-
ect. Tile roofing is one of the more complicated pitched-roof 
systems to deal with, but you can accomplish a watertight 
rack-mounted solar installation by following roofing best 
practices, local code requirements and roof manufacturers’ 
instructions. As the solar industry continues to grow, more 
building departments will enforce roofing best practices such 
as double flashing on tile roofs. Learning from the past and 
preparing for the future allows the industry to design innova-
tive products and improve installation methods.

Johan alfsen / Quick mount pv / concord, ca / johan@quickmountpv.com /  

quickmountpv.com
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oatey / 800.321.9532 / oatey.com

Quick mount pv / 925.687.6686 / quickmountpv.com
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Tile Roofing Systems

Figure 4 In retrofit 
installations where 
the standoff and 
primary flashing do 
not fall in a  
position that is 
close to the over-
lap of felt paper, 
an approach called 
bibbing can be 
used. When the 
overlapping drip 
edge of the felt 
paper ends in the 
tile course above 
the penetration, 
a separate piece 
of felt paper is 
positioned under 
the battens  
and overlapping felt, which then extends down to bib around 
the penetration.

Figure 3  This 
modified double-
flashing detail 
uses a galvanized 
flashing installed 
underneath the 
tiles and over 
the underlay-
ment instead of 
a peel-and-stick 
membrane. The 
flashing is sealed 
using the three-
course method 
listed in the TRI 
manual, which 
consists of a 
layer of approved 
mastic or roofing 
cement, a layer of 
mesh and another layer of mastic.
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M
ost solar integrators start their business with a lot of idealism and only one 

installation crew. In many companies, this same crew divides up the duties of 

sales, operations and finance. The first step to grow the company is to separate 

the crew from the office personnel—in other words, have a crew that focuses 

only on installations. But even when the company has one crew exclusively in 

the field, the office staff still has to wear multiple hats. There might be only one or two people 

selling, and one of those probably also does marketing. Likely one person comprises the entire 

operations department. This person prepares permits, visits building departments, schedules 

customers, orders parts, directs the crew and performs inspections. Either the sales or opera-

tions person handles the financial tasks, such as claiming incentives and invoicing customers. 

This business structure is not sustainable for growing PV integrators.

Growing Beyond  the Start-Up Stage
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ADDING A SECOND CREW AND TRUCK 
When the backlog of installations is more than 2 months worth 
of work, it is time to add another truck and crew. The type, size 
and layout of the second truck should be identical to the first so 
that any installer or warehouse stocker moving between trucks 
can easily find or replenish parts. This increases efficiency and 
lowers costs since no one wastes time looking for items. Ide-
ally, the second most experienced person from the first crew 
becomes the crew lead for the new truck. This helps to carry 
company processes and acceptable safety practices to the new 
crew and to ensure that quality standards are maintained.

It is best to work the same crewmembers together on the 
same truck as much as possible. They get to know their col-
leagues and each other’s knowledge level, so they work together 
more efficiently. It is even more important to have regular crew 
meetings once you add more crews. It is very easy for company 

standards to slip once there are two or more installation teams. 
Before you know it, one crew does a particular task one way, 
and the other does it differently. This is very confusing for less 
experienced crewmembers. More importantly, jobs may not get 
done to the required company standards.

EXPANDING OPERATIONS
Figure 1 (p. 72) is a good representation for the operations 
function within an integrator company. As the business 
grows, the personnel wearing numerous hats begin assuming 
discrete job functions. (Refer to “Operations Management for 
Solar Integrators,” Oct/Nov, 2010, SolarPro magazine.)

The first step needs to be a separation between predomi-
nantly in-house functions, such as customer scheduling, and 
in-field functions, such as visiting permit offices and meeting 
the AHJ for inspections. Customers who call the office should 
not get an answering machine—they should reach a live per-
son. At this stage of growth, the customer care specialist could 
also act as the operations manager and direct the permit 
design specialist, the crews and other operations personnel. 

To keep a quality control specialist busy full time gener-
ally requires two inspections or commissionings per day. This 
likely will not happen until a minimum of three crew trucks 
is operating full time. One possibility until then would be to 
have the quality control specialist perform an inspection each 
afternoon and stock trucks and inventory the warehouse in 
the evenings. The quality control specialist should also look 
for inconsistencies among crew leaders and provide training. 

By Darlene McCalmont
Growing Beyond  the Start-Up Stage
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Truck logistics  As installation teams are added, truck layouts 
should be identical so that any installer or warehouse stocker 
moving between trucks can easily find or replenish parts. This 
increases efficiency and lowers costs as no one wastes time 
looking for items.
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Having documented standard operating procedures 
becomes even more important as the company grows. These 
should be located on each crew truck. The operations manag-
ers need to be responsible for training at their locations, and  
the quality control specialist can ensure that quality in the 
field is maintained.

By the time a company has three fully deployed crews and 
is large enough to have filled the positions of customer care 
specialist, permit design specialist, quality control specialist 
and full time warehouse personnel, it is big enough to justify 
a separate operations manager. At this stage, the sales depart-
ment will likely have grown to several salespeople, and the 
company will have someone acting as a CEO (and not wearing 
too many other hats).

The operations manager would report to the CEO. An inte-
grator company probably does not need a COO or VP of oper-
ations until there are multiple locations supporting multiple 
operations managers who need higher-level management. 
The COO’s or VP’s primary responsibility is to give high-level 
direction to the operations managers while standardizing 
processes that drive efficiency, cost reduction, quality and 
customer satisfaction. This person also works with the CEO 
to drive the direction of the company.

ADDING THAT SECOND LOCATION 
Adding a second crew out of one location is not too difficult, 
but adding a second location for the company is a big step. 
Many issues arise, such as identifying what should be cen-
tralized at headquarters, how to manage a second location 
without senior management on-site and how to maintain 
consistent standards. 

As solar integrators expand geographically, many compa-
nies open an additional location strictly to have a crew closer to 
where installations are planned. In this case, the only people at 

the site might be the salesperson(s) and one crew and its truck. 
The issues are then how to take deliveries at this site, how to 
provide permitting and crew packages, and so on. Having done 
this in my previous company, I know how hard it can be. 

I had a crew in a warehouse about an hour and a half drive 
from company headquarters. We coordinated deliveries so that 
the central warehouse person could be on-site at the remote 
office. To minimize this inconvenience, modules, inverters, and 
racking were the only parts delivered to that site via freight. 
Racking was bought in bulk so that it was necessary for some-
one to be there to accept delivery only about every month or 
two. Modules and inverters were typically delivered once per 
month. The warehouse person brought all other small parts to 
the remote office, based on a list that the crew lead provided 
a day or two ahead of each visit. The warehouse person could 
also take modules, inverters or racking in his truck in case of 
an unplanned shortage. Permit packages and crew instructions 
were delivered by the warehouse person, emailed or mailed to 
the remote office. We used the same permit design specialist 
and quality control specialist for both offices. If you think this 
sounds tough to manage, you are correct. I did it for 3 years.

The second time I was faced with needing a local instal-
lation office, a combination permit design specialist and 
warehouse person was justified as part of opening that loca-
tion. The logistics worked much better after that decision. 
The operations manager and customer care specialist were 
shared between two locations that were about an hour and a 
half apart. The whole idea of separate installation warehouses 
for housing crews is to maximize revenue by minimizing crew 
travel time. Paying rent on a small warehouse is much more 
cost effective than paying a crew to drive for 2 to 3 hours per 
day to remote sites.

Another office my company opened was about 3 hours 
away from headquarters and started with one manager/
lead installer, one additional installer  C o n t I n u E d  o n  pa G E  7 4 

Growing Beyond the Start-up Stage

Operations Organization Chart 

Operations 
manager

Permit
design 

specialist

Crew 
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Operations Organizational Chart

Figure 1  Operations managers for PV 
integrators typically supervise office, 
warehouse and field personnel. C
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and one truck. The manager also handled sales. Headquar-
ters handled purchasing of modules, inverters and rack-
ing, while small parts were sourced locally. As sales in this 
office grew, the manager removed himself from the field 
and hired more installers. The next addition was a combina-
tion customer care and permit design specialist. A second 
salesperson quickly came on board. Within a year, a larger 
space was needed. Within a couple of years, the location 

was supporting several salespeople, a full complement of 
operations staff and several crews. Financing, marketing 
and engineering functions remained centralized at the main 
location, with the general manager from the remote office 
reporting into the senior management at headquarters.

While expanding and growing is exciting, it takes care-
ful thought and planning to succeed. Most of all, it takes the 
right people. The key to adding a location is to first identify 

Work�ow Diagram for a Solar Integrator Company 

Site visit Proposal Sold customer 
w/ signed contract

Incentive 
application �led

Sales lead
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to discuss 
schedule

Specify 
long-delivery
equipment

Order or allocate
long-delivery 
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approved

Review 
paperwork 
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Engineering
input

Change order
into sales system

if applicable

Submit 
permit
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delivered
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design

Con�rm 
schedule with 
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Finalize crew 
package

Pick-up 
permit

First invoice
 mailed
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stock crew truck

Change order
signed w/ customer

if applicalbe

Commission
system

Quality inspection
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Conduct 
inspection
with AHJ

Install
system

Incentive claim
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Mail 
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package

Submit for 
interconnection
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sign-off
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complete!
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Key:     ■ Sales                ■ Warehouse             ■ Customer Care Specialist    ■ Installation Crews
            ■ Permit Design Specialist    ■ Comissioning Specialist    ■ Engineering             ■ Finance

Workflow Diagram for Solar Integrator Company
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Figure 2  While the workflow represented here is simplified, it does indicate the complexity of ongoing interactions 
among the various solar company departments. Two-way communications are key.
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the person who will be responsible for the financial outcome 
of that office. The company needs to hire a local person who 
knows his or her market territory well and has a strong work 
ethic and desire to succeed. 

WORKFLOW BETWEEN DEPARTMENTS
A growing company needs to develop separate departments 
for each of the major functions within a solar business: sales, 
marketing, engineering, finance, administration and opera-
tions. The operations department must change to support 
that growth and increased need for inter-company com-
munications. Figure 2 illustrates a simplified workflow of 
interaction among the various departments. It is critical for 
operations to have healthy two-way communications with 
other departments. It is the sum of the whole that makes the 
company successful.

SaleS  
The two-way relationship between sales and operations is 
vital to creating satisfied customers. Salespeople need to 
know that operations serves the customer well, so they can 
get referrals from happy customers. Operations needs to 
receive the information from sales that allows them to meet 
customers’ expectations. Having been in operations my 
entire career, I can state honestly that sales and operations 
often interact more like oil and water than like a well-oiled 
machine. The sales staff do not always think their customers 
are being handled carefully or quickly enough; operations 
staff do not always think that sales has set realistic expec-
tations with the customer or provided all of the data that 
operations needs. By the very nature of their jobs, salespeo-
ple need to be strongly people-oriented, while operations 
people need to be strongly task-oriented. Since the opera-
tions interaction with the customer is a critical bridge from 
sales to operations, the customer care specialist needs to 
be both a people person and a task-oriented person. The 
customer care specialist can make or break the sales and 
operations relationship. 

Handoff between sales and operations. Proper handoff from 
sales to operations increases the likelihood of success in pro-
cessing customers. For efficiency, in most cases the salesper-
son should be the only staffer to visit a residential site prior 
to the installation crew’s arrival. Therefore, operations must 
have a clear idea where the system is to be installed, where 
the inverter and disconnects are to be mounted and what the 
customer’s expectations are, including any concerns regard-
ing external conduit runs or other aesthetic requirements. 
Pictures are invaluable to effect a smooth handoff, so sales-
people should be provided with digital cameras and encour-
aged to take many photos. (Refer to the following sidebar for 
a list of items the salesperson should provide in the handoff.) 
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Various methods for the handoff between sales and opera-
tions are available, but it is best to computerize the process. A 
companywide server is invaluable for companywide file shar-
ing. The worst-case scenario is a paper file. Even so, 
if the handoff is done properly, there should be little 
need for face-to-face communication. This enables 
salespeople to be out selling and operations to pro-
ceed with permitting and scheduling. 

Sales reentry. There are times after the sale, how-
ever, when operations needs sales to come back into 
the picture. Whenever there is a change in array lay-
out from what the customer was shown, a module 
substitution, an engineering issue that requires a dif-
ferent grid interconnection or any issue that affects 
customer expectations, operations will likely request 
that sales goes back to the customer. Once sales has 
resolved the issue and reported back to operations, 
the installation can proceed. These issues are best 
worked out before a crew is on-site. 

In the unfortunate circumstance when the crew 
arrives at the site with a layout that does not fit 

the roof or there is another issue 
requiring a change, the salesper-
son should be contacted immedi-
ately. Good practice also dictates 
that any change that affects the 
contracted price to the customer 
requires a new purchase order 
or a signed change order. Those 
changes must be uploaded into 
the company system to track 
sales contracts.

engineering 
Interaction between operations 
and engineering is important 
whether engineering is a stand-
alone department, part of opera-
tions or even an outsourced firm. 
Many integrator companies, large 
and small, find it can be cost- 
effective to outsource the electri- 
cal plan portion of a permit. If 
the integrator provides the right 
inputs from the site survey, a good 
engineering firm can offer an eco-
nomical, centralized option over 
having dedicated engineers on 
staff. Non-engineers who are fam- 
iliar with a CAD program can do 
the roof layout portion internally.

Operations and engineering 
departments usually work well together, as they are both task-  
oriented. The role of engineering is to make sure that the sys-
tems are designed to Code. A solar company’s life will be very 

Required Sales Items for Handoff
to ensure that operations has everything it needs to proceed to permitting without 
requiring a second site visit, salespersons must include all of the following details in 
their handoff.

n all customer contact information

n Signed contract, including purchase order and work order, and a deposit check

n utility-interconnection information, including a copy of a recent bill showing 
 company, rate schedule, service Id and meter number 

n Signed interconnection agreement

n Shade report from Solmetric or Solar pathfinder site analysis tools 

n Sketch of the roof layout—preferably in a simple Cad program like auto-
 Sketch—including dimensions of the roof surface (overlaying the modules onto a 
 pictometry or similar software picture is a great method) 

n For roof-mounted installations: type of roofing material, rafter spacing and size, 
 roof pitch, number of roof layers, roof condition, ceiling rafter exposure under the  
 area of array, and desired slope of array (if any) and mounting azimuth

n For ground-mounted installations: average n/S and E/W ground pitch/slope, 
 desired array pitch, desired mounting azimuth, soil type and trenching distance

n Electrical service information: system ac voltage and phase, load center manu-
 facturer and busbar rating, main circuit breaker rating, distance from array to  
 inverter(s) and distance from inverter(s) to point of interconnection

n photos: front of structure; array-mounting location from ground; several views 
 of all mounting locations; proposed inverter location; main load center (showing  
 all breakers; main load center without cover; load center main circuit breaker);  
 subpanel (if applicable); structure’s electric meter and vicinity ;
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Positive morale  Employees are your best asset. They establish your 
company’s reputation, and a contractor business is built on reputation.
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short if even one system is not properly engi-
neered or installed and the customer sues. 
Material as well as reputation damages may 
not be recoverable via insurance. With the 
advent of the Internet blogosphere, a com-
plaint from just one unhappy customer can 
quickly become public. 

Finance 
There are four main areas in which commu-
nication between finance and operations is 
important: purchasing, invoicing, change 
orders as they relate to revenue and incen-
tive claim filing. 

Communication regarding purchasing is 
critical to ensure that all parts are available 
for an installation at the appropriate time so 
the crews can work efficiently on a job from 
start to finish. Good communication between the finance 
and operations departments is also important for process-
ing invoices and getting paid promptly. Whether this is done 
automatically through the use of software or via some other 
internal method, it is important that there be a clean handoff 
between the two departments.

Company management needs to decide at what stages 
they wish to invoice customers. For cash flow purposes, most 

companies generate two invoices 
in addition to the deposit. The first 
invoice can be triggered by obtain-
ing the building permit or by parts 
being delivered to the customer site. 
The final invoice could be triggered 
by the AHJ approving the inspection 
of the finished system or the inter-

connection being signed off by the utility.
Change orders in the field can affect the price a customer 

pays. The contract should cover the potential reasons for 
any change orders. If someone at the company makes a mis-
take—an inverter was too small for the number of modules, 
for instance—the company should not add any charges to the 
customer’s invoice as a result of that mistake. However, if the 
customer requests a change when the crew is on-site—want-

ing the modules to be installed differently 
than they were sold, for example—or if 
something is discovered that was not 
apparent at the time of sale, such as a 
structural issue, that charge should be dis-
cussed with the customer and considered 
a change from the original order. If the 
crew discovers that the number of mod-
ules must be decreased from the original 
sale, this should be discussed with the cus-
tomer and the price should be adjusted. 

No matter what the reason for a 
change to the original cost of the sys-
tem, the finance department must be 
made aware of it through a change-
order process. This ensures that the 
invoice generated has the correct bal-
ance due. The cleanest way to do this 
is by having the salesperson update the 
change order paperwork appropriately 
and getting the customer to sign it. 
Sales must then upload the change into 
the company’s system for tracking.  

Ideally, since incentives are associated 
with revenue, the finance department 
should handle the incentives. However, 

Outsourced engineering  Many 
integrator companies find it can be 
cost-effective to outsource the elec-
trical plan portion of a permit. If the 
integrator provides the right inputs 
from the site survey, a good engi-
neering firm can offer an economi-
cal, centralized option over having 
dedicated engineers on staff.
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Referrals

A substantial percentage of a good integrator’s sales should come from 
referrals, and every employee in the company should be expected to bring 

in customer referrals. Referrals not only save marketing dollars, but these leads 
also have the best chance of closing. 

operations can help with referrals in several ways: first, by being courteous 
with the customer; second, by making sure crews install systems in an aestheti-
cally pleasing manner and clean up at the end of each day; and third, by meet-
ing and exceeding customer expectations. 

there are other ways that operations can help:
n Keep a supply of generic company business cards on each company 
 vehicle so that when a neighbor or someone walking by asks the installers  
 about the system, they have a card to give them;

n Supply a window hanger with company flyers for each truck, and have the 
 crew put it outside a truck window at each site. passers-by may be more  
 likely to grab a flyer than to bother a crew up on the roof;

n Encourage crews to network outside of work and be proud to discuss 
 what they do. almost everyone loves solar and enjoys talking with  
 knowledgeable people from our industry; and

n pay a referral fee, not only to your customers but also to your employees, 
 for every signed customer they bring in. {
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most incentive programs require data from sales and from 
operations to make an incentive reservation and file an incen-
tive claim. Sales should provide the signed incentive forms to 
finance following the completion of the sale. Depending on the 
incentive program, operations typically provides a checklist of 
all required items for the claim process, including as-built data, 
the signed-off permit and proof of interconnection. The use of 
tracking software can aid this process significantly and reduce 
costs by automating many steps. 

MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES & GROWTH 
Growing a company past the first crew truck and especially past 
the first location carries its own set of management challenges. 

communication 
Since it is hard for management to interact with employees 
on a daily or even weekly basis as the company grows and 
adds locations, good communication is the most important 
challenge. There are several ways to address this challenge. 
Face-to-face communication is always best, so, at a mini-
mum, upper management should hold quarterly get-togeth-
ers at each location. It is nice if at least one of these is a more 
informal event, such as a holiday party or picnic, where man-
agement can present information about the company and 
hold a question and answer session. Including spouses and 
significant others in these sessions is really helpful. Each 
year at my company, we shared the results of the company’s 
performance at an annual holiday party. Since employees 
discuss issues concerning their job at home, it helps if the 

spouse or significant other can appreciate the company  
as well.

Companywide conference calls are great for sharing infor-
mation that cannot wait for a quarterly meeting. Everyone 
can be included, with a question and answer session at the 
end. A company newsletter that highlights some of the instal-
lations and company accomplishments, and introduces new 
employees is another great way to share information, not only 
with the employees but also with those at home.

Each location’s manager should hold monthly meetings 
to share ideas and company information and to maintain 
company standards. Local management should visit cus-
tomer sites and do walk-arounds in the office and warehouse  
to check the pulse among the employees. 

expanSion and the Bottom line 
Always keep the focus on efficiency, cost control and quality. 
There is always room for improvement, and people at all levels 
of the organization have ideas. Listen to your employees and do 
not hesitate to make decisions that move the company forward.

As the company grows and overhead increases, it is 
important to hire at a rate that maintains profitability. Every 
position in the company should be justified as it relates to 
revenue. Be sure that the workload justifies a long-term 
hire, or consider temporary help or outsourcing.

Your operations staff can protect the bottom line by con-
trolling inventory. As the company grows, it can gain increas-
ing price leverage with vendors. Continue to minimize the 
number of vendors. For example, use only one racking vendor 
companywide to increase the price leverage. The cost savings 
of bulk racking orders is huge—as much as 60% off list price 
depending on volumes. Consider volume purchase agree-
ments with module and inverter companies. There is no real 
advantage to carrying more than one or two inverter lines. 
Not only is there a lost cost advantage, but there may also be 
increased training costs and wiring mistakes. Since the major 
suppliers are not that varied in cost, pick the most reliable 
inverter to save the company many service calls and forfeited 
revenue in the future.

Last, but certainly not least, maintain positive morale. I 
truly believe that your employees are your best asset. If you do 
not take care of your employees, everything else is for naught. 
They establish your company’s reputation, and a contractor 
business is built on reputation. Every manager has to make 
unpopular decisions at times, but being open in the discussion 
of these decisions breeds respect among your employees.

darlene mccalmont / mccalmont engineering / campbell, ca /  

darlene@mccalmont.net / mccalmont.net

g C O N T A C T

Experience  Emphasis should be put on assigning an experi-
enced crew lead to a new installation team. This helps to carry 
company processes and acceptable safety practices to the 
new crew and to ensure that quality standards are maintained.
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Interview An Experienced Perspective

Kent Sheldon, Power-One
Advancing Inverter Technologies

K ent Sheldon has been on the 
leading edge of renewable energy 

technology changes since 1995. He 
began his career at Kenetech Wind-
power and Trace Technologies. He then 
served as the engineering manager at 
Xantrex, the engineering manager and 
director of sales at SMA America and 
the director of sales at Enphase Energy. 
Kent is now a VP of sales at Power-One, 
the second-largest global PV inverter 
manufacturer with more than 800 MW 
of installed PV inverters to date and a 
global capacity of 4 GW projected by 
the end of 2010. Kent received a BS in 
electrical engineering from California 
State University, Fullerton.

SP: What drew you out of the large-wind 
arena and into what was a relatively small 
PV market?
KS: Purely circumstance. I happened to 
join Kenetech about a month before its 
first round of layoffs as it headed into 
bankruptcy. Over the next year, the power 
electronics group diversified away from 
wind into custom hybrid-power projects, 
mostly for the military. This group spun 
off to become Trace Technologies, which 
later became Xantrex through further 
acquisitions. I was working on lots of odd 
one-off inverter projects (f lywheel, liquid 
battery, superconductors, fuel-cell). One 
of these was a 75 kW grid-tied inverter for 
the first Powerlight project in Hawaii, long 
before there was a US grid-tied PV market. 
I didn’t think much of where that inverter 
development would lead me at the time.

SP: What were your major roles at SMA?
KS: In 2001, the US grid-tied solar mar-
ket was just getting started, mostly in 
California. Trace held the vast major-
ity of market share with the Sun Tie 
inverter, which was failing wholesale in 

the field. John Berdner had convinced 
SMA to open an office in California. 
SMA was relatively small at the time, 
with a handful of string inverter mod-
els. John convinced me to join SMA 
and introduce the Sunny Boy inverters 
to the US market. Within a year, SMA 
held something like 90% market share. 
My first few years at SMA were spent 
trying to develop a commercial mar-
ket for its inverters. SMA believed that 
string inverters should be used for all 
PV systems, as in Germany. My experi-
ence with central inverters at Trace and 
Xantrex contradicted this strategy. It 
took many years before SMA released 

its first commercial inverter in the US, 
which was quickly scrubbed due to high 
price and complexity. It was redesigned 
into the product family SMA has now. 
Ironically, I never really sold that many 
commercial inverters while at SMA, as 
the current family was released after I 
joined Enphase.

SP: What drew you to join Enphase 
Energy, a start-up that was essentially 
creating a new product class, initially 
developed for the North American PV 
market?
KS: Microinverters have always been 
sort of the Holy Grail of the PV industry. 

Kent Sheldon, vice president of sales for renewable energy in North America, 
Power-One  Working with inverters ranging from micro- to utility-scale, Kent has 
been involved in the market’s leading innovations. Now at Power-One, he is helping 
to expand the use of both transformerless and isolated inverter topologies. 
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How elegant is the thought of generat-
ing utility-grade ac power directly from 
the PV module? The original NEC Article 
690 included language about ac modules 
long before the technology existed. The 
thought of a true ac module was excit-
ing, and the microinverter was the first 
step. Technology had finally advanced 
to the point where a microinverter 
was achievable and arguably feasible 
for the first time, even though most of 
the power electronics industry was in 
opposition. Six months prior to leaving 
SMA, I delivered its company perspec-
tive at Solar Power International, saying: 
“Microinverters cannot compete against 
string inverters due to low efficiency, 
high cost and poor reliability.” I had  
not yet been introduced to Enphase. 
When I saw what they were up to, my 
thinking changed.

I had a fun and productive time 
during my two years at Enphase. I was 
part of the team that successfully shifted 
the PV power electronics paradigm. 
Enphase has a long road ahead in its 
goal to rule the PV world, but one thing 
is clear: Microinverters will continue to 
play an important role in the industry.

SP: What were the biggest obstacles you 
had to overcome to gain acceptance from 
the building official and Code community 
when you helped launch the Enphase 
product into the market?
KS:  Everything in Article 690. It looked 
different, it smelled different and it 
didn’t live near the meter. What about 
all the dc rules? Where’s the dc switch, 
dc fuses and display on each inverter? 
We found ourselves answering all of the 
same tired questions, like what about 
anti-islanding? The UL 1741 listing was 
constantly called into question, because 
there were no specific test provisions for 
microinverters in the UL standard.

SP: Beyond ongoing questions of reliabil-
ity due to a short track record in the field, 
what major concerns did you encounter 
from the installer community?

KS: Price. Microin-
verters cost more 
than string inverters, 
and installers are 
focused on up-front 
cost. Micros can 
take longer to install, 
which adds to the 
cost. Now they have 30 on a rooftop. If 
one fails, it costs more to replace. The 
likelihood of repeat failures is higher due 
to more inverters per system, mean-
ing more truck rolls. The rebate-driven 
incentive programs don’t reward for 
energy harvest, so installation cost is 
critical to installers who see their mar-
gins continuously eroded.

Commercial inverters are becoming 
so inexpensive that micros have little 
chance of competing anytime soon 
in the commercial market. The value 
proposition of higher energy production 
starts falling apart as the system size 
grows. You just don’t need module-level 
MPPT on a large flat array with no shad-
ing issues. I think it will be many years 
before micros are feasible for utility and 
large commercial projects. Or the micro 
will need to go through a radical rede-
sign, making it a lot less like a micro.

SP: To what do you attribute the success 
micros have enjoyed?
KS: I see microinverters performing well 
in the residential and small commer-
cial markets. They really make sense in 
places with heavy shading, mixed orien-
tations, small systems and constrained 
spaces. The large influx of electricians 
who are entering the PV game can easily 
understand them. A lot of new blood 
doesn’t want to worry about shade, 
layout, orientation, 600 Vdc wiring and 
all the hard math of string sizing. They 
understand the ac domain and don’t 
want to bother with dc.

SP: Where do you see microinverters 
fitting into the big picture of the US  
PV industry?
KS:  This is the key question and one of 

the main reasons 
I joined Power-
One. All forecasts 
show the US mar-
ket growing much 
faster in the utility 
and commercial 
sector than in 

residential. Residential will continue to 
grow at a good rate, but the magnitude 
is dwarfed compared to the other sec-
tors. Microinverters run into a wall at 
the large-commercial–project size. The 
thought of hundreds or thousands of 
inverters under the array is difficult to 
swallow when considering a 20-year sys-
tem warranty and life expectancy. What 
will be available for replacement if there 
are major failures in year 10? “Plug-n-
play” doesn’t mean much if the plugs are 
incompatible in the future.

Utility engineers become very ani-
mated when asked how they feel about 
50,000 micros on a 10 MW PV farm. They 
don’t want to think about controlling all 
these things. How will they interact with 
each other or respond to utility faults? 
How will their harmonics compound? 
Utility engineers can get their heads 
around a small number of central gen-
erators with an on/off switch. They need 
a major shift in their thinking before 
they will accept micros in large plants.

SP: What’s your current role at 
Power-One?
KS:  Vice president of sales for renewable 
energy in North America (it hardly fits 
on my business card). I started my career 
working on large inverters and progressed 
to smaller and smaller ones. Now I’ve 
come back full circle to MW-size inverters.

SP: Now that you have returned to a cen-
tral inverter manufacturer, do you think there 
is significant competition from microinverter 
and module optimizer manufacturers?
KS:  There will certainly be some com-
petition in the smaller system sizes, but I 
don’t see it happening across the board. 
A large number of  systems  just don’t 

SI anticipate inverters will 

transition from isolated to 

transformerless very quickly.
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need the advantages microinverters 
offer. The larger the system gets, the more 
complicated micro installations become. 
Communication becomes a real challenge. 
Module-level data is just way too much 
information to manage in large com-
mercial or utility plants. Optimizers are 
interesting, but I could never really see the 
advantage versus the risk. It’s the worst of 
both worlds in my mind: all the potential 
issues of microinverters and central invert-
ers combined in one system.

SP: What differentiates Power-One prod-
ucts, and what are your expectations for 
increasing its US market share?
KS:  I foresee Power-One’s success in 
Europe being repeated in the US. We will 
gain significant market share over the 
next couple of years as we introduce our 
full line of products and technologies into 
the US market and increase the PV com-
munity’s awareness of the unique features 
of the Aurora inverters. Our reliability is 
proving to be the highest in the industry. 
These inverters have, by far, the widest dc 
input range of any inverter on the market. 
All of the Aurora string inverters have two 
independent dc inputs, meaning you can 
have different string lengths and orienta-
tions, and shading issues are minimized. 
This is similar to the value proposition of 
a microinverter, albeit less granular, but 
at the price of a string inverter. All our 
central inverters incorporate a modular 
architecture built of multiple paralleled 
inverters. System failures can be localized 
to only a small portion of the inverter or 
PV array while allowing the rest of the 
system to continue operating. Repair of a 
central inverter can be accomplished in a 
matter of minutes on-site.

SP: Power-One has had a transformerless 
(TL) inverter available in the US market 
since the allowance of such inverters 
in the 2005 NEC cycle. To what do you 
attribute its general lack of acceptance? 
What is your projection on the deploy-
ment of transformerless inverters in the 
US market?

KS: Installers are more or less oblivious 
to the differences between TL and iso-
lated inverters. The installation of both 
types is nearly identical from a wiring 
point of view. The 2005 NEC was poorly 
written and was corrected in 2008. So 
some of the slow adoption of TL invert-
ers can be blamed on the NEC. More 
importantly, module companies did not 
use PV Wire on their modules in the  
US. NEC 2008 requires that double-
insulated wires be used between the 
modules and the TL inverter, because 
there is no electrical ground connection 
on the dc side. Most module companies 
used less expensive single-insulated wire 
for their US products. The cost saving 
was trivial; however, this was one way 
of controlling product allocated to the 
US market. These modules could not 
be used with TL inverters commonly 
used everywhere else in the world. The 
first year that the majority of modules 
changed to PV Wire was 2009, and 
we are seeing a dramatic uptick in TL 
inverter sales as a result.

I anticipate inverters will transition 
from isolated to transformerless very 

quickly. European manufac-
turers have been waiting for 
TL inverters to be allowed  
in the US for many years.  
Isolated inverters were 
developed specifically  
for the US market, to the 
irritation of European 
inverter manufacturers. 
The advantages are simple: 
The removal of the isolation 
transformer achieves higher 
efficiency, leading to higher 
energy harvest.

SP: What are the benefits of 
the modular/scalable architec-
ture approaches of the 250-
US and 300-US Power-One 
inverters? And when will these 
models be added to the CEC’s 
list of eligible equipment?
KS: CEC listing for Power-

One’s Aurora PVI-250 and 300 central 
inverter models is imminent. The Aurora 
PVI-250 and 300 are composed of five 
and six 50 kW inverters wired in parallel. 
They can be configured a number of 
ways—master/slave or multi/master or 
a combination of both. For instance, one 
300 kW array may be connected to all six 
inverters. If one inverter fails, it isolates 
itself and the rest continue to process 
up to 250 kW of power from the array. 
You lose a maximum of 50 kW of power 
from the array, or a net energy loss of 
approximately 6%. You can also group 
the inverters into three sets of 100 kW 
blocks. Similarly, if you lose one inverter, 
250 kW of production is available. If you 
have a problem in one of the subarrays, 
you still have 200 kW of production 
available. Spare inverters can be stored 
at the site for an immediate response 
to an inverter issue. The inverters are 
racked in a cage and can easily be 
replaced and sent back to the factory for 
repair rather than sending technicians 
to diagnose and repair on-site. I see 
these as important benefits to ensuring 
maximum system availability.

Interview

Returning to wind  Kent began his career at 
Kenetech Windpower and his current position with 
Power-One includes small and community wind 
markets. He thinks Power-One’s success with its 
wind inverter is due to its also manufacturing the 
interface hardware that protects the inverter from 
the turbine’s output during high wind events and 
utility faults.
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3953 Marsh Creek Road, Linden, TN  37096 • 317-501-2529  • Fax 931-589-5400 
info@solarpathfinder.com • www.solarpathfinder.com

The original Solar Pathfinder  
with its reflective properties 

gives an excellent “instant solar 
blueprint” of the prospective site. 

Now, the NEW Solar Pathfinder 
Assistant software, and 
your digital camera, carry 
that shading information 
into a concise, thorough, 

professional-looking solar site 
analysis report in just seconds.

Solar Pathfinder Assistant: 
automatically adjusts for magnetic 

declination, latitude, azimuth, tilt angle, & 
tracking mode (fixed, 1-axis, 2 axis); 

automatically does yearly energy computations using included NREL data 
(no internet connection necessary); displays “before/after” results of 
removing obstructions; and creates professional-looking reports!

The BEST Tool for Solar Site Analysis

JUST GOT BETTER!
USER FRIENDLY, 
FAST & ACCURATE!

SolarPath 125 working.indd   1 04/10/2008   10:07:36 AM

Volt- and clamp-meter measurements don't give 
you the whole picture. With the PV Analyzer 
from Solmetric you can measure the entire I-V 
curve and compare to expected results. Verify  
that your system is functional and delivering 
optimal results. 

What Risk?

•  Complete DC performance 
characterization

•  Compare measurements to 
model predictions

•  Ideal for commissioning, 
auditing, and troubleshooting

Expert Tools. Better Solar. 
www.solmetric.com

Solmetric
PV Analyzer

maximize ENERGY
output from your PV system

maximize UP-TIME 
with panel-level active 
system management

maximize SAFETY
with the ability to 
de-energize the DC wiring

www.solarpathfinder.com
www.tigoenergy.com
www.solmetric.com
www.zomeworks.com
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California

Basic Residential Installation
Sharp Electronics Corporation

Nov 4 – Nov 5
Huntington Beach
sharpusa.com

Introduction to PV Design &  
Installation
American Institute of Renewable Energy

Nov 8
Nov 11
Nov 22
Dec 6
Jan 3
Jan 17 
San Bernardino
aire-online.com

Solar Installer Training
Solar University

Nov 15 – Nov 19
Livermore
sunprotraining.com

NABCEP/ETA Solar Entry Level 
Training
AmeriSkills

Nov 15 – Nov 19
Oceanside
mccae.org

PV Design, Sales & Marketing 
Certification
American Institute of Renewable Energy

Dec 6 – Dec 12
Jan 3 – Jan 7
Feb 7 – Feb 11 
San Bernardino
aire-online.com

NABCEP/ETA Solar Entry Level 
Training
MiraCosta College

Dec 13 – Dec 17
Oceanside
mccae.org

PV Design & Installation Certification
American Institute of Renewable Energy

Dec 27 – Dec 31
Feb 21 – Feb 25 
San Bernardino
aire-online.com

Colorado

NABCEP PV Installer Seminar
Thames Solar Electric

Jan 24 – Jan 28
Denver
thamessolar.com

Florida

Advanced Contractor Training
US Solar Institute

Nov 8 – Nov 12
Fort Lauderdale
ussolarinstitute.com

PV Solar Certification & License  
Fast Track
US Solar Institute

Nov 8 – Nov 12
Dec 6 – Dec 10 
Fort Lauderdale
ussolarinstitute.com

PV Design, Installation &  
Maintenance
US Solar Institute

Dec 6 – Dec 10
Fort Lauderdale
ussolarinstitute.com

Illinois

PV Systems
Solar Training School

Nov 8 – Nov 19
Nov 29 – Dec 10 
Chicago
solartrainingschool.com

Louisiana

PV Installer Training  
ONtility – LA CleanTech

Nov 15 – Nov 19
New Orleans
ontility.com

Maryland

PV Technical, Design & Installation 
Overview
IEC Chesapeake

Nov 2
Elkridge
iec-chesapeake.com

PV Advanced Business Markets & 
Technology Overview 
IEC Chesapeake

Nov 3
Odenton
iec-chesapeake.com

PV Design & Installation,  
Part 1 of 2 
IEC Chesapeake

Dec 1
Odenton
iec-chesapeake.com

Trouble Shooting PV Systems
IEC Chesapeake

Feb 2
Odenton
iec-chesapeake.com

PV Design & Installation, 
Part 2 of 2 
IEC Chesapeake

Jan 12
Odenton
iec-chesapeake.com

New Jersey

Basic Residential Installation
Sharp Electronics Corporation

Nov 16 – Nov 17
Dec 2 – Dec 3
Dec 14 – Dec 15 
Mahwah
sharpusa.com

Advanced Thermal Solar Systems
Wales Darby Learning Center

Dec 14
Warren
walesdarbylearningcenter.com

New York

PV Installer’s Course
Ulster BOCES

Nov 1 – Nov 29
Nov 15 – Dec 19 
Port Ewen
ulsterboces.org

NABCEP PV Entry Level Exam Prep
Ulster BOCES

Dec 8 – Dec 15
Port Ewen
ulsterboces.org

PV Technical Sales & Marketing
Ulster BOCES

Dec 13 – Dec 17
Port Ewen
ulsterboces.org

North Carolina

PV Installation Training
UL University

Nov 8 – Nov 12
Research Triangle Park
uluniversity.us

Ohio

Basic PV Site Assessment for  
Installers
AltE U

Nov 15 – Nov 16
Columbus
altestore.com

Intermediate PV Design & Installation
AltE U

Nov 17 – Nov 19
Columbus
altestore.com

Pennsylvania

Solar PV Calculations 
Electric Education Center

Nov 2
Philadelphia
electriceducationcenter.com

Sunny Boy 1, 2 & Sunny Central
SMA America – Solar Academy

Nov 2 – Nov 4
Philadelphia
sma-america.com

PV Advanced Markets & Technology 
Overview
Bucks County Community College

Nov 4
Newtown
bucks.edu

Entry Level PV Design & Installation
Electric Education Center

Nov 8 – Nov 12
Philadelphia
electriceducationcenter.com

Training Continuing Education for the Pro

For additional training opportunities and course details, visit solarprofessional.com/training.
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Pennsylvania (continued)

PV Sales Seminar
Electric Education Center

Nov 17 – Nov 18
Philadelpahia
electriceducationcenter.com

Tennessee

Sunny Boy 1, 2 & Sunny Central
SMA America – Solar Academy

Dec 7 – Dec 9
Nashville
sma-america.com

Texas

PV Installer Training
ONtility

Nov 1 – Nov 5
Houston
ontility.com

Wisconsin

Basic PV
Midwest Renewable Energy Assocation

Nov 5
Custer
the-mrea.org

Intermediate PV
Midwest Renewable Energy Assocation

Nov 6 – Nov 7
Custer
the-mrea.org

PV Design & Installation Lab
Midwest Renewable Energy Assocation

Nov 8 – Nov 11
Custer
the-mrea.org

Solar Domestic Hot Water Systems
Midwest Renewable Energy Assocation

Nov 12
Custer
the-mrea.org

Solar Space Heating
Midwest Renewable Energy Assocation

Nov 13
Custer
the-mrea.org

PV Site Assessor Training
Midwest Renewable Energy Assocation

Nov 19
Custer
the-mrea.org

Online

Allied American University
allied.edu

Allied Schools
training4green.com

ONtility
ontility.com

Solar Energy International
solarenergy.org

Solar Living Institute
solarliving.org

Step Up Education
solarclassesonline.com

Post or view professional  
trainings online at:
solarprofessional.com/training

www.schletter.us
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Projects System Profiles 

To adhere to its Green Building Policy 
standard, the San Diego Community 

College District designed its new Career 
Technology Center at San Diego City 
College to achieve LEED Gold certifica-
tion. The architectural features of the 
building dictate different module types 
split between a roof-mounted array and 
two vertical wall arrays. In addition to 
the drastic differences in array tilt angles, 
each array has multiple string configura-
tions. The number of modules per string 
and strings per inverter vary to maximize 
the physical area available and avoid 
dummy modules to fill spaces. The arrays 
fit into an area dictated by the space, 
shading and architectural aesthetics to 
match other wall facades on the west wall 
and walkway clearances.

While the electrical design is 
not completely straightforward, the 
structural design of the vertical arrays 

presented the biggest challenge. The Uni-
rac SunFrame racking system was used 
because it allows for a vertical orienta-
tion, conditional to properly designed 
structural spacing. Working closely with 
Unirac and Brian Spring of Brian Spring 
Engineering, Sullivan Solar Power ended 
up with a design that requires 3/8-inch 
tube steel run vertically up each wall on 
the west and east of the building, with 
a maximum spacing of 4 feet to provide 
the racking system support. Doublewide 
L-feet connect to the tube using two 
¼-20 high-grade stainless steel screws; 
the SunFrame is then attached to the 
L-feet for module mounting. To prevent 
loosening and galling and to decrease 
potential corrosion, the bolts and 
screws are treated with a thread-locking 
compound, and holes in the tube steel 
are sealed with an electrometric polyure-
thane sealant.

Overview
DESIGNER: Quinn Laudenslager, 

project manager, Sullivan Solar Power, 

sullivansolarpower.com

LEAD INSTALLER: Cesar Chaidez, 

project foreman, Sullivan Solar Power

DATE COMMISSIONED: May 2010

INSTALLATION TIME FRAME: 18 days

LOCATION: San Diego, CA, 32.7°N

SOLAR RESOURCE: Vertical arrays, 

3.6 kWh/m2/day; roof array, 

5.6 kWh/m2/day 

RECORD LOW/AVERAGE HIGH  

TEMPERATURE: 29°F/78°F

ARRAY CAPACITY: 60.77 kW

ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION: 70,737 

kWh projected

Equipment Specifications
MODULES, VERTICAL ARRAYS: 

286 Sharp ND-N2ECU, 142 W STC, 

+10%/-5%, 7.11 Imp, 20.0 Vmp,  

7.92 Isc, 24.9 Voc

MODULES, FLAT ROOF: 90 Sharp 

ND-224U1F, 224 W STC, +10%/-5%, 

7.66 Imp, 29.3 Vmp, 8.33 Isc,  

36.6 Voc

INVERTERS: 3-phase, 277/480 Vac 

service; nine SMA SB 7000US total,  

six for the vertical arrays, three for  

the roof-mounted array; 7 kW, 600  

Vdc maximum input, 250–480 Vdc 

MPPT range 

Sullivan Solar Power
San Diego City College 

Do you have a recent PV  
or thermal project we should 
consider for publication in 
SolarPro?

Email details and photos to: 

projects@solarprofessional.com
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The array installation provided 
its own set of challenges. The tallest 
vertical array tops out just over 120 feet 
from the existing grade. Since all work 
was done at the array locations, drilling 
the holes, attaching the racking and 
modules and making all the electrical 
connections required accurate planning 
and installation techniques. The instal-
lation team was divided into an inside 
crew and a lift crew. At the west wall, 
the back of the modules are accessible 
from inside, so the inside crew had the 

responsibility of wiring and 
grounding. They installed 
homerun cables and attached 
grounding lugs prior to 
module installation and 
returned after the modules 
were installed to complete 
the array wiring. The lift 
crew made all the mechani-
cal connections from boom 
lifts—including tapping and 
installing the steel tube sup-
ports, mounting the Unirac 
SunFrame, installing the 
modules and cap strip and 
trimming the excess rail. Due 
to restricted access, the lift 
crew accomplished the array 
wiring and grounding for the 
east wall as the modules were 
installed. Moving the booms 
even small distances added 
another degree of difficulty 
for the lift crew.

“establishing the installation process 

started slowly, because it was an 

incredibly arduous task. once the crews 

figured out best practices, by day four 

they increased productivity and were 

mounting, grounding and connecting 

40 modules daily. This project’s difficult 

design and installation made it all the 

more rewarding to see it turn out as 

nicely as it did.” 

—Quinn Laudenslager,  
Sullivan Solar Power 

ARRAY, EAST VERTICAL: 16 modules 

per source circuit on Inverters 1–4, 

(2,272 W, 7.11 Imp, 320 Vmp, 7.92 Isc, 

398.4 Voc) with three circuits per 

inverter (6,816 W, 21.33 Imp, 320 Vmp, 

23.76 Isc, 398.4 Voc); one inverter with 

source circuits on both east and west 

vertical arrays

ARRAY, WEST VERTICAL: 18 modules 

per source circuit on Inverter 5, (2,556 W,  

7.11 Imp, 360 Vmp, 7.92 Isc, 448.2 Voc) 

with three circuits (7,668 W, 21.33 Imp, 

360 Vmp, 23.76 Isc, 448.2 Voc); and  

20 modules per source circuit on 

Inverter 6, (2,840 W, 7.11 Imp, 400 

Vmp, 7.92 Isc, 498 Voc) with two 

circuits (5,680 W, 14.22 Imp, 400 Vmp, 

15.84 Isc, 498 Voc)

ARRAY, FLAT ROOF: 11 modules per 

source circuit on Inverters 1–2 (2,464 W, 

7.66 Imp, 322 Vmp, 8.33 Isc, 402.6 

Voc) with three circuits per inverter 

(7,392 W, 22.98 Imp, 322 Vmp, 24.99 

Isc, 402.6 Voc); 12 modules per source 

circuit on Inverter 3, (2,688 W, 7.66 

Imp, 351.4 Vmp, 8.33 Isc, 439.2 Voc) 

with two circuits (5,376 W, 15.32 Imp, 

351.4 Vmp, 16.66 Isc, 439.2 Voc)

ARRAY INSTALLATION, VERTICAL: 

Unirac SunFrame attached to building 

face via steel-tube structure anchored 

into concrete, 180° azimuth, 90° tilt

ARRAY INSTALLATION, FLAT ROOF: 

Unirac Solar Mount on TPO  

membrane, 170° azimuth, 19° tilt

ARRAY COMBINERS: Inverter inte-

grated with 15 A fuses

SYSTEM MONITORING: Fat Spaniel 

Inverter Direct PV2Web
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Projects

Bonnie Johnson and Paul Torrence 
represent ideal candidates for a 

residential grid-tied system. The retired 
couple has a goal of achieving net zero 
energy use and prior to the PV instal-
lation had invested in energy-efficient 
household appliances. The installed  
6.58 kW array is sized to generate approxi-
mately 75% of their annual electricity. 
When a planned domestic solar water 
heating system is installed, their overall 
energy use will be close to net zero.

A DPW Solar Multi-Pole Mount sys-
tem was specified to provide adequate 
ground clearance and to minimize 
the number of ground penetrations 
required, reducing installation time and 
cost compared to other ground-mount 

options that were considered. DPW 
Solar provided engineering assistance 
for the footing specifications and asso-
ciated racking components. Dirt work 
was subbed out to a local skid steer 
operator with a 24-inch auger.

DPW Solar’s redesigned Multi-
Pole Mounts, released in 2010, have 
improved setscrews in the rail-to-pipe 
brackets that strengthen the mounting 
system. The installed Sharp NU-235F3 
modules feature two cross rails that add 
to the array’s overall rigidity and resis-
tance to wind loading.

Wildfires are a real concern in this 
part of the country. To protect against 
this threat, the ground underneath the 
array was surfaced with weed barrier and 

crushed rock extending 4 feet 
beyond the southern edge. 

“I’ve seen what a hot, fast-
burning grass fire can do to 
ground-mounted PV arrays that 
are installed without adequate 
ground clearance or surface 
preparation—it melts aluminum 
racking and modules whole-
sale. In our location, it’s worth 
it to take every reasonable 
precaution to minimize the risk 
of potential array damage due 
to wildfire.”
—Eric Hansen,  
True South Solar 

TRUE SOUTH SOLAR
Johnson-Torrence Residence
Overview
DESIGNER: Jacob Wood, design 

and sales manager, True South Solar, 

truesouthsolar.net

LEAD INSTALLER: Eric Hansen, 

general manager, True South Solar

DATE COMMISSIONED: August 2010

INSTALLATION TIME FRAME: 5 days

LOCATION: Williams, OR, 42°N

SOLAR RESOURCE: 4.5 kWh/m2/day

RECORD LOW/AVERAGE HIGH  

TEMPERATURE: –3°F/90°F

ARRAY CAPACITY: 6.58 kW STC

ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION: 

8,705 kWh

Equipment Specifications 
MODULES: 28 Sharp NU-235F3, 

235 W STC, +10%/–5%, 7.81 Imp, 

30.1 Vmp, 8.5 Isc, 37.0 Voc

INVERTER: SMA SB 7000US, 7 kW, 

600 Vdc maximum input, 250–480 Vdc 

MPPT range, 240 Vac output

ARRAY: 14 modules per source circuit 

(3,290 W, 7.81 Imp, 421.4 Vmp, 8.5 

Isc, 518.0 Voc) with two circuits total 

(6,580 W, 15.62 Imp, 421.4 Vmp,  

17.0 Isc, 518.0 Voc)

ARRAY INSTALLATION: DPW Solar 

Multi-Pole Mounts on 4-inch Schedule 

40 pipe, 210° azimuth, 30° tilt

ARRAY COMBINER: OutBack FWPV-8, 

15 A fuses
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CONTRACTORS:
Provide 3rd party analysis to your Clients

SUNMATH.COM | AUSTIN, TX
318.572.0428 | info@sunmath.com

Accelerate time to contract
Expand your target market
Reduce time you spend on Client education
Increase your business’s competitiveness
Get “�nder’s fee free” leads
Enhance customer satisfaction

1
2
3
4
5
6

PV INSTALLERS
NEED FALL PROTECTION!

FALL PROTECTION

PV INSTALLERS
NEED FALL PROTECTION!

™

Fall Arrest for 3  
& Fall Restraint for 2!

MULTI
MAN

Protect Up 
To 5 People!

■ Carry a Generator or 
Compressor.

■ 16-Cubic Foot Toolbox.
■ Flat-Proof Tires.

SINGLE
MAN

Easily Fits In Elevators, Pick Up Trucks and Through Doorways!

Fall Arrest for 1  
& Fall Restraint for 1!

Starting At 
Only $1,400!

763-694-2614   Fax:  763-553-1093
www.railguard.net

2601 Niagara Lane, Plymouth, MN  55447 

Electrical Flashing Assembly:
• no leaky rubber boots
• mounts flush to the roof or vertically on a wall
• no caulking needed

NO LEAKS
NO CAULK
NO MESS
NO PROBLEM

®

So Simple it’s Scary!sm

877.NGE4SUN | zillarac.com

Flashing Assembly:
• minimizes roof penetrations
• field adjustable for uneven surfaces
• no caulking needed

Thermal Flashing Assembly:
• seals out elements
• allows thermal expansion
• no caulking needed

All Zilla® Products Patent Pending
Zilla® is made with recycled aluminum and is 100% recyclable.

SolarPro3Flashings.indd   3 10/1/10   4:15 PM

Ez Roof Mount
Solar Mounting Solutions www.sunmodo.com

Holiday
  Sale!

$9.80
until Jan. 2011

360-844-0048
www.sunmodo.com

Patent Pending

www.zillarac.com
www.sunmodo.com
www.sunmath.com
www.railguard.net
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Introducing...Introducing...

PVSelect.com

Your One-Stop Design Tool for 
Pairing and Comparing Modules and 

Inverters... Fast, Simple & FREE!

j Streamlined module and inverter selection on one Web site

j Over sixty inverters from nine manufacturers

j Over two hundred PV modules from twenty manufacturers

Visit pvselect.com today, a free solar design resource provided bypvselect.com today, a free solar design resource provided by

Midnite has a new 
voltage based battery 
capacity meter. This 
meter was designed 
for our Africa 
distributor to aid in 
keeping batteries 
alive longer.

Features:
1. Led’s that correspond to battery voltage
2. Accuracy +- 1%
3. Auto sensing for 12, 24, 36, and 48 volt batteries
4. LED indicators show if batteries have received a full 
    charge recently, longer than one week or longer than two 
    weeks
5. Indicates lack of charging that can lead to sulfation
6. Ideal for “at a glance” readings from across the room, for 
    golf carts, forklifts, etc.

$69

Keep your batteries 
alive longer

www.midnitesolar.com

Retail

www.midnitesolar.com
www.pvselect.com
www.satcon.com/solstice
www.pvamericaexpo.com
www.railguard.net
www.zillarac.com
www.sunmodo.com
www.sunmath.com
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www.pvselect.com
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http://www.affordable-solar.com
www.altedirect.com
www.arguson.com
www.carlingtech.com/e-series
www.conergy.us
http://www.dcpower-systems.com
www.enphaseenergy.com
www.etsolar.com
http://www.fronius-usa.com
www.heliodyne.com
www.heyco.com
www.hyundaisolar.com
www.ldksolar.com
www.lumossolar.com
www.mecasolar.com
www.nabcep.org
www.ontility.com
www.outbackpowersystems.com
www.pvpowered.com
www.quickmountpv.com
www.recgroup.com
www.schneiderelectric.ca
http://www.sma-america.com
www.snapnrack.com
www.solarenergy.org
www.solarpathfinder.com
www.solaredge.com
www.solarelectricdistributor.com
http://www.solarworld-usa.com
www.solren.com
www.solmetric.com
www.sunlink.com
www.sunwize.com
www.twnesolar.com
www.tigoenergy.com
www.unirac.com
www.unistrutenergy.com
www.ussolardistributing.com
www.westinghousesolar.com
www.zomeworks.com


The Northeast/Mid-Atlantic region represents one of the 
strongest U.S. markets for current PV installations and one 
of the most promising for projected growth. PV America 
2011 will attract nearly 3,000 buyers, technology experts 
and industry leaders. Educate yourself and your team 
on the latest PV technologies and public incentives. 
Innovate throughout your business by connecting with 
exhibitors showcasing the latest products and services. 
Then Activate your new knowledge and partnerships 
to make the most of solar power.

Educate. 
Innovate. 
Activate.

Educate. 
Innovate. 
Activate.

Educate. Educate. 
Innovate. 
Activate.

Register Today
April 3 – 5, 2011
Pennsylvania Convention Center
Philadelphia, PA
www.pvamericaexpo.comAn SPI Regional Event

P R E S E N T E D  B Y :

7859 PVA_SP_full-page ad.indd   1 9/28/10   11:36 AM

www.pvamericaexpo.com
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Projects

LPS   Industries, a flexible 
packaging manufacturer in 

Moonachie, New Jersey, selected Solis 
Partners to install what was the largest 
Solyndra thin-film PV array in the US at 
the time of commissioning. A new white 
TPO roof, an integral part of the cylin-
drical CIGS PV system, was installed 
just prior to the array to enhance the 
reflected light available to the panels. 

Initially, the roof was capable of 
accommodating less than 2 additional 
pounds per square foot of distributed 
loads. To help overcome this, Solis 
reinforced the main roofing beams to 
support up to 4 pounds per square foot. 
Solyndra panels proved to be the best 
match for the roof as the total system 
added approximately 3 
pounds per square foot 
on a distributed basis.

Solyndra provides 
a racking system spe-
cifically designed for its 
panels that utilizes cable 
trays to help facilitate 
proper wire management. 
In addition, the Solyndra 
panels include both male 
and female positive and 
negative output conduc-
tors on each panel. Solis 
took advantage of the low 

current output in relation to the maxi-
mum series fuse rating and placed as 
many as three strings in parallel before 
connecting to a combiner box. This 
reduced the overall number of source 
circuits and associated wiring and over-
current protection devices. 

“Because the LPS facility is located in 
a high-wind zone rated at 110 mph, a 
flat-panel PV system would have required 
significant ballast or roof penetrations 
that would have been unfeasible or cost 
prohibitive. The Solyndra system required 
only minimal structural reinforcement and 
allowed us to move forward with the project 
without impacting the integrity of the build-
ing or day-to-day operations at LPS.” 
—Rick Surgent, Solis Partners

SOLIS PARTNERS
LPS Industries
Overview
DESIGNER: Nickolai Cowell, design 

lead, Solis Partners, solisllc.com

LEAD INSTALLER: Rick Surgent, 

senior project manager, Solis Partners

DATE COMMISSIONED: June 2010

INSTALLATION TIME FRAME: 55 days

LOCATION: Moonachie, NJ, 40.8°N

AVERAGE SOLAR RESOURCE: 3.9 

kWh/m2/day

RECORD LOW/AVERAGE HIGH  

TEMPERATURE: -15°F/84°F

ARRAY CAPACITY: 704.3 kW

AVERAGE ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION: 

810 MWh

Equipment Specifications 
PANELS: 3,870 Solyndra SL-001-182, 

182 W STC, +4%/-4%, 2.46 Imp,  

73.9 Vmp, 2.76 Isc, 96.7 Voc

INVERTERS: 3-phase, 480 Vac service, 

two PV Powered PVP260KW-LV, 260 

kW each, 600 Vdc maximum input, 

265–500 Vdc MPPT range 

ARRAY: Five panels per source circuit 

(910 W, 2.46 Imp, 369.5 Vmp, 2.76  

Isc, 483.5 Voc), typical combiner  

box input circuit consists of three  

paralleled source circuits (2,730 W, 

7.38 Imp, 369.5 Vmp, 8.28 Isc,  

483.5 Voc); 387 total source circuits 

per inverter (352.17 kW, 952 Imp, 

369.5 Vmp, 1,068 Isc, 483.5 Voc);  

PV output circuits are connected to 

one 225 A and five 300 A fuses in  

the inverter’s integrated subcombiner

ARRAY COMBINER: 12 custom 

SolarBOS 24-input disconnecting 

combiners, 15 A fuses 

ARRAY INSTALLATION: Solyndra 

mounts on a white TPO membrane, 

218° azimuth, 0° tilt

SYSTEM MONITORING: Energy 

Recommerce REC Track 3
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THE SOLAR DEPOT 
ADVANTAGE. 

WHAT IS THE 
SOLAR DEPOT 
ADVANTAGE? 
 Pre-Engineered Packaged Systems 
Superior Technical Support   
Rebate Filing Assistance
Jobsite Delivery 
Lead Referral Program
Product Shipment Nationwide 
Marketing & Advertising Support

VISIT WWW.SOLARDEPOT.COM
Explore Solar Depot online!  Access our full product 
catalog and over 100 packaged system designs from 
our website.  Register for a Solar Depot workshop in 
your area today by clicking on “Workshops.”  View 
the Contractor section to learn about our full range 
of services and how to become an Solar Depot dealer. 

 

SERVING NATIONWIDE:

Your One-Stop Shop for All of Your Solar Needs 
Wholesale Distributor / System Integrator Since 1979

ONLY SOLAR DEPOT INSTALLERS DELIVER THE COMPLETE, 
QUALITY, SOLAR SYSTEM ON TIME. EVERY TIME. 

Join the Solar Depot team, and gain an advantage 
over your competition!

SOLAR PV / SOLAR WATER HEATING  / SOLAR POOL / RADIANT FLOOR HEATING

SOLAR DEPOT

Petaluma, CA                           Sacramento, CA                  Corona, CA     
1-800-822-4041              1-800-321-0101                 1-800-680-7922     

St. Augustine, FL                   Washington, D.C.                  Denver, CO   
1-904-827-9733              1-202-872-5221                 1-303-321-4186

www.solardepot.com


Satcon Solstice 
The New Standard for Large Scale Solar

Power Production 

Call + 1.888.728.2664
or visit

www.satcon.com/solstice
to learn more

© 2010 Satcon Technology Corporation. All rights reserved. Satcon 
is a trademark of Satcon Technology Corporation. All other 

trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Introducing the industry’s fi rst complete power harvesting and 
management solution for utility class solar power plants

• Boosts total system power production 
by 5-12%

• Lowers overall balance of system costs 
by 20-25%

• Reduces installation time and expense

• String level power optimization and 
centralized total system management

• Advanced grid interconnection and utility 
control capabilities

• Increased system uptime, safety and 
reliability

www.satcon.com/solstice
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